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Pro gradu työssä tavoitteeni on arvioida Mary Wortley Montagun Turkkilaisten kirjeiden 
(kirjoitettu 1716-1718) orientalistisia tulkintoja ja kyseenalaistaa niitä feministisestä 
näkökulmasta. Näitä matkakirjeitä, joissa Wortley Montagu kuvaa turkkilaisten uskontoa, 
kirjallisuutta ja tapoja, mutta ennen kaikkea turkkilaisia naisia, on luettu Edward Saidin 
klassikkotekstiä (Orientalism 1978) vasten. Orientalistisessa keskustelussa barbaarinen, mutta 
eksoottisen kiehtova itä, asetettiin rationaalisen ja sivistyneen lännen vastakohdaksi. Wortley 
Montagun on tulkittu osallistuneen orientalistisen puheavaruuden tuottamiseen. 
Tulkintatapojensa perusteella määrittelin Wortley Montaguta tutkineet kriitikot kolmeen 
ryhmään: orientalistisiin, feministis-orientalistisiin, ja orientalismia vastustaviin feministisiin 
kriitikoihin.   

Teoreettisina lähtökohtinani tässä tutkimuksessa ovat jälki-koloniaalinen feminismi, jonka 
ytimessä on ei-länsimaisen naisen toimijuuden tarkastelu ja postmodernifeminismi, joka pyrkii 
subjektiviteetin purkamiseen ja uudelleen rakentamiseen. Koska halusin keskittyä naisten 
representaatioihin kirjeissä, määrittelin avukseni seuraavat konkreettiset kysymykset: millaisessa 
vuorovaikutuksessa Wortley Montagu ja turkkilaiset naiset ovat, miten Wortley Montagu kuvaa 
turkkilaiset naiset ja millaisena Wortley Montagu kuvataan? Lähestyn kirjeitä analysoimalla 
aiheita, jotka liittyivät kiinteästi varsinaiseen orientalismin diskurssiin, mutta jotka antavat 
mahdollisuuden löytää kirjeistä sekä orientalismia tukevia että sitä kyseenalaistavia lukutapoja. 
Määrittelin seuraavat diskurssit: itsen ja toisen diskurssi, orientin naisen diskurssi, erojen 
diskurssi ja nomadismin diskurssi. 

Itsen ja toisen diskurssissa Wortley Montagu kuvaa itseään ristiriitaisessa asemassa 
naiskirjailijana matkakirjoittamisen maskuliinisessa traditiossa. Hän arvioi turkkilaisten naisten 
toiseutta kuvaamalla heitä englantilaisia naisia vapaammiksi; sukupuolisen segregaation 
käytännöt antoivat naisille anonymiteetin, liikkumisvapauden ja seksuaalista vapautta. Lisäksi 
segregaatio antoi mahdollisuuden feminiiniseen tilaan ja paikkaan. 

Orientin naisen diskurssissa tarkastelen kolmea mahdollista tapaa, joilla Wortley Montagu 
katsoo turkkilaisia naisia; hän vastustaa turkkilaisten naisten erotisointia, hän omaksuu miehisen 
penetroivan katseen, hän estetisoi turkkilaiset naiset lesbisen halun kautta.  

Erojen diskurssissa kiinnitän huomioni erityisesti luokan ja rodun/etnisyyden kuvauksiin. 
Wortley Montagu estetisoi, mutta esineellistää turkkilaiset orjat heidän luokka-asemansa takia. 
Tunisialaiset naiset hän rodullistaa ja kuvaa heitä sekä yhteiskuntaluokkansa, että ulkoisten 
ominaisuuksiensa puolesta epäesteettisinä ja eläimellisinä. 

Nomadismin diskurssissa Wortley Montagu ei vahvista itsen ja toisen dikotomista eroa: 
hän samaistuu turkkilaisiin yläluokkaisiin naisiin ja turkkilaiseen moniaineksiseen kulttuuriin 
sekä nomadisen subjektin tavoin pyrkii omaksumaan omaan subjektiviteettiinsa sopivat 
ominaisuudet. Kuitenkin Wortley Montaguta voidaan kritisoida siitä, että hän samaistuu vain 
yläluokkaisiin turkkilaisiin naisiin. 

Wortley Montagu antaa ristiriitaisen kuvan orientista: hän sekä ylläpitää orientalismin 
diskurssia korostamalla yläluokkaista brittiläistä asemaansa, että naisena haastaa sitä. Wortley 
Montagun naiset huomioonottava kirjoitus, yläluokkaisenakin, on ristiriidassa orientalismin 
kanssa.
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1. Introduction 

Mary Wortley Montagu (neé Pierrepont, 1689-1762) was a literary wit and a society figure of 

her time. She was mostly self-taught, but exceptionally learned for an eighteenth-century 

woman; she had read Ovid, Horrace and Cato and knew Latin, Italian and French. In 1712, 

unwilling to marry the man her father had chosen, she eloped to marry Edward Wortley 

Montagu, a member of the parliament and Lord of Treasury to George I. The Wortley 

Montagus were friends of such known figures as Alexander Pope, Lord Byron, Joseph 

Addison, John Gay, Abbé Conti and the women�s rights advocate Mary Astell.  

Mary Wortley Montagu�s literary works include satirical town eclogues, a newspaper 

called The Nonsense of Common-sense, essays, an epilogue to Addison�s play, juvenilia, poems 

and so on. Most of these writings were handed around as manuscripts among her friends and 

she allowed only a few of them to be published anonymously. In addition to this, Wortley 

Montagu herself deliberately destroyed a great part of her writings.  

In 1716 Edward Wortley Montagu was appointed as the ambassador of Britain in Turkey 

and the representant of the Levant Company for trading. Contrary to general expectations, 

Mary Wortley Montagu did not stay at home waiting for her husband to return, but she and 

their three-year-old son accompanied him to Turkey. At that time the Ottoman Empire was a 

strong mercantile power and an imperialist and colonialist state, which threatened large parts of 

Europe because of its expansionist ambitions. England and the Netherlands worked to mediate 

piece between the Ottomans and the Austrian Habsburgs.1 The Wortley Montagus� stay in 

Turkey was cut short as Edward Wortley Montagu failed in the negotiations and was recalled in 

1718. With a newly born daughter they returned to England in the autumn. 

                                                           
1 Stanford J. Shaw, History of the Ottoman Empire and Modern Turkey: Empire of the Gazis: The Rise and Decline of 
the Ottoman Empire 1280-1808 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988) 85, 217-232 passim.  
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During the stay in Adrianople and Constantinople Mary Wortley Montagu wrote her 

acquaintances letters about her experiences in Turkey.2 The time in Turkey contributed to her 

best-known literary work, Letters During Mr. Wortley's Embassy to Constantinople (written 

1716-1718). At the time, the genre of letter writing was popular, and Wortley Montagu refers to 

her famous predecessors, such as the epistolary writer Marie de Sévingné. 

Wortley Montagu became acquainted with the local customs and culture and she even 

learnt Turkish to be able to communicate with the people she met. The letters deal with such 

topics as religion, literature, customs, and architecture, but most of all with depictions of 

Turkish women. Wortley Montagu�s intention, in writing the letters was, as she herself said, to 

give a different account of Turkey than the male travel writers, such as Jean Dumont, Sir Henry 

Blount and Joseph Addison, had thus far. The letters had an impact on the public imagination: 

�her literary style, her exquisite eye for detail, and her revealing accounts of the lives of 

Muslim women� were admired and her letters were considered an �exceptional and fascinating 

account of life in the Ottoman Empire�.3 The letters gained a wide success in the whole of 

Europe and were considered influential until the nineteenth century.4  

The published letters are not the ones Wortley Montagu wrote when in Turkey, but a 

collection reworked from the actual letters, her journal and the impressions she had during the 

voyage. She most likely intended to publish the letters at some point and wrote the manuscript 

with this in mind. Wortley Montagu rewrote the letters several times during her life and they 

were published post-humously in 1763.  

Several different compilations have been published of Wortley Montagu�s letters and there 

is some dispute related to their authenticity. There are different collections of letters, but 

                                                           
2 Only one of the authentic letters written from Turkey survives. Clare Brant, introduction, Letters, by Lady Mary 
Wortley Montagu (London: Everyman's Library, 1992) xvi. 
3 Gérard-Georges Lemaires, The Orient in Western Art (Cologne: Könemann, 2001) 48. 
4 Bridget Orr, ��The Only Free People in the Empire�: Gender Difference in Colonial Discourse.� De-scribing 
Empire: Post-colonialism and Textuality, ed. Chris Tiffin and Alan Lawson (London: Routledge, 1994) 156. 
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moreover, critics refer to the same publications with different names. In this thesis I have used 

the collection Letters with introduction by Clare Brant published by Everyman�s Library in 

1992. In this collection the letters that deal with Turkey are named Letters During Mr. 

Wortley’s Embassy to Constantinople. However, these letters include descriptions of the 

Wortley Montagus� journey through Europe to Turkey.5 I am only interested in the letters that 

describe Turkey and, therefore, I will here on refer to them as the Turkish Letters. 

The Turkish Letters have been interpreted in the same way as the texts of Orientalist (male) 

authors of the same period. In this particular analytical tradition, since the publication of 

Edward Said�s Orientalism in 1978, Wortley Montagu�s writing has been read in reference to 

this classic text.  

In Orientalism Said defines the ways in which the Orient has been represented particularly 

in literary works in the West throughout history. He formulates the ideology of Orientalism �as 

a Western style for dominating, restructuring and having authority over the Orient�.6 According 

to Said, �the Orient was almost a European invention, and had been since antiquity a place of 

romance, exotic beings, haunting memories and landscapes, remarkable experiences�.7 

Historically, Orientalism began already in the fifteenth century, but Said calls the late 

eighteenth century the renaissance of the ideology of Orientalism.8 This categorisation would 

place Wortley Montagu�s Turkish Letters into the period of early Orientalism. In Said�s 

perception the ideological apparatus of Orientalism was so influential in the West that it 

affected all representations of the Orient. Thus, the discursive context of Orientalism has to be 

taken into consideration when analysing the letters. However, the Orientalist reading of the 

Turkish Letters has been challenged recently. 

                                                           
5 This compilation includes 58 letters, of which 23 are indicated as written in Turkey. There are two compilations 
currently in print. The other one is Mary Wortley Montagu, Selected Letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, ed. 
Robert Halsband (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1986). The Halsband compilation does not include all the Turkish letters, 
whereas the Brant compilation is said to contain some letters from corrupt editions of the original manuscript. 
6 Edward W. Said, Orientalism (London: Penguin Books, 1987) 3. 
7 Said, 1987, 1. 
8 Said, 1987, 3. 
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In this thesis, I aim to challenge the Orientalist reading of Wortley Montagu�s Turkish 

Letters with feminist9 approaches. In my opinion, the Orientalist argument that Wortley 

Montagu adopts the position of the colonial male subject does not acknowledge, for example, 

the way she describes Turkish women�s agency and actions. The subject the text mostly deals 

with, namely Oriental women, is discussed in a way uncommon to most texts written at that 

time by either men or women. Thus, although the author�s gender has relevance in the analysis, 

the text itself is more relevant.  In my analysis, I will point out passages where the letters deal 

with themes related to the Orientalist discourse and show how the letters comply with or 

deviate from that discourse.  

I will employ different readings to challenge the conventional Orientalist reading; these 

readings vary from the critical view of Orientalism to the concept of the nomadic subject. 

Reading Rosi Braidotti�s nomadic subject in Wortley Montagu�s letters is a radical way of 

questioning the Orientalist reading. Although these abovementioned readings seem to construct 

a continuum with similar concerns, it cannot be ignored that they are, to some extent, in 

conflict with each other.   

Besides providing the context for analysing different readings of the letters, the feminist 

theories suggest ways of analysing Oriental women, agency, the relationship between the 

Orient and Occident particularly focusing on the ways in which the relationship between 

Wortley Montagu and Turkish women is constructed. I will ask the following questions: how 

do Wortley Montagu and the Turkish women interact? How are the Turkish women 

represented? How is Wortley Montagu herself represented? I will use these questions to form 

thematic discourses. 

                                                           
9 Defining these feminist approaches essentially requires defining feminism first. There is not one feminism but 
several different strands of feminism. As a wide definition, by feminist interpretations, I refer to theorising that pays 
particular attention to gender and especially women. Bringing women into attention as a (oppressed) group is one of 
the basic goals of what could be called feminism.   
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I will apply a method of analysing discourses; however, in the methodological part of the 

thesis I will define more explicitly what I mean with discourse/discourses, and their relation to 

the analysis of Wortley Montagu�s letters. In my opinion, discourse analysis is a suitable 

approach since I am going to look at passages in the letters that are related to the hegemonic 

discourse of Orientalism - passages that both enforce and deviate from that discourse. 

I will now shortly introduce other Wortley Montagu critics. The letters received 

contemporary criticism: they were appraised in reviews by Johnson, Voltaire, and Gibbon, and 

frequently quoted by Byron. Despite this, I will focus on the recent post-Saidian criticism 

mostly written during the 1990s, and especially on feminist criticism of the letters. I have 

divided the most important critics into three different categories: Orientalist, feminist 

Orientalist, and feminist non-Orientalist. 

Orientalist Critics (Aravamundan, Lowenthal, Yeazell)   

In his article �Lady Mary Wortley Montagu in the Hammam: Masquerade, Womanliness, and 

Levantinization� (1995), Srinivas Aravamundan analyses Wortley Montagu as a levantinist. He 

defines levantinisation as a kind of Orientalism, which �anticipates a positive cultural 

outcome�.10 Aravamundan finds especially the descriptions on the hammam as experiences of 

femininity and womanhood as a masquerade.  

Cynthia Lowenthal examines Wortley Montagu�s letters as an example of romanticising 

Orientalism in her book Lady Mary Wortley Montagu and the Eighteenth-Century Familiar 

Letter (1994). According to Lowenthal, Wortley Montagu aestheticises the Turkish women 

trough the means of pictorial art and seventeenth-century romance.11 

To explore the Orientalist cult of the harem, its persistence in Western thought, and 

especially its manifestations in art and literature, Ruth Bernard Yeazell studies an excessive 

                                                           
10 Srinivas Aravamundan, �Lady Mary Wortley Montagu in the Hammam: Masquerade, Womanliness, and 
Levantinization,� ELH  (62.1 1995) Available on the Internet 
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/elh/v062/62.1aravamundan.html (Printed 03.10.2002) 69.  
11 See also Aravamundan, 1995, footnote 5. 
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range of works from erotic fantasies to more alternate representations in her book Harems of 

the Mind: Passages of Western Art and Literature (2000). She focuses more on other works 

such as Ingres�s Le Bain Türk than on Wortley Montagu�s letters, but does consider them a 

manifestation of the cult of the harem. 

Feminist Orientalist Critics (Yeğenoğlu, Lowe, Lewis) 

Other more feminist critics have pointed out new aspects of the Orientalist reading; however, 

these critics, such as Meyda Yeğenoğlu, Lisa Lowe, and Reina Lewis, still take Said�s 

Orientalism as their point of departure. Generally, I see these re-readings of women travel 

writers related to a more widespread feminist theorising of Orientalism, imperialism, 

colonialism and postcolonialism.  

Although I have defined her a feminist Orientalist critic, Yeğenoğlu argues strongly for an 

Orientalist reading of Wortley Montagu�s letters. One of her intentions in the book Colonial 

Fantasies: Towards a Feminist Reading of Orientalism (1998) is to prove that women also 

participated in the construction of the discourse of Orientalism. She considers the veil the most 

important symbol in the Orientalist discourse and analyses in great detail the ways in which 

veiled Oriental women have been represented in the West. According to Yeğenoğlu, Wortley 

Montagu�s descriptions of the veil as a mask repeat the established representations of the veil in 

the Orientalist discourse. In her opinion Wortley Montagu�s identification with Turkish women 

is an Orientalist rhetorical device and Wortley Montagu still takes the place of the (male) 

Orientalist in relation to the Turkish women.  

In Critical Terrains: French and British Orientalism (1991), Lowe analyses eight British 

and French authors from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. Yeğenoğlu acknowledges 

Lowe�s work when she notes that her own discussion on Wortley Montagu�s letters is partly 

based on Lowe�s interpretations.12 However, Lowe perhaps finds more internal resistance and 

                                                           
12 Meyda Yeğenoğlu, Colonial Fantasies: Towards a Feminist Reading of Orientalism (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998) 79. 
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heterogeneity within the discourse of Orientalism than Yeğenoğlu. According to Lowe, 

Wortley Montagu deviates from the Orientalist discourse when she criticises former travel 

writers for misrepresenting �women, marriage, sexuality, and custom�.13 Generally Lowe 

perceives Wortley Montagu�s identification with Turkish women as a manifestation of an 

emergent feminist discourse,14 whereas the descriptions differentiating the Occident from the 

Orient are a part of the discourse of Orientalism. She finds that although there is a conflicting 

relationship �between British Orientalism, an emergent feminism, and representations of class 

and privilege,� Wortley Montagu�s letters are still �within the tradition� of Orientalism.15 

Lewis questions the monolithic reading of Orientalism: in her book Gendering Orientalism 

(1996) she examines the ways in which the Orient has been constructed in the work of female 

artists and writers mostly in the nineteenth century. In particular, Lewis concentrates on the 

work of artist Henriette Brown and writer George Eliot, but her work has general relevance for 

analysing women artists� and authors� depictions of the Orient. Despite the fact that Orientalism 

was a masculinist field, women�s depictions of the Orient existed. Lewis wants to point out �the 

multiplicity, diversity and incommensurability of possible positionings� women can have  

�within Orientalist discourse�.16 Thus she sees the women taking part in the discourse of 

Orientalism but in a different way than their male counterparts. 

Feminist Non-Orientalist Critics (Bohls, Kietzman, Orr) 

Presently, there are more and more feminist interpretations that question the Orientalist 

approach to Wortley Montagu�s letters altogether. These interpretations generally are 

postcolonial or postmodern feminist; however, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish these 

from each other. 

                                                           
13 Lisa Lowe, Critical Terrains: French and British Orientalisms (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991) 31. 
14 There was a discourse of British women�s rights movement in the eighteenth-century, which reacted to the 
Enlightenment ideas of femininity. People like Mary Astell and John Stuart Mill promoted especially education for 
women. Discussing the emergent feminist discourse in detail is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
15 Lowe, 1991, 20, 51. 
16 Reina Lewis, Gendering Orientalism: Race, Femininity and Representation (London: Routledge, 1996) 4. 
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In her book Women Travel Writers and the Language of Aesthetics, 1716-1818 (1996), 

Elizabeth A. Bohls studies features of the discourse of aesthetics in the work of seven female 

authors, including Wortley Montagu. In Wortley Montagu�s case she focuses on the �Turkish 

Bath Letter� in particular. Bohls concludes that Wortley Montagu turns her unconventional 

way of representing aesthetics into a way of avoiding the �crude stereotypes [that] populated 

seventeenth-century travel writing on Turkey�.17 The unconventional way in which Wortley 

Montagu challenges the masculine discourse of aesthetics simultaneously challenges the 

discourse of Orientalism. 

Mary Jo Kietzman problematises the Orientalist reading of Wortley Montagu in her article 

�Montagu�s Turkish Letters and Cultural Dislocation� (1998) firstly, because Wortley Montagu 

is a woman; and secondly and more importantly, because of the way Wortley Montagu 

represents women and womanhood in her letters. According to Kietzman Wortley Montagu�s 

writing cannot be read in the same way as that of Orientalist male authors. She also perceives 

that Wortley Montagu and the Turkish women share similar concerns, and that Wortley 

Montagu�s identification with the Turkish women breaks the binary of superior West and 

inferior East, which the Orientalist discourse is based on.18  

In her article ��The Only Free People in the Empire�: Gender Difference in Colonial 

Discourse� (1994) Bridget Orr challenges the Orientalist approach by emphasising the dialogic 

relation between Wortley Montagu and the Turkish women. She offers an interpretation of 

female homosexual desire and claims that Wortley Montagu�s encounter with the Turkish 

women is marked by desire, admiration and wonder at the other.  

                                                           
17 Elizabeth A. Bohls, Women Travel Writers and the Language of Aesthetics, 1716-1818 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995) Excerpt (pp. 1-13) available on the Internet 
(http://assets.cambridge.org/0521474582/sample/0521474582WS.pdf   (Downloaded 20.06.2003) 12. 
18 Mary Jo Kietzman, �Montagu�s Turkish Embassy Letters and Cultural Dislocation,� Studies in English Literature. 
Issue 3. 38 (Summer 1998): 537-552. Available on the Internet 
http://ehostvgw3.epnet.com/print2�oPrint=32&image1.x=35&image1.y=14  (Printed 15.1.2001) 538.  
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In this thesis I will criticise the first two categories of critics for their unproblematised 

interpretation of Wortley Montagu�s letters as Orientalist. Despite this, I will note upon aspects 

in the letters that contribute to the discourse of Orientalism. The feminist Orientalist critics 

emphasise the internal variation of the discourse of Orientalism, whereas I will focus on 

features that challenge it. Although I mostly agree with the critics I have named feminist non-

Orientalist, my aim in this thesis is to move even beyond the scope of the kind of feminist 

analysis presented by them. The questioning of the hegemonic Orientalist reading opens up 

postcolonial interpretations, and the possibility of reading the feminist postmodern nomadic 

subject into the letters.  
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2. Theoretical and Analytical Approaches 

In the first subchapter I will define the theoretical framework of my thesis. I will try to present 

these theoretical approaches as a continuum starting from Orientalism and moving through 

postcolonialism to postmodernism.  

 In the second subchapter I will set forth the analytical approach I have applied in this 

thesis. Firstly, I will introduce the analytical concept of discourse and secondly, I will relate 

how the analysis was carried out in practise.  

2.1. The Colonial Continuum: From Orientalism to Postmodern Nomadism 

I will firstly acquaint the readers with Said�s Orientalism and some feminist reactions to it. 

Secondly, I will look at the Orientalist interpretations of Wortley Montagu�s letters in relation 

to Orientalism. Thirdly, I will present some basic ideas of postcolonial feminist theory and also 

show how postcolonial feminist ideas can be used to question the Orientalist reading of 

Wortley Montagu. Fourthly, I will look at the postmodern concepts of subjectivity and 

especially the nomadic subject, which can be applied in reading Wortley Montagu�s letters. 

The Orient Ideologically  

The ideological formation of Orientalism, which Said has defined, is based on the historical and 

cultural roots of the West�s relations with the Orient.19 The historical basis of ideological 

Orientalism is closely linked to the colonial history of Europe and to the ideologies of the 

colonial rule. Said situates this emergence of ideological Orientalism within the �peak period of 

colonialism,� which took place in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.20 He continues 

that this renaissance caused �a new awareness of the Orient� which was partly the result of 

                                                           
19 Said defines three senses of Orientalism: academic, material and ideological. The beginning of academic 
Orientalism is related to the decision of the church council of Vienna in 1312 to establish chairs of Oriental studies in 
major European cities. The academic study of Orientalism has focused mainly on biblical studies and the study of 
Oriental languages and ancient cultures. Material Orientalism has been based on colonial and imperial institutions. 
Said, 1987, 49-50.The concepts of academic and material Orientalism are not as relevant for my thesis as the 
ideological formation of Orientalism.  
20 Yeğenoğlu 1998, 14. 
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newly discovered and translated Oriental literary and scientific texts but �also the result of a 

newly perceived relationship between the Orient and the West�.21 Ideological Orientalism had 

an unprecedented cultural impact on Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries - �there 

was the virtual epidemic of Orientalia affecting every major poet, essayist and philosopher of 

the period�.22  

Said writes that the Orient has been represented as a backward, despotic and fanatically 

religious realm of terrors and barbarity. On the other hand, the Orientalist cult of the harem has 

been based on a perception of an intriguing and sensuous Orient, where the Westerner can 

experience adventures and sexual freedom.23 

Ideologically the Orient is constructed as the other of Europe. Thus, Europe (or the West) 

has been represented as positively different from the Orient: Orientalism is a style of thought 

based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction made between the Orient and most 

of the time the Occident.24 Orientalism reduces the relation between East and West into strong 

polarities: �Western superiority and Oriental inferiority� are the essence of Orientalism.25 

Ethnic and racial differences are significant in Orientalism, which is based on a Eurocentric 

belief on the hierarchical distinction between whiteness and non-whiteness.  

 I find this ideological Orientalism, the �collection of dreams, images and vocabularies,� 

the exotic, mysterious perception of the Orient relevant for my thesis.26 In the analysis I will 

focus on the ideological Orientalism and its manifestations of popular, stereotypical 

representations of the Orient in literary and artistic works. 

However, Said�s Orientalism is problematic in the way it treats gender. Although Said 

mostly ignores the question of gender in Orientalism, he notes that the Orient has been 

                                                           
21 Said, 1987, 42. 
22 Said, 1987, 51. 
23 Said, 1987, 1, 2, 63, 72, 190. 
24 Said, 1987, 1, 2. 
25 Said, 1987, 42. 
26 Said 1987, 73, 2-6. 
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represented as feminine in Western literature.27 This is one of the main reasons why feminists 

have begun to re-read Orientalism. Feminists have pointed out that the characteristics Said has 

found to be associated with the Orient, such as irrationality, exoticism and alterity, are 

characteristics commonly associated with women in Western philosophy and thinking. 

Yeğenoğlu phrases this equivalence as follows: �woman is the Orient, the Orient is woman; 

woman like Orient, the Orient like woman�.28   

In addition, feminist critics have noted on the masculinity of Orientalist ideology: in 

Lewis�s perception the colonial subject, which Said constructs in his theory, �is unified, 

intentional and irredeemably male� and Orientalism is a homogeneous discourse enunciated by 

this male subject.29 The gendered construction of Orientalism is roughly that of a white 

superior, masculine West and inferior, feminine Orient. In her reading of Said�s definition of 

Orientalism, Lewis concludes:  

Orientalism establishes a set of polarities in which the Orient is characterised as 
irrational, exotic, despotic and heathen, thereby securing the West in contrast as 
rational, familiar, moral, just and Christian. Not only do these Orientalist stereotypes 
misrepresent the Orient they also misrepresent the Occident - obscuring in their 
flattering vision of European superiority the tensions along the lines of gender, class 
and ethnicity.30  
 

Postcolonial feminist critics have recently pointed out heterogeneity and counter hegemonic 

voices within the Orientalist discourse. Despite this, the central position of hegemonic white 

Western masculinity in Orientalism cannot be ignored. 

The Orientalist Reading of the Turkish Letters   
 
There are several reasons why Wortley Montagu�s letters have been categorised as Orientalist, 

such as those based on geography, the idea of superiority, mystery, and the exoticisation of the 

harem. 

                                                           
27 Said analyses Quinet�s La Génie des religions (1832). Said, 1987, 138. 
28 Yeğenoğlu, 1998, 56. 
29 Lewis, 1996, 17. 
30 Lewis, 1996, 16. 
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The letters mostly describe Wortley Montagu�s experiences in a geographically Oriental 

country, Turkey,31 and simply because of the topic, have been categorised as Orientalist.  

Another reason is the idea that Wortley Montagu takes a superior position in relation to the 

Orient. She is said to emphasise the differences between the Occident and the Orient through 

the axis of superiority and inferiority. Critics such as Lowe and Yeğenoğlu say that although 

Wortley Montagu identifies or seems to identify herself with the Turkish women she still 

constructs differences that contribute to the Orientalist discourse.  

The third reason is based on the claim that Wortley Montagu represents the Orient as a 

mystery, which she as a travel writer will expose to her readers. Aravamundan detects such 

Orientalism in the passages where Wortley Montagu describes Turkish women and their 

culture, since these instances present �a cultural mystery to be unlocked�.32 Thus he sees 

Wortley Montagu willingly �revealing� the mysteries of the Turkish women in a way that the 

reading public in the West expects. Similarly, Yeğenoğlu emphasises the revealing of a hidden 

exotic Orient as the essence of Orientalism. In her opinion, this Orientalist mystery is 

manifested in the West�s fascination with the veil and willingness to unveil the Oriental 

women. Furthermore, related to the hidden Orient of undiscovered mysteries and veiled women 

there is the cult of the harem.  

The fourth reason for reading Wortley Montagu as an Orientalist is because she is said to 

contribute to the Orientalist discourse of the cult of the harem. The cult of the harem is based 

on the want to see the forbidden and hidden �heart� of the Orient. The cult of the harem is 

imbued with sexual fantasies of one man�s ownership of several women, but also of the 

(homo)erotic pleasures of the confined women. The eroticisation of the Orient and the Oriental 

woman in particular is an essential aspect of the masculinist Orientalist discourse. Wortley 

                                                           
31 In the eighteenth century the Orient signified primarily Turkey, the Levant and the Arabian Peninsula. Lowe, 1991, 7. 
32 Aravamundan, 1995, 77. 
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Montagu is said to contribute to this masculinist Orientalist discourse by providing her readers 

with accounts of the hidden aspects of the Orient.  

Yeğenoğlu claims that Wortley Montagu even takes the position of Orientalist masculinity 

in relation to Turkish women. Yeğenoğlu uses the Derridean idea of the supplement to analyse 

the relation between men�s and women�s representations of the Orient. She writes that 

�Western women, as the excluded other of Western men, nevertheless occupy a masculine 

position in relation to Oriental women�.33  Thus, Western woman as the other of Western man 

occupies his position when she gazes at the Oriental woman, who is the other of the West (and 

the Western woman). Yeğenoğlu continues that Western women could complete the narratives 

of the Western men with their accounts of the harem.34   

In the analysis I will look at these arguments in more detail and show how Wortley 

Montagu defies these Orientalist aspects she has been claimed to exhibit. I do not claim that a 

Western woman cannot occupy the position of an (masculine) Orientalist, but the position is not 

self evidently and similarly available to her as it is to a Western man. As Lewis argues, 

women�s �relationship to the shifting terms of race, nation and gender produced positions from 

which women writers and artists could articulate alternative representations of racial 

difference�.35  

From Mainstream Postcolonialism to Postcolonial Feminism 

At the beginning it should be noted that Said�s Orientalism has been the basis of and has 

influenced the development of postcolonial studies. Postcolonial theory analyses the 

hierarchical power structures between the coloniser and the colonised but, moreover, theorises 

oppositions and strategies of resistance. As Sara Mills writes, the fundamental focus which 

                                                           
33 Yeğenoğlu, 1998, 12. 
34 Yeğenoğlu, 1998, 76. 
35 Lewis, 1996, preface. 
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postcolonial theory is concerned with is �the present-day legacy of imperialism�.36 This means 

analysing the impacts of colonialism and imperialism from the perspective of the countries that 

were colonised and the countries that were colonisers. Through this analysis postcolonial 

studies aim to reveal the dichotomies and ethnocentrism of Western ideologies, thought, and 

academia. 

Postcolonial feminism has a shared interest with mainstream postcolonialism in 

criticising the ideologies of imperialism and colonialism. However, feminist postcolonialism 

criticises postcolonial theory for ignoring questions of gender and sexuality, since postcolonial 

theory has generally been constructed from a masculine viewpoint. Feminist postcolonial 

theorists have, as Mills notes, �reacted against the lack of address to gender issues in 

mainstream post-colonial theory�.37 Postcolonial studies have concentrated mostly on studies 

by men and on literary texts written by men, and there are few references to women, or the 

references are stereotypical.38 Generally, male critics have often altogether ignored issues of 

gender in their analyses as well as undermined the work of Western female authors on non-

Western cultures.  

Postcolonial feminism is not only a reaction against mainstream postcolonial theories, but 

against the hegemonic position of mainstream feminism. Postcolonial feminism reveals the 

mechanisms of othering embedded in the Western feminist movement. These critical 

discussions originally developed among women of colour in the United States and from there 

on expanded into the feminist discussions in the so-called third world.  

One of the most important postcolonial feminist critics is Chandra Talpade Mohanty who 

has questioned several notions of mainstream feminism. In her classic article �Under Western 

Eyes� Mohanty brings into attention the two typical approaches Western feminism has adopted 

                                                           
36 Sara Mills, �Post-colonial Feminist Theory,� Contemporary Feminist Theories, ed. Stevi Jackson and Jackie Jones. 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1998) 98.  
37 Mills, 1998, 98. 
38 Mills, 1998, 99. 
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when speaking about non-Western women: firstly, constructing non-Western third world 

women as a homogeneous and oppressed group in contrast to Western women; and secondly, 

regarding all women as a universal group that is being oppressed by men. In the tradition which 

emphasises the differences between Western and non-Western women, the image of the 

oppressed third world woman is important because it defines an image of its opposite and 

shows the Western woman as empowered.39 In the universalising tradition women are seen as a 

group because of their essential similarity. Mohanty criticises this �assumption of women as an 

already constituted and coherent group with identical interests and desires, regardless of class, 

ethnic or racial location��40 When mainstream feminism employs the term �women� it does 

not acknowledge the differences between women. Mills contends that postcolonial feminism 

has �forced a productive crisis in mainstream white feminist thinking, prompting Western 

feminists in particular to think about whom they are speaking for when they speak of  �woman� 

or �women��.41   

Postcolonial feminism has moved away from �a simplistic Western individual analysis of 

agency, which does not �fit� models of indigenous female behaviour� and �has tried to develop 

new ways of describing and theorising agency�.42 Generally speaking, postcolonial feminism 

wants to bring into attention in the representations of non-Western women and their agency 

ignored in mainstream feminism and postcolonialism.43   

Many feminist critics who have questioned Said�s monolithic construction of Orientalism 

have been influenced by the work of postcolonial feminist Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak. 

Similarly, in this thesis Spivak inspires the postcolonial reading of Wortley Montagu�s letters. 

                                                           
39 Chandra Talpade Mohanty, �Under Western Eyes,� Colonial Discourse and Post-Colonial Theory: A Reader, ed. 
Patrick Williams and Laura Crisham (London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1994) 204. 
40 Mohanty, 1994, 199. 
41 Mills, 1998, 98-99. 
42 Mills, 1998, 104. 
43 Jaana Airaksinen and Tuula Ripatti eds., Rotunaisia ja feminismejä: Nais- ja kehitystutkimuksen risteyskohtia 
(Tampere: Vastapaino, 1999) 10. 
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The representations of slaves in the Turkish Letters will be read in relation to Spivak�s idea of 

the subaltern subject.  

For Spivak, the subaltern subject is explicitly a third world woman, but also a non-elite 

subject.44 The subaltern studies group45 attempts to revise the idea of agency and to locate it �in 

the insurgent or subaltern�.46 Consequently, this would mean locating �the social position of 

various kinds of subaltern, semi-subaltern, and indigenous elite groups�.47 The subaltern studies 

group often stresses class and the non-elite subject, whereas, in her own theorising Spivak 

brings in gender and the idea of the subaltern female.  

There are relatively few representations of the Spivakian non-elite female subaltern 

subject to be found in Wortley Montagu�s Turkish Letters, but I am going to try to find the non-

elite subjects from the representation of the elite subjects. When I analyse the letters from a 

class-conscious perspective, it is evident that the subaltern, non-elite subject is not explicitly 

represented as an insurgent subaltern. Wortley Montagu concentrates on depicting the upper 

class Turkish women, but there are some representations of female slaves that can be read as 

representations of the subaltern. Paradoxically, as Spivak says, �the �subaltern� cannot appear 

without the thought of the elite�. However, it is not only the �elite documentation that gives us 

the news of the consciousness of the subaltern�.48  

Although postcolonial feminism offers several ways of analysing Wortley Montagu�s 

letters and challenging Orientalist readings, in addition, it opens up other theories, especially in 

analysing subjectivity. The postcolonial attention to differences between women and within 

women is related to the postmodern theorising of subjectivity as a construction of differences. I 

                                                           
44 The elite subject being implicitly a white Western (coloniser) male. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, In Other Worlds: 
Essays in Cultural Politics (New York: Routledge, 1988) 195. 
45 The subaltern studies group is formed by post-colonial critics, such as Dipesh Chakrabarty, Partha Chatterjee, and 
Rajanit Guha, who share similar ideas. Spivak, although a member of this group, has also criticised some of the ideas 
that have been presented in the name of the subaltern studies group. Spivak 1988, 205. 
46 Spivak, 1988, 195. 
47 Spivak, 1988, 215. 
48 Spivak, 1988, 203. 
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will now look at postmodern feminist theories and the construction of subjectivities within 

them in particular. 

Postmodern Feminist Migrancy and Nomadism 

Postmodern49 feminism is based on a new kind of perception of subjectivity, in which the 

subject is in constant change, processed and defined though multiple differences. This 

heterogenic subject is formed within several criss-crossing and interacting discourses. 

Differences like gender, sexuality, ethnicity, class, language and religion define subjectivity.50 

Instead of a fixed biologically, socially and cosmically determined subject position, 

postmodern feminism constitutes of �hybridity, nomadism, fragmentation and endless 

fictionality�.51 

In her article �Montagu�s Turkish Letters and Cultural Dislocation,� Kietzman applies 

postmodern feminist ideas in analysing Wortley Montagu�s subjectivity. She looks at the letters 

from the point of view of �cultural dislocation� and mentions Sara Suleri�s concept of �migrant 

moment of dislocation� as a starting point in her analysis. Although Suleri is considered a 

postcolonial critic it seems that she positions herself somewhere between postcolonial and 

postmodern feminism when she criticises the approaches of both traditions. 

In her book The Rhetoric of English India, Suleri presents the idea of migrant moment of 

dislocation, and focuses especially on challenging alterity as the only interpretive device in 

postcolonial studies. She questions the binary between the coloniser and the colonised, the 

                                                           
49 Postmodernism, which emerged in the 1980�s, questions objectivity, reality, universality, rationality, among other 
ideas of the Enlightenment. The focus of postmodernism is �on relativity, and receptiveness to ideas of  'difference', 
plurality, fragmentation, non-totality, aesthetic self-fashioning, contingency and 'language games'�. Postmodern 
feminism shares some of the aims of mainstream postmodernism, but criticises its universalism and objectivity by 
revealing how the postmodern �Subject is implicitly masculine�. Paradoxically, this questioning of universalism and 
subjectivity also renders difficult the feminist emancipatory project and speaking for 'women'. Patricia Waugh, 
�Postmodernism and Feminism,� Contemporary Feminist Theories, ed. Stevi Jackson and Jackie Jones (Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press, 1998) 177-179. 
50 Anu Koivunen, �Teresa De Lauretis: Sosiaalisen ja subjektiivisen rajankäyntiä,� Feministejä - aikamme 
ajattelijoita, ed. Anneli Anttonen, Kirsti Lempiäinen and Marianne Liljeström, (Tampere: Vastapaino, 2000) 103. 
Koivunen rephrases Teresa De Lauretis, �Eccentric Subjects: Feminist Theory and Historical Consciousness,� 
Feminist Studies 16 (Spring 1990) 115-116. 
51 Waugh, 1998, 188. 
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imperial power and disempowered culture by showing how they both are �identifiable as 

victims of traumatic change�.52 In Suleri�s point of view, the coloniser is not self-evidently in 

power and the colonised is not necessarily oppressed. In the colonial encounter the coloniser 

and colonised are disempowered and the coloniser�s anxiety and aggression function �as a 

symptom of terror rather than of possession�.53  

Kietzman claims that Wortley Montagu�s letters can be read as representing migrant 

moment of dislocation �rather than replicating the Orientalist paradigm of colonising subject 

and objectified Other� and the binary of domination and subordination.54 In Kietzman�s point of 

view, the letters the self and the other �do not remain fixed in polarised positions but are 

rewritten through discursive and social interaction� and thus replace the discourse of 

Orientalism �by representing moments of cultural confrontation�.55 Kietzman�s idea of 

interpreting Wortley Montagu�s letters through the concept of migrant moment of dislocation 

challenges Orientalist readings of the letters, and therefore I will develop this idea further. 

Although Suleri�s definition of migrant moment of dislocation and Kietzman�s analysis of 

the letters on that basis are well formulated, in my opinion, Braidotti�s concept of the �nomadic 

subject� can be used more fruitfully to decipher the position Wortley Montagu constructs for 

herself in the letters. I am inclined to use the nomadic subject for three reasons.  

Firstly, the nomadic subject has a positive resonance with dynamism, continuity and wilful 

change. Adopting the position of the nomadic subject is done consciously and willingly.56 In 

my opinion the idea of migrant moment of dislocation is not wholly associated with a positive 

relocation of the subject. Although Kietzman�s analysis represents migrant moment of 

dislocation as a positive phenomenon, the term �dislocation� has connotations that are in 

                                                           
52 Sara Suleri, The Rhetoric of English India (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992) 3, 5. 
53 Suleri, 1992, 6. 
54 Kietzman, 1998, 537. 
55 Kietzman, 1998, 537. 
56 Kirsti Lempiäinen, �Rosi Braidotti � Nomadisen naissubjektiuden visioija,� Feministejä – aikamme ajattelijoita, 
Ed. Anneli Anttonen, Kirsti Lempiäinen and Marianne Liljeström (Tampere: Vastapaino, 2000) 31. 
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contradiction: the term does not necessarily suggest any willingness of the dislocated subject, 

but rather implies an exterior force displacing the subject.  

Secondly, I dislike the term �migrant� in relation to Wortley Montagu because of 

Braidotti�s definition of migrants as �the most economically disadvantaged groups� in most 

countries,57 whereas Wortley Montagu is self-evidently elite. Even though, migrant moment of 

dislocation can accommodate the idea of turning a member of the white elite into a migrant in 

an alien country, Wortley Montagu�s status as an ambassadress does not challenge her elite 

position and does not render her as a migrant. The migrant is by definition of a lower social 

standing, whereas the nomadic subject suggests a higher social position: unlike the migrant, the 

nomad �does not stand for homelessness, or compulsive displacement�.58  

Thirdly, the nomadic subject offers interpretive aspects migrant moment of dislocation 

does not. Migrant moment of dislocation and the nomadic subject are not contradictory, but in 

the analysis I will show the advantages of the nomadic subject. In addition, migrancy, hybridity 

and nomadism will be dealt in greater detail in the analysis of the letters.   

2.2. Methods of Reading and Analysing Discourses  

In this subchapter I will introduce my method � the way I have read and analysed Wortley 

Montagu�s letters in relation to different discourses. Firstly, I will briefly discuss discourses 

and the feminist analysis of discourses. I will explain what I mean by discourses in this thesis. I 

do not regard analysing discourses as a strictly defined method, but rather a loosely constructed 

theoretical framework. To be precise, this thesis will rather analyse different discourses than 

strictly follow the method of discourse analysis. Secondly, I will concretely present how the 

method will be applied to the reading of the letters in this thesis and how the different 

discourses in the letters will be defined and grouped.  

                                                           
 
57 Rosi Braidotti, Nomadic Subjects: Embodiment and Sexual Difference in Contemporary Feminist Theory (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1994) 22.  
58 Braidotti, 1994, 22. 
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About Discourses 

There are general, commonly agreed ways of defining discourses. I mainly base my 

understanding of discourse on Jaana Vuori�s Äidit, isät ja ammattilaiset: Sukupuoli, toisto ja 

muunnelmat asiantuntijoiden kirjoituksissa and Sara Mills�s Discourse and Discourses of 

Difference.  

Like Vuori, I define discourses as the realisations of social conventions and their literal 

articulations. According to her, discourses are constructed and become analytically 

recognisable through repetition and variation.59 This means that discourses are culturally 

specific: constructed within the conventions of a certain culture. Discourses are not 

ahistorical, but liable to change through variation, and they differ between cultures and 

different periods. Mills has rephrased the idea of discourses as �individualizable groups of 

statements�60 or �groups of utterances which seem to be regulated in some way and which 

seem to have a coherence and a force to them in common�.61 Thus, in Mills�s opinion it seems 

distinguishability and similarities are even more relevant features of discourses than variation.  

Similarly, Jokinen, Juhila and Suoninen summarise that discourse is a relatively solid 

system of relations between meanings, which are constructed in social usages and which at 

the same time construct reality.62 Discourses construct social reality: the representations of a 

hegemonic discourse may become perceived as reality per se. 

There are some other principal theoretical suppositions about discourses, too. Jokinen, 

Juhila and Suoninen list the following: the meaning of action is related to its context, agents are 

inextricably entwined in meaning systems; language usage is consequential; there are several 

parallel and competing meaning systems.63 In relation to this thesis I would note on the 

                                                           
59 Jaana Vuori, Äidit, isät ja ammattilaiset: Sukupuoli, toisto ja muunnelmat asiantuntijoiden kirjoituksissa (Tampere: 
Tampereen Yliopisto 2001) 81. 
60 Mills, 1997, 6. Mills cites Foucault. 
61 Mills, 1997, 6-7. 
62 Arja Jokinen, Kirsi Juhila and Eero Suoninen, Diskurssianalyysin aakkoset (Tampere: Vastapaino, 1993) 27. 
63 Jokinen, Juhila and Suoninen, 1993, 17-18. More elaborate definitions on these suppositions can be found on pages 
18-45. 
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following theoretical suppositions. Firstly, the idea that agents are inseparably connected to 

meaning systems makes it possible to focus on the processes of constructing of the subject in 

the discourse rather that trying to analyse the subject as it is.64 Secondly, as I see it, parallel and 

competing meaning systems refer to hegemonic discourses and non-hegemonic emergent 

discourses. When discussing Wortley Montagu�s letters, the hegemonic discourse that has to be 

taken into account is that of Orientalism. The concept of hegemonic discourse is particularly 

relevant for this thesis. I will now present the way Orientalism is constructed as a hegemonic 

discourse.65  

As mentioned, several different discourses may be present in a text simultaneously; 

however, they often appear as competing meaning systems. Jokinen, Juhila and Suoninen argue 

that some discourses may gain a noticeably strong position in the network of power relations, 

and that there can be a hierarchy between different discourses. Some discourses thus become 

hegemonic discourses, commonly shared and self evident �truths� that silence other 

discourses.66 Hegemonic discourses are nearly always rendered self-evident and not recognised 

as constructed, but perceived as �reality�.67  

In his discussion on Orientalism, Said gives examples on how a dominant discourse may 

develop. Firstly, a dominant discourse may appear due to an appearance of success: the reader�s 

experience or believed experience can enforce the authority of the discourse. In Said�s example 

the discursively constructed fierceness of lions is authorised if the reader sees a lion that seems 

fierce. Secondly, especially in previously unknown themes, well-known authors and respected 

texts can give authority to a discourse. In addition, academics, institutions and governments can 

enforce a dominant discourse.68 

                                                           
64 Jokinen, Juhila, Suoninen, 1993, 37. 
65 I will not focus on the most significant aspects of ideological Orientalism since I have already discussed them in the 
previous subchapter.  
66  Jokinen, Juhila and Suoninen, 1993, 29. 
67 Vuori, 2001, 81. 
68 Said, 1987, 93. 
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According to Said, the following cultural and ideological aspects contributed to the 

formation of the Orientalist discourse: �institutions, vocabulary, scholarship, imagery, 

doctrines, colonial bureaucracies and colonial styles�.69 The Orientalist discourse is a 

hegemonic discourse, in relation to which all (Western) writing on the Orient is constructed and 

analysed. For instance, the discourse of Orientalism is based on the representations of certain 

aspects of the Orient, such as the eroticised Oriental woman, which are repeated and varied in 

literary and artistic representations; these reoccurring representations have become central 

aspects in this particular discourse. Thus, it is almost impossible to discuss Oriental women 

without commenting on their eroticisation and exoticisation in the Orientalist discourse.  

Discourse and Gender 

Feminist critics� discussions on gender and language are significant in the analysis of 

discourses in this thesis. Due to apparent gender bias in the ways of analysing discourses, 

feminist have emphasised the importance of taking into account gender in discourses.  

There are two important aspects in relation to gender and discourse; firstly the way 

different discourses are gendered and secondly, how gender affects the use of certain 

discourses.70 Certain discourses are perceived suitable for either men or women, and especially 

the variety of discourses appropriate for women has been restricted. The gendering of 

discourses is also realised in the different literary expectations placed on men and women�s 

writing within certain discourses, such as letter or travel writing. The gendered discourse critics 

refer to are both feminine and masculine discourses, although masculine discourses are often 

not perceived as gendered, but as the norm: in this thesis I will particularly look at the 

masculine discourse of Orientalism, and the way Wortley Montagu as a woman writer writes in 

relation to it. In the historical context, an implicitly masculine discourse is not automatically 

                                                           
69 Said, 1987, 2. 
70 The idea of gendered discourse is supported by Deborah Cameron, Felicity Nussbaum and Jaana Vuori, among 
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available to a woman writer since it is to some extent in conflict with the kind of discourse of 

femininity.71 For example, in Wortley Montagu�s representations of herself and the Turkish 

women, different discourses set their limitations, since there are cultural limits to constructing a 

subject. Because of the limitations, I want to examine the ways Wortley Montagu discusses 

women in her letters - whether she contradicts the traditional masculine, stereotypical ideas of 

Oriental women. 

Secondly, the ways of representing and producing gender in different discourses vary.72 

The Orientalist discourse has its established means of representing gender. I will analyse 

gender representations in the Turkish Letters in relation to the established ways of representing 

gender in Orientalist discourse. In addition, I will look at the way Wortley Montagu talks about 

gender. Generally, she explicitly speaks of gender, or namely women, but sometimes she is 

more implicit. I will focus on the explicit references of women. It is beyond the scope of this 

thesis to analyse the way Wortley Montagu speaks of men. 

The Analysis of Discourses in the Turkish Letters   

Firstly, I selected only the so-called Turkish Letters as the focus of my analysis: I have only 

analysed the letters written in Turkey and those that deal with Turkey and I have not included 

the letters written during the journey to Turkey.  

Secondly, I read the letters closely through several times and picked out consistencies and 

re-occurring topics related to my aim to challenge their Orientalist reading. I focused in more 

detail on the following, more concrete questions: how do Wortley Montagu and the Turkish 

women interact? How are the Turkish women represented? How is Wortley Montagu herself 

represented? Thus in the close reading I paid special attention to the passages where women are 

discussed.  
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I grouped the findings of the abovementioned questions into thematic discourses, which 

are all closely connected to the larger discourse of Orientalism. These discourses are analysed 

in the chapters, where one chapter constitutes one discourse, in relation to different theories, 

such as postcolonial or postmodern feminism. The discourses are the following: the discourse 

of the self and the other; the discourse of the Oriental woman; the discourse of difference; the 

discourse of nomadism. I defined the relevant aspects, genres, theories and critics related to 

each of these four thematic discourses.  

The discourse of the self and the other is related to the genre of travel writing, in which 

comparisons between the foreign country and the travel writer�s home country are typical. 

Wortley Montagu represents comparisons of the Turkish women and Western women, about 

their freedom and oppression. In general the letters analysed in relation to the discourse of the 

self and the other deal with Islamic (Turkish) women and their position, and Western views on 

their position, but also implicitly with Western women and their position. The relation between 

the genres of travel writing and women�s writing are significant for this discourse, and theories 

of postcolonial feminism are applied in the analysis. Important critics for this chapter are the 

postcolonial critic Mohanty, women�s travel writing critics Mills and Lawrence, letter writing 

critic Violi, women�s writing critic Nussbaum, and the Wortley Montagu critics Brant, 

Aravamundan, Yeğenoğlu, Lowe and Lewis.  

The second discourse is the discourse of the Oriental woman, in which the eroticisation of 

the Oriental women reflects the sexualisation of the Orient itself. The Orientalist cult of the 

harem is a central feature of this sexualisation and it is analysed, as well. I will concentrate on 

the means of sexualisation though the gaze: this includes analysis of the position of the 

masculine and the feminine gaze. To illustrate different positions the viewer can occupy, 

Wortley Montagu�s �Turkish Bath Letter� is compared to Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres�s 

painting Le Bain Türk. The conventions of Orientalist art and literature, feminist film theory 
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and postcolonial feminist theory are relevant for this discourse. The critics applied here include 

the art critics Lemaires and Ribeiro, feminist film critics Kaplan, Silverman and Mulvey, and 

Wortley Montagu critics Yeğenoğlu, Lewis, Lowenthal, Aravamundan, Kietzman, and Orr.  

In the discourse of difference, differences are constructed on the basis of social position, 

�race�, ethnicity and alterity. In the analysis of slavery and social position I will apply the idea 

of the subaltern subject introduced by Spivak, and compare the ways the subaltern and its 

counterpart, the elite subject, are represented. In relation to racial and ethnic difference I will 

look at the means of racialisation and how people can be represented as ethnic others. The most 

important theory in relation to this discourse is postcolonial feminism, and the critics include 

postcolonial critic Spivak, women�s writing critic Nussbaum, Wortley Montagu critics Lowe, 

Yeğenoğlu, Lewis, Brant and Aravamundan. 

The fourth discourse is the discourse of nomadism, in which I will analyse Wortley 

Montagu�s representations of herself and the Turkish women from the point of view of 

migrancy, dislocation, hybridity and changing subject positions. I will suggest reading Wortley 

Montagu as Braidotti�s nomadic subject and try to read the letters as a continuum of becoming 

a nomadic subject, looking for instances, for example, of adopting cultural values. I will look at 

the ways in which Wortley Montagu and, on the other hand, the Turkish women can be read as 

nomadic subjects. Moreover, I will take into consideration the critique directed at the idea of 

the nomadic subject. The theories relevant to this chapter are: postmodern feminism and to 

some extent postcolonial feminism. The critics that will be applied include the postcolonial 

critic Suleri, postmodern critic Braidotti, Braidotti critics Pels and Bordo, and Wortley 

Montagu critics Aravamundan, Kietzman and Orr. 
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3. Wortley Montagu�s Travel Letters: Constructing the Self and the 
Other  

The Turkish Letters are written in the form of travel letters, therefore, in this chapter I will 

firstly talk about the genre of letter writing to conceptualise Wortley Montagu as an upper-

class female letter writer in the eighteenth century. The genre of letter writing is discussed 

mostly as background knowledge, and I will not go into it in detail.  

Secondly, I will look into the tradition of travel writing, its masculine nature, and the 

canon of male travel writers. I will especially focus on Wortley Montagu�s references to 

male travel writers and the way she constructs herself in relation to the conventions of the 

genre. In addition, I will analyse the conventions of travel writing in relation to the themes 

that women were expected to write about, and take Wortley Montagu as an example of a 

female travel writer.  

 Thirdly, I will analyse the depictions of the other, and look at how Wortley Montagu 

represents Turkish women and compares them to British women. In relation to Turkish women 

I will concentrate to the depictions of freedom and own space.  

3.1. The Turkish Letters and the Genre of Letter Writing 

In short, letters can be defined as �the exchange of a written dialogue�.73 When we analyse 

letters, there are also some other aspects of the letter-writing genre that should be taken 

into consideration, such as, time and place, and personal and autobiographical aspects of 

letters. I will now consider these in relation to the Turkish Letters.  

Firstly, the fundamental definition of letter writing as a written dialogue does not 

apply to Wortley Montagu�s published letters because only her part of the correspondence 

has been published, and because her letters are not in a strict sense �authentic� letters.  

However, the Turkish Letters are written in the form of letters, as if authentic letters, as if a 
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part of dialogue through letters. Thus, even if they were not actually sent to anybody, they 

can be categorised as letters. 

Secondly, the time and place when and where the letter was written are often indicated 

at the beginning of the letter. These are supposed to coincide with the actual locus and date 

where and when the letter was written, or at least when the writing started.74 In Wortley 

Montagu�s case they represent the time and place when the writing started, but the revision 

dates are not indicated in the letters. Wortley Montagu indicates in the letters that the time 

of narration and the time of writing are almost simultaneous or that the time of writing 

takes place only shortly after the actual incidents described in the letters. The place of 

writing is important for another reason, as well. As Patrizia Violi writes, in letter writing 

the spatial distance between the writer and receiver/reader is more concrete and important 

than in other forms of writing: �distance is a constitutive element� since �it is often the 

main reason the letter exists in the first place. We very often, though not always, write 

precisely because we are far away�.75 

Thirdly, although the Turkish Letters were intended for publication there is still a 

personal aspect in the letters. The letters are addressed to different people, and although 

perhaps not sent to these people, the addressees are present in the implications of a defined 

addressee in the letters. Similarly, the addresser or author of the letters is present. 

However, as Violi reminds us, it is important to make the distinction between the real 

addressee and addresser and the �figures of discourse introjected into the text�.76  

Fourthly, about the autobiographical aspects of letter-writing, Violi argues that letters 

are more personal and autobiographical than most other literary forms since the writer of 

the letter is present in a more concrete way than in most other texts narrated in the first 
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person.77 In my opinion this is perhaps an overstatement, but generally, the writer�s 

presence in letters is more concrete than in most forms of writing, except for explicitly 

autobiographical writing like diaries and journals. In all kinds of (auto)biographical texts 

there still remains the question of the relation between fact and fiction. When considering 

the way letters construct the �reality� they present, the autobiographical point of view 

supposes that the addresser in the letters is strictly realistic. However, to regard letters as 

transparent biographical records is to suppose too much, since, as Brant reminds us, 

although letters can be perceived as representations of their writers and their times, 

�writing a letter is less a matter of copying reality than constructing it�.78 Despite this the 

autobiographical interpretation is relatively common. Wortley Montagu�s letters have been 

interpreted as realist autobiography rather than �textual artefacts�.79 I do not aim for an 

autobiographical interpretation of the letters, but I will now briefly look at the way in 

which the letters can be analysed as autobiographical.  

In her article �Eighteenth-century Women�s Autobiographical Commonplaces,� Felicity 

Nussbaum analyses women�s autobiographical texts and she has included Wortley Montagu�s 

letters in her analysis. According to Nussbaum, in an autobiographical text female authors have 

sought their own spaces, which have been �unspoken, unwritten, and unpresented,� or �not yet 

fully articulated or explained�.80 Nussbaum analyses such texts where women define their 

experiences as participating in, and challenging existing categories of womanhood. Nussbaum 

calls these �women�s commonplaces� in which �meanings about gender meet and struggle for 

dominance�.81 She sees women�s writing as a means for women to redefine a gendered subject. 

However, as Nussbaum continues, eighteenth-century women were in a contradictory position 
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when they attempted to shape their self-representations: the difference between existing models 

and assumptions and their will to revise and resist them. Therefore, in eighteenth-century 

women�s autobiographies the �conventions for �woman�� are confirmed and simultaneously the 

�alternative configurations of identity� emerge at the periphery of the available range of 

meanings�.82   

3.2. Constructing the Self 

Before we can analyse the construction of the self and the other, Wortley Montagu�s 

representation of herself and the Turkish women in the Turkish Letters, the concepts of  �self� 

and �other� have to be defined. I will employ Yeğenoğlu�s definition of the �discursive 

constitution of Otherness�. According to her, otherness is based on �modes of differentiation� 

which are sexual and cultural.83 She analyses the process of othering on a general level as an 

endeavour of modern (Western) humanist discourse where woman is marked as the other; man 

becomes the universal norm when �the place of the subject is emptied out by marking the 

other - woman - as different�.84  In addition to the alterity based on gender, otherness is often 

based on distinctions of class and ethnicity, as is the case with Orientalism, colonialism and 

imperialism. The self and the other are constructed in those discourses, and the other is 

differentiated so that �nondominant races, cultures, economic groups and sexualities are 

marked and figured as the other�.85 Generally, the self is constructed as an upper-class white 

male. Deviations from this norm complicate the construction of the self and its relation to the 

other. Thus the discourse of the other is �uneven and complicated,� and the diverse relations of 

the self and the other render places from which resistance can be voiced.86  
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In The Turkish Letters Wortley Montagu is representing herself or constructing the �self� 

through literary means. She depicts herself as a travel writer, but in relation to the masculine 

canon of travel writing she constructs herself as a female travel writer. She confirms some of 

the hegemonic aspects of (male) travel writing and contradicts others by positioning herself 

consciously as a woman writer. In this subchapter I will look at the aspects of the masculine 

tradition of travel writing and Wortley Montagu�s position in relation to the genre. 

Wortley Montagu and the Tradition of Travel Writing  

As Lowe writes, travel writing generally figured �travellers in foreign lands encountering 

strange and disorienting customs and practices�.87 In the eighteenth century, British travel 

literature was marked by exterior goals of colonial preoccupation and territorial ambition, but 

in addition with �internal social differences and change� of the British society such as, religious 

dissent, industrialisation, and growing working classes.88 The genre gained importance at the 

time also due to the expanding practise of travelling, and because of the emergence of Western 

exploration and science. The eighteenth-century travel writer was often a scientist or an 

explorer himself: as Mills notes, the travel writer was generally adventurous and supremely 

masculine.89 According to Karen Lawrence travel writing is historically associated with �a 

Western, white, middle-class and with a generally male, privileged ease of movement�.90 She 

continues that especially the British literary tradition of travelogue is based on the male rhetoric 

of �mastery, conquest, and quest�.91   

Within the genre of travel writing the canon of male predecessors influences the reading of 

Wortley Montagu�s Turkish Letters. She is very well aware of preceding French and British 
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travel writers and commonly dismisses their accounts. The male travel writers misused their 

opportunities and presented a distorted image of what they saw on their travels: 

They never fail giving you an account of the women, whom 'tis certain they never 
saw, and talking very wisely of the genius of the men, into whose company they are 
never admitted; and very often describe mosques, which they dare not peep into.92 
 

Wortley Montagu criticises a vast number of travel writers. These include George Sandys 

(A Relation of a Journey begun AD 1610, 1615), Robert Withers (A Description of the Grand 

Signor's Seraglio, 1625), Sir Henry Blount (Voyage into the Levant, 1634), John Covel (Early 

Voyages and Travels in the Levant, 1670), Sir Paul Rycaut (The Present State of the Ottoman 

Empire, 1686), the French state�sponsored traveller Jean Dumont (Voyages en France, en 

Italie, en Allemagne, a Malte, et en Turquie, 1699, and the English translation A New Voyage to 

the Levant, 1705), Richard Knolles (The Turkish History, from the Origin of that Nation to the 

Growth of the Ottoman Empire, 1709), Aaron Hill (A Full and Just Account of the Present State 

of the Ottoman Empire in all its Branches,1709), among others.93  

Generally, the travel writers listed above were considered eminent at their time. Despite 

this Wortley Montagu does not value them: �It is certain we have but very imperfect relations 

of the manners and religion of these people� (p. 106). She continues, 

�travellers, who make too short a stay to be able to report any thing exactly of their 
own knowledge� who can only pick up some confused informations, which are 
generally false; and they can give no better account of the ways here, than a French 
refugee, lodging in a garret in Greek-street, could write of the court of England (pp. 
106-107).  

 
According to Aravamundan, for instance, Hill was very popular with his burlesque 

nationalist accounts �such as that of the hale and hearty Jack Tar who manages to have sex 

with the women in a harem for ten days before he is discovered and flees�.94 Wortley 
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Montagu openly mocks this popular travel writer: �the admirable Mr. Hill who so gravely 

asserts, that he saw in Sancta Sophia a sweating pillar, very balsamic for disordered heads. 

There is not the least tradition of any such matter; and I suppose it was revealed to him in 

vision during his wonderful stay in the Egyptian catacombs; for I am sure he never heard 

of any such miracle here� (p. 168). Whereas, about Dumont Wortley Montagu writes in 

criticism to her friend: 

Your whole letter is full of mistakes from one end to the other. I see you have taken 
your ideas of Turkey from that worthy author Dumont, who has written with equal 
ignorance and confidence. 'Tis a particular pleasure to me here, to read the voyages to 
the Levant, which are generally so far removed from truth, and so full of absurdities, I 
am very well diverted with them (p. 146).  

 
In this passage Wortley Montagu implicitly comments on her own mastery of the topic, as 

well. Wortley Montagu is amused by Dumont�s ignorance, because she herself knows the 

�truth� about Turkey. 

Wortley Montagu acknowledges the achievements of some travel writers, but still does not 

fail to criticise them when she can prove her point: �I cannot forbear taking notice to you of a 

mistake of Gemelli (though I honour him in a much higher degree than any other voyage-

writer): he says that there are no remains of Calcedon; this is certainly a mistake: I was there 

yesterday� (p. 174). �I have, in other matters, a very just esteem for his veracity� (p. 174). 

When writing about religion Wortley Montagu claims that �Sir Paul Rycaut is mistaken (as he 

commonly is) in calling the sect muterin (i.e. the secret with us) atheist, they being deists� (p. 

108). However, she gives credit to Rycaut in another instance: �I can only tell you, that if you 

please to read Sir Paul Rycaut, you will there find a full and true account of the viziers, the 

beglerbeys, the civil and spiritual government, the officers of the seraglio, &c� (p. 173). 

Paradoxically, Wortley Montagu immediately after this discredits him again by writing that �'tis 

very easy to produce lists� and therefore may be depended on; though other stories, God 

knows - I say no more - every body is at liberty to write their own remarks� (p. 173). 
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With all these references to other travel writers Wortley Montagu shows how well she is 

acquainted with their work. She criticises them but in addition casually remarks on their 

achievements. She makes her expertise known by constructing it through other travel writers. 

 Wortley Montagu wants to distance herself from the male travel writers, their style of 

writing and even from their way of presenting the Orient. These abovementioned travel writers 

wrote on the Orient and on the Ottoman Empire in particular and they have generally been 

considered Orientalist.95 Wortley Montagu criticises male travel writers and claims a position 

for herself within the canon as their equal, or even superior to them. She positions herself as a 

female travel writer competing with male predecessors: �I am more inclined out of a true 

female spirit of contradiction, to tell you the falsehood of a great part of what you find in 

authors� (p. 168). She even implies that due to her gender she will reveal novel aspects in travel 

writing. Aravamundan writes that because of her female perspective Wortley Montagu corrects 

previous misrepresentations and notices different phenomena than the male writers, thus her 

�remarks upon cultural differences� contest �the normative masculine vision of her Western 

predecessors�.96 In Aravamundan�s opinion, Wortley Montagu makes the best out of her 

limitations as a woman travel writer and turns her gender into �a badge of honour that enhances 

her credibility�. Wortley Montagu is self-conscious when she willingly adopts the female 

gendered identity, which �emphasises her empirical reliability over against the normative 

masculine voice�.97 Aravamundan aptly calls Wortley Montagu �a self-conscious and skeptical 

practitioner of travelogue�98 when she claims for herself the position of an expert.  

This interpretation is supported by the lack of preceding female travel writers in general 

and in Wortley Montagu�s writing; there are no references to women�s travelogues in the 

letters. Because of her gender and privileged access Wortley Montagu can present her readers 
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with scenes that are entirely new and different from the accounts of male writers. In short, like 

other eighteenth-century travel writers who were almost desperate to describe new things and 

to find new angles,99 Wortley Montagu wants to �demonstrate her superior erudition, 

contemporaneity, and novelty�.100 Wortley Montagu wants to emphasise her difference and 

superiority in comparison with other travel writers, and does not want to recount what the other 

travel writers have already said: �I could also, with little trouble, turn over Knolles and Sir Paul 

Rycaut� but I will not tell you what you may find in every author that has writ of this country� 

(p. 168). 

Yeğenoğlu�s perception of Wortley Montagu�s position as a travel writer differs 

somewhat: she argues that Wortley Montagu tries to dismiss male travel writer�s work, 

especially on Turkish women, because she is in a marginal and supplementary position in 

relation to the canon of travel writing. Since Wortley Montagu cannot obtain a similar position 

as the male authors, she can open up a space of her own in the discourse of Orientalism by 

emphasising her feminine perspective.101 

Because of her ambiguous position, Wortley Montagu deviates from some of the 

conventions of travel writing but follows others. Her gender affects the way she reacts to some 

of these conventions, since travel writing was considered a masculine field, and in general 

women were expected to write on certain topics (in any literary genre). In the following I will 

look at Wortley Montagu�s relation to these conventions. 

Descriptions of the difficulties of the journey were associated with travel writing. 

However, men were expected to endure more hardships on their travels, whereas women were 

expected to complain on the tediousness of the journey. Wortley Montagu defies this 

convention to some extent as she complains but does not dwell on the difficulties she has faced: 
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�I won't trouble you with a relation of our tedious journey� (p. 104), and in another letter: �I 

can now tell dear Mrs. T. that I am safely arrived at the end of my very long journey. I will not 

tire you with the account of the many fatigues I have suffered� (p. 125).  

When Wortley Montagu emphasises the hardships of the journey, she does not do it in a 

way that is conventional to women travel writers, but reports things that seem more appropriate 

to the male accounts of adventurous and dangerous journeys: 

The journey we have made from Belgrade hither by land cannot possibly be passed by 
any out of a public character. The desert woods of Servia are the common refuge of 
thieves, who rob, fifty in company, [so] that we had need of all our guards to secure 
us; and the villages so poor, that only force could extort from them necessary 
provisions (p. 107).  

 
It seems that the general idea was that travelling, especially to remote places and on 

unconventional routes, was not something considered proper for a woman, especially with a 

small child with her. This can be read indirectly from Wortley Montagu�s letter where she 

apparently replies to such suppositions: �having gone through such tiresome land-journeys, 

though I don�t find the conclusion of them so bad as you seem to imagine� (p. 124). 

She claims a special status for her exceptional land journey through Eastern Europe in the 

winter by writing that �I dare say you expect at least something very new in this letter, after I 

have gone a journey not undertaken by any Christian for some hundred years� (p. 117) ��a 

journey that has not been undertaken by any Christian since the days of the Greek emperors� 

those few English that have come hither, always going on the Danube to Nicopolis. But that 

river was now frozen� (p. 102).  

She dismisses the fatigues because of the importance of her task; describing places British 

travel writers have not visited is a good enough reason to endure the difficulties. �I shall not 

regret all the fatigues I have suffered in it, if it gives me an opportunity of amusing your R. H. 

by an account of places utterly unknown amongst us� (p. 102). After the journey she can tell 
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about these places not only to the reading public, but such significant readers as the members of 

the English royalty.  

As noted before, one of conventions of travel writing and one of the important reasons for 

writing travelogues is telling new, interesting and exciting information: �I am now got into a 

new world, where everything I see appears to me a change of scene; and I write to your 

ladyship with some content in mind, hoping at least that you will find the charm of novelty in 

my letters, and no longer reproach me, that I tell you nothing extraordinary� (p. 104). Wortley 

Montagu promises to follow strictly the rule of telling only what has not been told before: 

�since I can tell you nothing new, I will tell nothing of it� (p. 173). To keep her correspondents 

(and readers) interested Wortley Montagu promises to tell about the curiosities, �When I am at 

Constantinople, I'll try to pick up some curiosities, and then you shall hear again from Yours, 

&c� (p. 110). The idea of curiosities is perhaps related to the perception of the mysterious and 

exotic Orient. 

Apparently, Wortley Montagu is well aware of the (masculine) conventions of travel 

writing and strives to follow most of them to gain credulity - a convincing position as part of 

the genre. Credulity is important in travel writing: as Brant notes, an endemic difficulty in 

travel writing is �the uneasily close relation between credulousness and credibility�.102 

Credulity is related to gender, since as Mills notes, women travel writers are accused of 

�exaggeration and falsehood� and doubts are �frequently cast on the truthfulness� of their 

accounts.103  Brant argues that Wortley Montagu insists on authenticating herself as a travel 

writer through empiricism to prove her credulity like other travel writers. �In many instances, 

she either writes from a general assertion to a specific proof, or capitalises on the individuality 

of her experience to assert its incontrovertibility�.104 Wortley Montagu writes that she now 
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reveals the truth about Turkey: �Thus, you see, dear sister, the manners of mankind do not 

differ so widely as our voyage writers would make us believe. Perhaps it would be more 

entertaining to add a few surprising customs of my own invention; but nothing seems to me so 

agreeable as truth, and I believe nothing so acceptable to you� (p. 117 italics mine). To enforce 

her credibility she retorts to the means of the masculine tradition and claims that she will 

acquire truth with the (seemingly) scientific methods of inquiries and observations; �You see 

that I am very exact in keeping the promise you engaged me to make; but I know not whether 

your curiosity will be satisfied with the accounts I shall give you, though I can assure you, that 

the desire I have to oblige you to the utmost of my power, has made me very diligent in my 

inquiries and observations� (p. 106 italics mine). Wortley Montagu reacts to the possible 

allegations of credulity in advance. As she notes, �Now, do I fancy that you imagine I have 

entertained you, all this while, with a relation that has, at least, received many embellishments 

from my hand? �We travellers are in very hard circumstances: If we say nothing but what has 

been said before us, we are dull, and we have observed nothing. If we tell any thing new, we 

are laughed at as fabulous and romantic� (p. 157). 

Wortley Montagu writes on the themes commonly observed by male travel writers, and 

even about themes that were not commonly perceived as suitable for women to comment on. 

She claims she has acquired a vast knowledge on several aspects of Turkish culture and 

customs: religion, language, poetry, architecture, commerce, government, fauna, etc. For 

example, on architecture Wortley Montagu writes, �I suppose you have read, in most of our 

accounts of Turkey that their houses are the most miserable pieces of building in the world. I 

can speak very learnedly on that subject, having been in so many of them; and I assure you 'tis 

no such thing� (p. 127). She describes the fauna - the buffaloes, horses, birds and, for example 

in a letter to Mrs. Thistlethwayte she tells her about camels that �the description of them will 

appear new to you: I can assure you the first sight of them was very much so to me; and, 
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though I have seen hundreds of pictures of those animals, I never saw any that was resembling 

enough to give a true idea of them� (p. 126).  

Even in relation to religion Wortley Montagu claims to have gained exceptional insight:  

�an intimate daily conversation with the effendi Achmet-Beg gave me an opportunity of 

knowing their religion and morals in a more particular way manner than perhaps any Christian 

ever did� (p. 108). She applies this particular knowledge in the letters by commenting on the 

sects of Mahometism, and about the Coran she says, �the Alcoran, which is so far from the 

nonsense we charge it with, it is the purest morality, delivered in the very best language. I have 

since heard impartial Christians speak of it in the same manner� (p. 109). 

In the field of medicine Wortley Montagu informs her readers about the custom of 

vaccinating or �ingrafting� against small-pox. She was willing to bring this medical invention 

into use in Britain: �I am patriot enough to take pains to bring this useful invention into fashion 

in England� (p. 124). She even vaccinated her own children against smallpox to prove that the 

method was efficient. Later in England she convinced Caroline, Princess of Wales, to inoculate 

her daughters as well. Despite Wortley Montagu�s contribution, the introduction of smallpox 

vaccination in Britain has been attributed to Edward Jenner. 

Wortley Montagu as a Woman Travel Writer  

When analysing Wortley Montagu�s letters we should not forget that she is presenting herself 

as a woman (travel) writer in relation to the traditions of both male and female (travel) writers. 

As a woman writer she is affected by the discourse of femininity, which refers to the culturally 

expected and acceptable behaviour of women, that is to say the limits of what they can write. 

Certain characteristics, which constitute this discourse � such as the choice of topic, style, and 

genre � have been often considered limitations of women�s writing. Some topics, like family, 

dress, and children, have been considered appropriate for women, whereas others � such as 

politics, science and sex � have been considered inappropriate. As Mills notes, this results in a 
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�conventional literary double-bind� in which women have been �supposed to write on certain 

topics,� but in doing so their texts have been �judged inferior�.105  

Stylistically, women have been expected to write about their personal experiences rather 

than on scientific facts. The representations of personal experiences restricted by expectations, 

too. Indeed, Mills defines the British discourse of femininity as �the representation of a well 

behaved self� that is properly dressed, behaves correctly, and obeys the norms of British 

society.106 What comes to genre, women have commonly chosen genres that are not considered 

particularly literary, such as diaries, letters, and biographies. 

Although the discourse of travel writing supposed a (young aristocratic) male subject, 

women did participate: there have been female travel writers since the fourteenth century.107 

However, Wortley Montagu�s female predecessors were not well-known. Even the work of 

hundreds of European women travel writers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries has been 

largely ignored.108 Wortley Montagu claimed a serious position for herself as a (female) travel 

writer and said that her letters would be very valuable one day.109 In fact, she became one of the 

famous women travel writers and her Turkish Letters are still in print. 

Lewis argues that even travelling itself �broke codes of European femininity,� and women 

travel writers had two ways to compensate for this: they could reinforce �colonialist codes of 

white superiority� or adhere �to feminine dress and decorum�.110 Wortley Montagu does adhere 

to the feminine dress, but not the Western habit: after a short period of time in Turkey, she 

starts to dress in the Turkish outfit, even including the veil. She follows feminine decorum 

quite closely, and this can be seen especially in her earlier letters, such as the �Turkish Bath 

Letter�. Similarly, Mills notes that travelling women were deviant because they broke out of 
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the domestic sphere and became active participants. According to Mills, this was exceptional 

because �British women were only allowed to figure as symbols of home and purity�.111 This 

resulted in pressures to reintegrate women travel writers �within the private sphere of the 

private/public divide�: when women writers travelled outside the home, they still had to display 

�all of the conventional characteristics of women within the home�.112  

As Mills points out, there were taboos of women�s travel writing, the braking of which 

could lead to �criticism for both the writing and the for the travels they represented�; women 

travel writers �were laying themselves open to attack on charges of exaggeration and of sexual 

impropriety�.113 Thus, like other female travel writers Wortley Montagu had to stay within the 

boundaries of the discourse of femininity or she would risk her reputation: the problematic 

equilibrium between representation and reputation affected what Wortley Montagu could write. 

The general expectations on women�s writing were in conflict with the male dominated 

discourse of travel writing. As Mills writes, the context in which women�s travel writing was 

produced and received was similar to that of men�s travel writing, but at the same time, 

�because of the discursive frameworks which exert pressure on female writers, there may be 

negotiations in women�s texts which result in differences which seem to be due to gender�.114  

Mills acknowledges the difficulties women have in attempting to write in the colonial 

context and the discourse of Orientalism, and notes that some women aligned themselves with 

the masculine colonial force so that they could write with authority. However, this did not 

mean that the women were �wearing a male disguise�; on the contrary, �many of these women 

strenuously guarded themselves against assertions of this kind by writing very much as 

�feminine� women�.115  
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In addition to the general themes of travel writing, Wortley Montagu explores themes that 

were culturally regarded as feminine, such as dress, food, women�s customs, beauty products 

(for example the balm of Mecca), and the language of flowers.116 She complies with some 

aspects of feminine behaviour, like writing mostly about women, but defies them in writing 

about topics, which were not considered to be of interest to Western women, like religion and 

architecture, and especially on the Western masculine fantasy of the harem.  

I will now look at some of the more feminine themes in the Turkish Letters. Wortley 

Montagu�s themes vary according to her addressees: the more feminine themes are dealt with in 

letters to her lady friends. In these letters she reveals to the English ladies the �secrets� of the 

Turkish ladies. Aravamundan sees Wortley Montagu exploring �several cross-cultural 

constructions of femininity� when she writes about these topics.117  

Wortley Montagu depicts the clothes of both herself (the Turkish habits she wears) and of 

the Turkish women. There are several long passages about the clothes worn by women, and 

sometimes even men, on different occasions. She adopts the Turkish dress and thinks that �'tis 

admirably becoming� (p. 114), and she says it �is become not only very easy, but agreeable� to 

her (p. 163). She even defends the veil as a liberating custom for women and does not, contrary 

to some other Western people of her time, see the veil as an emblem of the repression of 

Muslim women.118 Aravamundan even claims that Wortley Montagu is obsessed with Turkish 

women�s clothing.  

Wortley Montagu depicts Turkish habits in several occasions, but the following is the most 

detailed passage. Although women are expected to write �en detail�, the account of the Turkish 
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dress can be read in relation to �materialism associated with women writers�.119  Wortley 

Montagu gives us the following description of her extravagant Turkish habit: 

The first piece of my dress is a pair of drawers, very full, that reach to my shoes, and 
conceal the legs more modestly than our petticoats. They are of a thin rose-coloured 
damask, brocaded with silver flowers, my shoes are of white kid leather, embroidered 
with gold. Over this hangs my smock, of a white silk gauze, edged with embroidery. 
This smock has wide sleeves, hanging halfway down the arm, and is closed at the neck 
with a diamond button; but the shape and colour of the bosom very well to be 
distinguished through it. The antery is a waistcoat, made close to the shape, of white 
and gold damask, with very long sleeves falling back, and fringed with deep gold 
fringe, and should have pearl or diamond buttons. My caftan, of the same stuff with 
my drawers, is a robe exactly fitted to my shape, and reaching to my feet, with very 
long strait falling sleeves. Over this is the girdle, of about four fingers broad, which all 
that can afford have entirely of diamonds or other precious stones; those will not be at 
that expense, have it of exquisite embroidery on satin; but it must be fastened before 
with a clasp of diamonds. The curdee is a loose robe they throw off or put on 
according to the weather, being of rich brocade (mine is green and gold), either lined 
with ermine or sables; the sleeves reach very little below the shoulders. The head-dress 
is composed of a cap, called talpock, which is in the winter of fine velvet embroidered 
with pearls or diamonds, an in summer of light shining silver stuff. This is fixed on 
one side of the head, hanging a little way down with gold tassel, and bound on, either 
with a circle of diamonds (as I have seen several) or a rich embroidered handkerchief. 
On the other side of the head, the hair is laid flat; and here the ladies are at liberty to 
shew their fancies; some putting flowers, others a plume of heron�s feathers, and, in 
short what they please; but the most general fashion is a large bouquet of jewels; made 
like natural flowers� (pp.114-115)  
 

Although, Oriental clothes signify the exoticism of the Orient, this passage is not meant to 

depict the Turkish dress as a means of setting an Oriental scene, but it is a description of 

Wortley Montagu�s masquerade and a part of her identification with Turkish (aristocratic) 

women. According to Lewis, for Western women Turkish clothes offer a possibility of 

�cultural cross-dressing� which, however, �must be forfeited when Western clothes are 

necessary to signal� Europeanness and inculcate respect or discipline�.120 In my interpretation 

Wortley Montagu�s willingness to dress in the Turkish habit almost on all occasions suggests a 

conscious disavowal of demarcating Western superiority with clothing. Lewis explains that as 

an ambassador�s wife Wortley Montagu does not need to enforce her social status, and can thus 
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adopt the Turkish dress.121  However, this argument can be questioned because of the 

extravagant richness of the Oriental dress compared to the British. The luxuriousness and 

richness of the Turkish outfit is so excessive that it is in stark contrast with the Western habit of 

even the upper classes. It should be noted that with dressing in the richest Turkish garments of 

gold, pearl and jewels Wortley Montagu identifies only with Turkish women of the highest 

social order. In the description there are some indications that she is herself aware of the 

exclusiveness of this dress: these include the hedging �should have diamond or pearl buttons� 

and �all that can afford�. 

It appears that Wortley Montagu fetishes these Oriental clothes and thus even takes on the 

�position of the colonialist subject�.122 However, Aravamundan and Lowe suggest that since 

Wortley Montagu herself is dressed in the habit, the depiction can be interpreted as an emblem 

of Wortley Montagu�s �high degree of assimilation into Turkish culture�.123 According to 

Aravamundan, she possesses an honorary status as a result of her Turkish habit: �wearing these 

clothes herself, she is full of praise for the Turkish aristocratic women�.124 This cultural cross-

dressing at the same time �distances her from the English culture� and �ironically recalls an 

established separation of Occident and Orient�.125  

As a woman travel writer in an Islamic, gender segregated society Wortley Montagu has 

access to gender specific knowledge. According to Orr, Wortley Montagu utilises her 

�privileged access provided by� gender and status�. When she reveals the Oriental scene from 

within with a woman�s eyes, she presents �scenes which are entirely novel�. There is a balance 

between previously known and new aspects in the letters: �her writing repeatedly reveals both a 

dependence on and a difference from conventional modes of representation�.126 After the visit at 
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the Turkish baths Wortley Montagu writes: �I am sure I have now entertained you with an 

account of such a sight as you never saw in your life, and what no book of travels could inform 

you of. 'Tis no less than death for a man to be found in one of these places� (p.106). Similarly 

she is able visit the harems, the women�s houses, unlike western male travellers: �It must be 

under a very particular character, or on some extraordinary occasion, when a Christian is 

permitted into the house of a man of quality; and their haréms are always forbidden ground� 

(p.128). She is aware of the �novelty� of her topic and thus penetrates the female space and 

titillates her readers.  

3.3. Depicting the Other  

Although Wortley Montagu depicts several aspects of Turkishness, she focuses on Turkish 

women. She describes the different customs and conventions that affect the life of Turkish 

women, their conduct and behaviour. She compares English ladies with Turkish ladies and 

perceives several differences between the Western and the Oriental women. It could be asked 

whether she thus contributes to the Orientalist idea of the alterity of the Orient. Generally, the 

discourse of difference is considered a manifestation of Orientalism, whereas the discourse of 

similarity opposes Orientalism.127 However, Lowe sees Wortley Montagu�s depictions of such 

differences as beauty and freedom as interventions against the discourse of Orientalism.128 In 

several instances when the Turkish women are represented as different they are freer or more 

beautiful than their British counterparts.  

 In addition to pointing out differences, Wortley Montagu also discovers similarities and 

identifies herself with the Turkish women. When she defines these similarities and differences 

between the Turkish and English women, she is constructing her own identity as an English 

(and sometimes almost half Turkish) subject. As Nussbaum writes, the subject as a unique 
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individual is formed through conscious reflection of �his/her differentness from others�.129 

However, I would here add the reflection of similarity with others. I will now analyse the 

construction of the self and other on the basis of similarities and differences in the Turkish 

Letters. 

The Free Turkish Women? 

Wortley Montagu emphasises the differences she finds positive � the beauty and freedom of 

Turkish women. I will begin from analysing the ways she constructs the perceived freedom of 

the Turkish women and what aspects she considers integral for freedom. According to 

Aravamundan, Wortley Montagu �interprets the aristocratic women she meets as already free 

rather than waiting for emancipation like their European counterparts�.130  

However, it seems that Wortley Montagu shared the relatively common view of the 

confinement of women in Islamic countries when she arrived in Turkey. The confinement of 

Turkish women was one of the common themes in Orientalist travel writing. It was considered 

a manifestation of the barbarity of the Orient, but it also gave rise to the exoticised and 

mystified image of the Oriental woman.131 In addition, the perceived enslavement of the Turkish 

women constructed �the European woman as a sign of �civilized� culture�.132 In the following 

quotation Wortley Montagu describes how her and her first Turkish host, effendi Achmet-Beg�s 

views on Turkish women conflict: �I had frequent disputes with him concerning the difference 

of our customs, particularly the confinement of women. He assures me, there is nothing at all in 

it; only, says he, we have the advantage, that when our wives cheat us, nobody knows it� 

(p.102, italics mine). It should be noted that this was one of the first Turkish letters written 

before she had met any Turkish women.  
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Wortley Montagu changes her perception and later calls Turkish women �the only free 

people in the empire� (116). Wortley Montagu �makes this claim,� Kietzman argues, �to 

subvert the stereotype� perpetuated by male travel writers �of eastern women cloistered in 

harems�.133 Therefore it appears that she had presuppositions on the position of women in 

Turkey before her arrival, but changed her mind when she saw the women�s situation herself. 

In Wortley Montagu�s letters the veil is one of the integral themes related to dispute 

between the confinement and freedom of Turkish women. Generally, if Oriental women were 

considered enslaved, the veil was the means of oppressing and controlling them. According to 

Mohanty, �the argument goes like this: the more the number of women who wear the veil, the 

more universal is the sexual segregation and control of women�. She has criticised this 

simplistic view of the function of the veil and the �analytical leap from the practise of veiling to 

an assertion of its general significance in controlling women�. Mohanty reminds us that the 

specific meaning attached to veiling �varies according to the cultural and ideological context� 

and it is analytically reductive to �to assume that the mere practise of veiling women in a 

number of Muslim countries indicates the universal oppression of women� in those countries.134 

In Yeğenoğlu�s perception the ideal of emancipating of the Oriental women is an excuse for the 

Orientalist (sexual) urge to unveil the women. This unveiling has symbolic quality: the veil of 

the Oriental woman must be lifted to gain colonial mastery of the mysterious Orient.135 She 

claims that �the widespread trope of �the masquerading Oriental woman�� can be found in 

Wortley Montagu�s letters, as well.  

Wortley Montagu does not want to unveil the Turkish women. In her point of view the veil 

is connected with the freedom of mobility; because of the veil the Turkish women can move 

about freely. As Wortley Montagu writes:  
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'Tis very easy to see they have more liberty than we have. No woman, of what rank 
soever, being permitted to go into the streets without two muslins; one that covers her 
face all but eyes, and another that hides the whole dress of her head, and hangs 
halfway down her back, and their shapes are wholly concealed by a thing they call 
ferigee, which no woman of any sort appears without�.You may guess how 
effectively this disguises them, [so] that there is no distinguishing the great lady from 
her slave. 'Tis impossible for the most jealous husband to know his wife when he 
meets her; and no man dare either touch or follow a woman in the street (p.116). 

 
She does not only praise the custom of veiling but adopts it herself. Because she dresses in the 

Turkish habit and even wears the veil she gains access to places commonly closed to 

Westerners. For instance, she can go to see the mosque of Sultan Selim: �I was dressed in my 

Turkish habit and admitted without scruple� (p.138). Thus she herself experiences the freedom 

of mobility the veil allows. The Western women in Turkey had less freedom of movement than 

the veiled Turkish women: the access of Western women was limited to some extent because of 

their aversion to wear the veil. Wortley Montagu writes that Western women do not know 

Constantinople, since �the women must cover their faces to go there, which they have a perfect 

aversion to do� (p.162). Even if some of the Western women sometimes suffer to wear a veil it 

is �such as only to serve to shew their beauty to more advantage, and which would not be 

permitted in Constantinople� (p.162-163) 

Wortley Montagu sees the veil as a liberating custom in terms of sexual freedom. Lewis 

sees Wortley Montagu keeping with the individualist Enlightenment ideas of personal freedom 

when she celebrates �Muslim women�s individual (sexual) liberty�. In comparison, in the 

Victorian nineteenth-century writers stressed �Muslim women�s freedom from sexual 

demands�.136 Wortley Montagu writes about the Turkish women�s free sexual relations: 

This perpetual masquerade gives them entire liberty of following their inclinations 
without danger of discovery�The great ladies seldom let their gallants know who 
they are; and it is so difficult to find it out, that they can seldom guess at her name they 
have corresponded with above half a year together. You may easily imagine the 
number of faithful wives very small in a country where they have nothing to fear from 
a lover�s indiscretion� (p.116)  
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 Yeğenoğlu argues that there were (Orientalist) male travel writers who represented the veil 

as a liberating custom, too. According to her, the convention of veiling was sometimes even 

used to enforce the eroticisation of Oriental women: such Orientalist authors as Du Loire and 

Withers called the Turkish women�s veil a �dress that assisted them in conducting their love 

affairs�.137 I think it is important to notice that these authors stress only the possibility of sexual 

licentiousness associated to the veil, and thus contribute to the eroticisation of the Oriental 

woman. Whereas, Wortley Montagu�s primary argument for promoting the veil is not its 

sexually liberating aspect. 

 In addition, Wortley Montagu sees a negative side related to the seeming sexual liberty of 

the Turkish women:  

The women here are not, indeed, so closely confined as many have related; they enjoy 
a high degree of liberty, even in bosom of servitude, and they have methods of evasion 
and disguise that are very favourable to gallantry; but, after all, they are still under 
uneasy apprehensions of being discovered; and a discovery exposes them to the most 
merciless rage of jealousy which is here a monster that cannot be satiated but with 
blood (p.149). 

 
In this quotation she states that even though the Turkish women have their liberty, they have 

to pay a high prise for it. She comments on the custom where the �honour� of the husband 

requires killing an unfaithful wife in another passage, too: �'Tis true, the same customs that 

give them so many opportunities of gratifying their evil inclinations (if they have any), also 

put it very fully in the power of their husbands to revenge them if they are discovered� 

(p.169).  

Harem: Female Space 
 

'Tis also very pleasant to observe how tenderly [Mr. Hill] and all his brethen voyage-
writers lament the miserable confinement of the Turkish ladies, who are perhaps freer 
than any ladies in the universe, and are the only women in the world that lead a life of 
uninterrupted pleasure exempt from cares; their whole time being spent in visiting, 
bathing, or the agreeable amusement of spending money, and inventing new fashions 
(p.168). 
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As Leslie Peirce writes, gender segregation and the harem institution have been perceived in 

the West as �an Islamic manifestation of the Western conception of the public/private 

dichotomy�. He continues by arguing that the public/private distinction and the gendered 

constructions linked to it are inventions of the liberal thinking prevalent in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries in Europe, whereas in Turkish culture such a distinction did not apply: 

�The segregation of the sexes created for women a society that developed its own hierarchy of 

authority� in which the matriarchal older women had power not only over other women, but 

younger male relatives.138 

Wortley Montagu has a somewhat ethnocentric approach when she defines the female 

spaces according to the public/private divide. According to this distinction, the women are not 

allowed to enter the realm defined as public in the West, except when they are veiled and as 

Wortley Montagu notes, �they have no public places but the bagnios� (p.168). However, 

Wortley Montagu does not consider Turkish women confined, but thinks that they have their 

own separate world - the harems and bathhouses are female spaces.  

As a woman Wortley Montagu can enter the segregated spaces, the homes and the 

bathhouses. As Aravamundan notes, Wortley Montagu�s primary experiences of the Orient and 

Turkey were obtained through interaction �with the aristocratic women� within their sexually 

segregated milieu�.139 In the bathhouses the women �can only be seen by their own sex; 

however, that is a diversion they take great pleasure in� (p.168). In the letters the Turkish 

women�s gender segregated spaces differ positively from the places allotted for women in the 

British society. According to Aravamundan, Wortley Montagu interprets the �pleasing alterity 

and seemingly unfettered agency� of the Turkish women as a result of their spatial autonomy.140 

Some critics have even claimed that Wortley Montagu represents these segregated female 
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spaces as a �feminotopia� or �an idealised worlds of female autonomy, empowerment, and 

pleasure� where women are �free to create their own society�.141 

Conclusions 

In the Turkish Letters Wortley Montagu constructs her image of the self as a letter writer, a 

travel writer and a woman writer. All of these positions are somewhat contradictory. Letter 

writing was considered acceptable even for women, because of the (seemingly) personal 

and private nature of letters. The Turkish Letters are private and public at the same time; the 

(original) letters have been written to certain recipients that are indicated in the letters, but 

the letters have been reworked and were intended for publication. It can be said that they 

are a part of the letter writing genre even though they lack several qualities considered 

fundamental for letters.  

As a travel writer Wortley Montagu is positioning herself in relation to the canonical 

male travel writers. Her position as a female travel writer is ambiguous: she emphasises her 

womanhood, takes a consciously feminine position and criticises her male predecessors, 

however; she also writes on topics considered unsuitable for women. Thus her travel 

writing deviates from the writing of other male and female travel writers. Wortley Montagu 

writes for herself a space within the genre of travel writing by depicting something most 

other travel writers had not represented or had misrepresented: the life of Turkish women. 

Her access to the female spaces is what distinguishes her from male travel writers.  

Wortley Montagu has been said to reveal the hidden feminine interior of the Orient, 

however; the very idea of a feminine interior of the Orient is a somewhat masculine 

concept. Although she represents the other, the Turkish women, it can be questioned 

whether she represents them in an Orientalist manner. The Turkish women are represented 

in a way, which differs from the general depictions of the Orientalist discourse: the 
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representation of the Turkish women�s freedom is an intervention against Orientalism. 

Wortley Montagu writes about the customs of veiling and sexual segregation, which she 

represents as the key factors of Turkish women�s sexual freedom, mobility, anonymity, 

sense of female space and community. The harem in the private sphere and the veil in the 

public enclose the women into their own female space, a feminotopia. There are 

contradictory aspects in the harem, which are discussed in the next chapter.  
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4. The Gaze and the Oriental Woman 

 

 
Figure 1. Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres, Le Bain Türk 1859-1863, Musée du Louvre, Paris (Canvas on wood, 
110cm dia.). Reproduction from: http://www.artchive.com/artchives/I/ingres/ingres_bain_turc.jpg.html 

 
 
In this chapter I will analyse the discourse of the Oriental woman, the interaction between 

Wortley Montagu and Turkish women, especially focusing on the gaze. Wortley Montagu�s 

�Turkish Bath Letter� has been associated with the visual, voyeurism and (pictorial) art, and it 
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has been defined by critics as the emblem of her Orientalism, especially because Jean-

Auguste-Dominique Ingres claimed that his painting Le Bain Türk (1862) was painted on the 

basis of this description of the bathhouse. I see the painting enforcing the Orientalist 

interpretation of Wortley Montagu�s writing, since the painting is strongly Orientalist, as I 

shall demonstrate later in my analysis. In fact, I shall read the �Turkish Bath Letter� together 

with Ingres�s Le Bain Türk. 

Analysing the gaze in Wortley Montagu�s letters is relevant not only because of the 

association with Ingres�s painting but because visual observation is linked to the genre of travel 

writing. A travelogue is commonly considered to be a description of the things, people and 

events the traveller has seen. Mills writes, �in travel writing the narrator gazes at the �natives�- 

and is irritated if they have the temerity to gaze back�.142 There are passages in the letters where 

Wortley Montagu describes herself being gazed at and examined. In this chapter I will analyse 

different ways of gazing and the shifting positions of the viewer and the object, Wortley 

Montagu and the Turkish women.  

4.1. Analysing the Gaze 

Most feminist theorising on the gaze and look is done in the field of feminist film critique. 

Although I analyse a literary text (and a painting) I believe this critique can be applied in this 

thesis. The most eminent critics, Kaja Silverman, Laura Mulvey and E. Ann Kaplan have 

analysed the viewer and the viewed in a gender-specific way. 

First I will shortly present the difference between �look� and �gaze�. In her book, The 

Threshold of the Visible World, Silverman bases her analysis mostly on the Lacanian model of 

�theorising the relation of gaze and look�.143 The distinction is that �look� refers to the subject 

who looks at the object, whereas �gaze� refers to a point where the subject is �within 
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visibility,� where the gaze of the other is directed at the subject. The gaze reminds us of �the 

presence of others as such�.144 Moreover, Silverman distinguishes between the look and the 

gaze �on the basis of the look�s emplacement within spectacle, the body, temporality, and 

desire�.145 There is a third dimension of vision, �the screen� which �represents the site at which 

the gaze is defined for a particular society�.146 However, Silverman claims that, �the screen 

conventionally consists not only of normative representations, but also of all kinds of 

oppositional and subcultural representations�.147 

The Masculine Versus the Feminine Viewer 

According to Silverman, the gaze is masculine and it implies �the endless subordination of 

woman-as-spectacle� or, more accurately, the male look has falsely claimed for itself the 

position of the culturally normative gaze.148 Silverman continues that �although Western society 

maintains a close connection between the terms woman and spectacle, sexual difference can 

manifest itself in other ways within the field of vision, and can be complicated by other kinds 

of culturally constituted differences,� such as race and class.149 She analyses a situation where a 

European man represents a non-Western woman, a French photographer takes the picture of an 

Algerian woman: �the Algerian �screen� fades away, and is replaced by one connoting 

�exoticism�, �primitivism�, �subordinate race�, and a European notion of femininity (�woman as 

spectacle�)�.150  

 In her classic article �Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema� Mulvey writes that there is a 

sexual imbalance in the way looking is divided into two: active/male and passive/female. In 

this imbalance �the determining male gaze projects its fantasy onto the female figure�.151  
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Mulvey points out the representations of �woman as image� and �man as bearer of the look�. 

The male viewer experiences scopophilia �in which looking itself is a source of pleasure,� 

where other people are taken as objects and thus subjected to �a controlling and curious 

gaze�.152 Mulvey�s theories centre on the claims that the pleasure of viewing is connected to the 

voyeurism, fetishism, narcissism and egoism of the male viewer: the woman is represented as a 

passive icon and the object of desire of the male viewer.153 This would mean that women as 

viewers would have to adopt a masculine position or to masochistically identify with the object. 

According to Mulvey women are �simultaneously looked at and displayed� and their 

appearance is �coded for strong visual and erotic impact so that they can be said to connote to-

be-looked-at-ness�.154   

Mulvey was the first to employ the term �male gaze�.155 Kaplan has continued the analysis 

of the male gaze in her article �Is the Gaze Male?� She claims that �men do not simply look; 

their gaze carries with it the power of action and of possession that is lacking in the female 

gaze. Women receive and return gaze, but cannot act on it�.156  

Kaplan has pondered on the possibility of constructing a position for an active, desiring 

female viewer, in which the woman could experience pleasure without masochism or 

identification with the masculine position.157 Some critics have suggested a possibility of 

�pleasurable identification� with strong female figures by emphasising the connection between 

women rather than their object position.158 Another possibility for the female viewer is the 

position where she slips �between the two polarities of a masculine and feminine 

identification�.159 Kaplan herself suggests that in lesbian fantasies women can �occupy both 
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positions, the dreamer excited either by dominating another woman� or enjoying being so 

dominated�. She continues that this makes it evident that �the female positioning is not as 

monolithic as critics often imply, or that women occupy the �male� position when they become 

dominant�.160  

As I see it, the genuine potential in a female viewer lies in her gaze that can disrupt 

masculine conventions associated with the position of the viewer. In the �Turkish Bath Letter� 

both the viewer and the objects of her gaze are explicitly women, and the positions of viewer 

and viewed are to some extent interchangeable; in some instances the viewer becomes the 

viewed. However, the (male) reader/viewer is implicitly present. Thus Wortley Montagu looks 

at the Turkish women and they look at her, but the readers of the letters also �look at� Wortley 

Montagu and the Turkish women through Wortley Montagu�s depictions. According to Mills, 

women writers were �because of their socialisation as sexualised objects of male gaze, 

generally more aware of the way the narrator appears to others, of themselves as objects�.161 In 

the letters there is an implicit male gaze present through the reader; however, it is subjected to 

and modified by the actual viewer and her female gaze.  

Wortley Montagu and the Orientalist Gaze 

The Orientalising gaze, in particular, is constructed as a masculine phenomenon, which 

sexualises the Orient and Oriental women especially. The idea of the Orientalising masculine 

gaze is not part of Said�s original formulation; however, Said acknowledges the representation 

of the Orient as feminine and its opposite the Occident as masculine.162 In addition, he has 

defined the following themes as Orientalist: pleasures, desires, sexual fantasy, harems, 

princesses, and slaves.163 Thus, as I see it, the desires and sexual fantasy of the Orientalist 

discourse are constructed on a heteronormative basis. In relation to the gaze, Said writes that 
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�the Orient is watched� and that �the European whose sensibility tours the Orient, is a watcher, 

never involved, always detached�.164 Said himself does not discuss the gaze or looking as such, 

but it has been discussed in later feminist analyses based on Orientalism. However, he names 

exotism, romance and aesthetism as the main aspects of representing the Orient in the West.165 

Of these aesthetism is evidently related to looking and gazing. 

The Orientalist interpretation of the �Turkish Bath Letter,� supported by Orientalist critics 

such as Aravamundan and by some feminist critics such as Yeğenoğlu,166 is based on the idea 

that Wortley Montagu adopts the masculine penetrative gaze of the male artist. It is noteworthy 

that Wortley Montagu is generally said to adopt the position of a male painter rather than a 

male author. According to Yeğenoğlu, Wortley Montagu takes the position of a male viewer 

when she looks at Turkish women. Yeğenoğlu claims that �Western women, as the excluded 

other of Western men, nevertheless occupy a masculine position in relation to Oriental 

women�. She bases this argument on the Derridean idea of supplement.167 Yeğenoğlu states that 

because men (and their masculine gaze) cannot enter the segregated spaces of Oriental women, 

�Western women are utilised as a means of evading the lack that lies at the very heart of the 

Orientalist/masculine desire�.168 The female travel writer sees herself fulfilling an important 

function, completing male travel writers� deficiencies, when she supplements �the masculine 

subject�s lack� and reports ��faithfully� what she witnesses in this hermeneutically sealed 

world�.169  

Although Wortley Montagu has been claimed to take an Orientalist and masculine 

position, I think her possibilities and perhaps even willingness to adopt these hegemonic 

positions can be questioned.  
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Firstly, as a woman the discourse of Orientalism is not necessarily similarly available for 

her as it is for male writers. In relation to Yeğenoğlu�s idea of the supplement, Wortley 

Montagu discredits men�s accounts, and rather than trying to supplement them she tells a 

completely different feminine version. She does not only discredit male travel writers� accounts 

on women, but their other descriptions of Turkey. Acting as a supplement she would be more 

willing to accept the male writers� representations. On the other hand, she does write on a topic 

considered to reveal the mystery of the feminine Orient haunting white men. 

Secondly, as Mulvey, Silverman and Kaplan point out, the hegemonic position of the male 

viewer Wortley Montagu is said to adopt, is not (easily) available for women, since they are 

themselves considered objects (of the masculine gaze). Lewis has used Mulvey�s work in her 

own analysis of the �Turkish Bath Letter� and pays attention to this same dilemma. As Lewis 

asks, �how can a Western woman, who is feminised as the symbolic inferior other at home�, 

exercise the classificatory gaze over the Orient that Said describes? What access does a white 

European woman have to the enunciate position of a white superiority that is implicitly 

male?�170 Lewis poses these questions to challenge the �masculinist assumptions relating to the 

stability and homogeneity of the Orientalist gaze,� and argues that �women�s differential, 

gendered access to the positionalities of imperial discourse produced a gaze on the Orient and 

the Orientalised �Other� that registered difference less pejoratively and less absolutely than was 

implied by Said�s original formulation,�171 I agree with Lewis in that Western women 

representing the Orient and Oriental women could �challenge the idea of woman as the object, 

rather than the owner, of the gaze by showing female figures who were looked at first by a 

female spectator and by representing them contrary to the generic codes of passivity�.172 
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In my analysis I will show how Wortley Montagu�s way of seeing and looking at Turkish 

women differs from the masculine norm. I will argue that she is aware of the �norm of the 

masculine gaze� and refers to it herself, but undermines the masculine norm by using irony. 

She does not comply with the masculine way of gazing and does not adopt the position of a 

male viewer. However, it should not be forgotten that Wortley Montagu�s representations are 

those of a Westerner although not necessarily Orientalist. 

 4.2. The Eroticised Oriental Woman and Ideas of Art  

As Lemaires points out in his book The Orient in Western Art, the Orient was a popular theme 

in Western art already from the fifteenth century onwards. He writes that in the seventeenth 

century there was �the Turkish fashion� which marked �the real beginning of Europe�s 

fascination with the Orient�. The Orient and the Ottoman Empire especially �provided a new 

style, a new aesthetic, that had marked impact on Western literature, fashion, and above all 

painting� well into the eighteenth century.173 Well-known artists such as Peter Paul Rubens, 

Tintoretto, Eugène Delacroix and Alexandre Dechamps contributed to the tradition of 

Orientalist art.  

In addition to violence, eroticism has been one of the most popular European themes in 

relation to the Orient.174 Mills contends that the colonial and imperial context was �sexually 

coded and redolent with sexual meanings,� and that paintings and novels �were filled with 

representations of compliant sexualised harems of semi-naked women. This fantasy of sexually 

submissive but inviting women is one of the ways in which Western male fantasies dominated 

the representation of the Orient�.175 Because of their sexual content, British art critics 

considered most Orientalist paintings immoral, indecent, discomforting, shocking and at the 

limits of acceptability.176 
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The women in Orientalist paintings were located in an exotic locale (such as Turkey) but 

were generally represented as Caucasian and identified as Circassian or Georgian to account for 

their fairness. However, representing the Oriental women as white-skinned and European 

looking made her into a substitute for the Western woman. As Lewis writes, �the pale harem 

women oscillate between being like and not like European women� as both the permitted and 

the forbidden object�.177  Lemaires confirms that the convention of �portraying courtesans and 

languorous sultanas became a cliché,�178 which resulted in paintings named for example 

�Sultana,� �Odalisque� or �Harem Scene,� portraying naked or semi-naked women with 

perhaps some vaguely Oriental objects demarcating the location of the scene. These portrayals 

were thus purely fictional, and often painted by artists who had never themselves actually 

visited the �Orient�. 

One of the most influential paintings in relation to Wortley Montagu�s letters is Ingres�s Le 

Bain Türk (1862). The fact that this Orientalist painting has been so strongly associated with 

The Turkish Letters enforces their interpretation as Orientalist, too.179 Several of the attributes of 

Orientalist representations of non-Western women are associated with Ingres�s painting. As 

Aileen Ribeiro writes, in Ingres�s images �a male �colonisation� of the eroticised female body is 

assumed� and the almost nude bathers and odalisques are rendered as �objects de luxe�.180  

One of the reasons for equating the �Turkish Bath Letter� with Le Bain Türk is the 

insistence on Ingres�s faithfulness to the original description. Halsband writes that Ingres 

copied from the �Turkish Bath Letter� in the French translation of the 1805 edition, several 

passages into his notebook.181 Faithfulness to any �original� Orient or to Wortley Montagu�s 

letter can be questioned since, as Lemaires remarks, �as Ingres had never travelled beyond 
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Italy, the theme of the harem was wholly drawn from his reading, notably from the letters of 

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu�.182   

The Cult of the Harem  

The cult of the harem has been an essential aspect in the Orientalist discourse, because the 

harem has been thought to contain all the unravelled secrets of the feminine Orient. The 

eroticisation of the Oriental woman, and symbolically the whole Orient, is manifest in the cult 

of the harem. The Orient has been objectified by representing it as the inferior feminine other, 

which can be conquered by the masculine West.  

Said acknowledges this sexualised nature of the Orient, and writes that the Orient was 

associated �with the escapism of sexual fantasy,� �where one could look for sexual experience 

unobtainable in Europe�. Thus there is an association of the Orient with �the freedom of 

licentious sex�. He continues that �daydreams [have been] packed inside Oriental clichés: 

harems, princesses, princes, slaves, veils, dancing girls and boys, sherbets, ointments and so 

on�.183 These aspects seem very similar to those commonly attributed to the cult of the harem. 

Lewis lists �repression, exclusion, despotism, punishment, sadism, exoticism, lesbianism, 

sexual deviancy, archaism and rescue� as the essential themes of the cult of the harem.184 

In the West, the myth of Muslim sensuality was constructed around the prevalent symbol 

of the harem.185 According to Lewis, the harem was mystified because of the two trajectories: 

�the fulfilment of seeing the forbidden faces and bodies of Muslim women; and the fantasy of 

one man�s sexual ownership of many women�.186 As Lewis continues, �the mystique of the 

forbidden harem stemmed from the vision of it as a segregated space, a polygamous realm, 

from which all men except the husband (generally conceptualised as the Sultan) and his 
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eunuchs were barred�.187 In this discourse there were gendered boundaries according to which 

the sexuality of the Oriental women was of a submissive serving kind.  

Wortley Montagu is aware of the fascination of her Western audience for the harem: in a 

letter addressed to the Countess of Bristol she writes, �I have taken care to see as much of the 

seraglio188 as is to be seen� (p.163). Whereas, to her sister she writes that �But what would you 

say if I told you, that I have been in a harém�� (p.158). Then she goes on to describe the 

architectural magnificence of the harem. In addition to the interest of her reading audience, 

there is another reason why Wortley Montagu wants to inform readers about the harems - 

ignorance. After visiting Sultana Hafitén Wortley Montagu writes, �I did not omit this 

opportunity of learning all that I possibly could of the seraglio which is so entirely unknown 

among us� (p.156). 

 Women�s representations of the harem have an ambiguous relation to the cult of the 

harem. Lewis has analysed the works of a French female painter, Henriette Brown (active 

1855-1878), which depict women in harems, especially her paintings A Flute Player (Harem 

Interior; Constantinople, 1860) and A Visit (Harem Interior; Constantinople, 1860). Although 

Brown painted her depictions of the Turkish harems in the nineteenth century, Lewis�s analysis 

of them can be applied to some extent to Wortley Montagu�s literary depictions of the harems 

written over a hundred years earlier. One of the most interesting findings Lewis has made 

concerns the reception of Brown�s harem paintings: the paintings caused a stir since they did 

not comply with the general way of presenting the harem, established by male painters. The 

expected �sex and excess� and lavish details were missing from Browne�s paintings, which 

represent the harems as �tame and domestic�.189 Women�s accounts on the harems were often in 
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conflict with the eroticised cult of the harem and thus with the expectations of the Western 

(male) audience. 

Similarly the (British) women travel writers represented the harem as more home-like. 

According to Lewis, Billie Melman argues that especially nineteenth-century European women 

travel writers �desexualised the harem,� and domesticated it to reproduce �an image of the 

middle-class �home�: domestic, feminine and autonomous�.190 This kind of domesticating can 

be read in Wortley Montagu�s letters: 

�the women�s apartments are all built backwards, removed from sight, and have no 
other prospect than the gardens, which are enclosed with very high walls�. In the 
midst of the garden is the chiosk, that is, a large room, commonly beautified with a 
fine fountain in the midst of it. It is raised nine or ten steps, and inclosed [sic] with 
gilded lattices, round which vines, jessamines, and honeysuckles twining, make a sort 
of green wall. Large trees are planted round this place, which is the scene of their 
greatest pleasures, and where the ladies spend most of their hours, employed by their 
music or embroidery (p.128-129).  

 
Wortley Montagu emphasises the architecture and the beauty of the garden, which could form a 

titillating background for a sensual description of the inhabitants and their pass-times. 

However, the women who are �employed by their music or embroidery� do not comply with 

the lasciviousness of the cult of the harem.  

Wortley Montagu seeks to give information on the harem, she does not mystify it in the 

tradition of the discourse of Orientalism, but rather reveals the unfounded myths related to the 

cult of the harem. She comments on one of the most common myths affirmed by another travel 

writers Withers191 as follows: �the story of the Sultan�s throwing a handkerchief is altogether 

fabulous; and the manner upon that occasion, no other but that he sends the kyslár agá, to 

signify to the lady the honour he intends her�. She continues annulling other unfounded myths, 

�neither is there any such thing as her creeping in at the bed's foot,� and the Sultan does not 

choose �the mother of the eldest son, as other writers would make us believe� (p.156). 
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Although Wortley Montagu visited harems and described them in her letters, the idea of 

the Orientalist cult of the harem refers more closely to her famous �Turkish Bath Letter�. 

Admittedly, as Brant notes, Wortley Montagu did not wholly depart from the �European 

stereotypes of a sensual, extravagant, fabulous East�192 as I will show in the following. Wortley 

Montagu�s �Turkish Bath Letter� can be read in comparison with the themes common to the 

cult of the harem, although it is situated in a bathhouse. 

4.3.Wortley Montagu's (Fe)male Gaze on the Oriental Woman 

In this subchapter I will analyse the ways in which Wortley Montagu looks at Turkish 

women. Firstly, I will compare Wortley Montagu�s representation of the Turkish bath with 

Ingres�s painting Le Bain Türk, and analyse the ways in which masculine gaze is constructed 

or deconstructed in these representations. I will also point out similarities and differences in 

these two works. Secondly, I will look at the interpretations of Wortley Montagu�s gaze as 

Orientalising and masculine, desexualising and feminine, and homosexually desiring in the 

�Turkish Bath Letter�. Thirdly, I will discuss Wortley Montagu�s representation of Turkish 

women in relation to the concepts of art and beauty.  

Comparing the �Turkish Bath Letter� and Le Bain Türk 

Although Ingres claimed that his painting was based on Wortley Montagu�s description in the 

�Turkish Bath Letter,� he used the letter according to his own (artistic) preferences. As Lewis 

writes: he used �Wortley Montagu�s account of her visit to a Turkish bath as a source for his 

bath scenes, but ignored her insistence that the women�s behaviour was perfectly proper when 

he wanted to produce a picture of sex and excess in keeping with Europe�s treasured myths�.193 

In my argument it is not necessarily important to insist on the propriety of the Turkish women, 

although it would support my interpretation. More crucial is the way that women in Ingres�s 
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painting are non-active objects subjected to the voyeuristic male gaze of both the artist himself 

and the intended (male) audience. The following analysis will prove that Le Bain Türk is a male 

fantasy, which departs significantly from the depiction in the �Turkish Bath Letter�. 

The painting depicts the interior of a Turkish bathhouse, but actual bathing is not 

represented: the naked women are generally sitting or lying on red low sofas. The servants are 

serving refreshments, scenting the ladies hair, or entertaining them: two women are playing 

Oriental instruments and one is dancing. The Turkish setting is produced with details such as 

the Oriental crockery in the foreground, incense burners, the women�s headscarves, and an 

arched door in the background. There are altogether 23 women of which some are only partly 

visible; they are behind other women, or partly outside the painting. Actually, an interesting 

point of Ingres�s eroticised depiction is related by Lemaires: �the round format, unique in 

Ingres� output, resulted from the client�s shocked reaction� apparently because of indecent 

posture of the Almeh to the right � who, leans back in such a suggestive pose that the artist 

had eventually to do away with the lower part of her body�.194  

The shape of the painting and the fact that the scene seems to extend beyond the frames 

enhances the voyeuristic atmosphere: the round format resembles a keyhole. The viewer in Le 

Bain Türk seems to be an invisible observer who is looking without being seen: there is no eye 

contact with the viewer and the women; thus the invisible observer denies the possibility for the 

counter gaze. Arguably, the intended audience of the painting at the time it was painted was 

mostly male. The power of the male viewer (both of the painter and the viewer of the painting) 

gives a satisfying sense of omnipotence. Mulvey calls this the controlling voyeuristic gaze, 

which enforces the narcissism and egoism of the viewer.195 The scene is subjected to the 

viewer�s pleasure, but the viewer is detached from it and cannot be seen. The object of the gaze 
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is not aware of the viewer; the viewer is posited in a superior position in relation to the object 

of the gaze.  

In addition to this, there is actually no eye contact between the women in the painting 

either. The women avert their eyes from the artist/viewer of the painting and they also 

noticeably avoid the gaze of each other, some of them have their eyes closed or half-closed. 

According to Lewis, �harem pictures are generally scenes of minimal activity where the 

location simply provides a new setting for a single or a group nude�The represented women 

rarely interact with each other��196 This kind of minimal activity is the central composition of 

Ingres�s Le Bain Türk. As Lewis has formulated it: the painting is �typical of the representation 

of harem as a frozen tableau of erotic ennui�.197 

The most cited passages of the �Turkish Bath Letter� are the two short passages were 

Wortley Montagu refers to artists and uses concepts more commonly associated with art. These 

passages have been utilised when equating Wortley Montagu�s description with Ingres�s 

depiction: 

[The Turkish women] walked and moved with the same majestic grace which Milton 
describes of our general mother. There were many amongst them as exactly 
proportioned as ever any goddess was drawn by the pencil of Guido or Titian - and 
most of their skins shiningly white, only adorned by their beautiful hair divided into 
many tresses, hanging on their shoulders, braided either with pearl or ribbon, perfectly 
representing the figures of the Graces (p.105) 

 
To tell you the truth, I had the wickedness enough to wish secretly that Mr. Jervas 
[painter Charles Gervase] could have been there invisible. I fancy it would have made 
very much improved his art, to see so many fine women naked�(pp.105-106). 

 
This reference to male artists, Guido, Titian and Gervase, has been analysed so that Wortley 

Montagu employs the frame of masculine art, and identifies herself with the masculine position 

of an artist. When Wortley Montagu refers to the artists in the letter, she acknowledges this 

(male) desire of seeing the harem women. The cult of the harem is present in the �Turkish Bath 

Letter� through the idea of seeing the forbidden. 
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Aravamundan claims that in these passages Wortley Montagu�s �language mimics the 

traditional masculine gesture of voyeuristic penetration�� however, he suggests later that this 

could be read as an irony.198 Yeğenoğlu�s interpretation of the passages is a strong argument for 

Wortley Montagu�s masculine position. According to her, Wortley Montagu�s look �turns into 

a masculine gaze. She takes up the masculine, phallic position and employs this frame in 

enjoyment, �wickedly�. By imagining the presence of a male traveller [sic] such as Gervase, 

[Wortley] Montagu becomes what he is� and enjoys �phallic/voyeuristic� pleasure.199 

Yeğenoğlu continues that Wortley Montagu �not only serves the purpose of fulfilling the 

Western voyeuristic pleasure, but also constitutes herself as the gazing Eye/I. Once again, the 

visibility of the other is the point at which the subject anchors his [sic] identity�.200 Kietzman 

writes that most critics focus on Wortley Montagu�s �apparent position as painter to insist that 

she retains a position of power in the scene by using language to mimic the masculine gesture 

of voyeuristic penetration with the gaze and by remaining invulnerable (which is to say, 

clothed) observer�.201 Similarly, Lewis insists that Wortley Montagu creates �differences and 

distance between herself and the Oriental women� by remaining clothed in the bath.202  

In my opinion it should not be forgotten that she does not in fact remain fully clothed. 

However, even as a clothed observer she cannot be said to be invulnerable as the invisible 

observer of Ingres�s painting, because she is herself observed. With a feminist postcolonial 

reading the position of Wortley Montagu as a superior clothed observer can be questioned for 

another reason, since her invulnerability of in this situation can be questioned. 

Critics have based their arguments about Wortley Montagu�s Orientalising (masculine) 

gaze on the claim that she takes on the position of a male writer or artist. I would argue that 
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Wortley Montagu does not imagine a male traveller�s or artist�s presence or identify with a 

male viewer, but rather mocks the male voyeurism which in relation to the harem/hammam is 

solely based on imagination, whereas, it is the female gaze which can penetrate these forbidden 

places. In my opinion it could be argued that Wortley Montagu here acknowledges the position 

of masculine voyeurism that she knows male artists have adopted, but her �wickedness� can be 

interpreted as an ironic comment on the actual fact that these artists, and other male artists for 

that matter, are excluded from the harems and hammams because of their gender. She mocks 

Gervase by saying that; in fact, his paintings are not based on personal perception and would be 

improved if he could see the scene in the Turkish bath she sees.  

I would even question the voyeurism of Wortley Montagu�s gaze, since, as I see it, 

voyeurism implies the invisibility of the viewer in relation to the objects of the gaze. Although 

perhaps not evident from these excerpts, in the �Turkish Bath Letter� Wortley Montagu as the 

viewer is also viewed by the Turkish women (and to some extent by her readers). In their 

analysis other critics ignore the fact that the Turkish women gaze at her as well. Although the 

Turkish women�s gazes are only represented to us through Wortley Montagu�s text, she still 

defines an active position for these women.  

When Wortley Montagu enters the bathhouse and gazes at the women, she is aware of the 

possibility of being gazed at. �I was in my travelling habit, which is a riding dress, and 

certainly appeared very extraordinary to them. Yet there was not one of them that shewed the 

least surprise or impertinent curiosity, but received me with all the obliging civility possible� 

(p.105, italics mine). In this passage Wortley Montagu anticipates the gazes of the Turkish 

women when she appears fully dressed in the bathhouse, but the women do not show curiosity 

by gazing at her. In this passage the gazes of the Turkish women are only implied, whereas in 

other passages where the women interact with Wortley Montagu they are more evident. 
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The interpretation in which Wortley Montagu adopts the male gaze suggests that the 

subject position of the viewer is always predetermined as male. All critics do not agree with 

this interpretation, but perceive that the masculine gaze can be discarded. According to 

Kietzman, Wortley Montagu defies the masculine gaze, because description allows the reader�s 

attention to focus on  �the �objects� of her gaze, as well as the atmosphere and subtle action 

within the spaces she describes�.203 Whereas, Orr notes that Wortley Montagu challenges the 

masculine gaze with the �slight slippage between the kind of masculine eye - and hand, or pen - 

which she continuously alludes to�.204 The masculine gaze is intentionally, but subtly 

questioned by taking on another position � that of the female viewer.  

According to Orr, for the male viewer the Turkish women in the bath would function as 

objects demanding a predetermined aesthetic response, whereas Wortley Montagu, although 

she borrows some of the terms from the masculine tradition, has to improvise.205 Like the 

discourse of Orientalism, the discourse of aesthetics is masculine and thus not necessarily 

available for women. In addition to this, the sexual pleasure of aesthetics is the heterosexual 

pleasure of the male gaze on the female object. The norm of the male gaze cannot 

accommodate an active female gaze. 

In comparison, the scopophilic pleasure of viewing naked women�s bodies as erotic objects 

is strongly present in Inges�s Le Bain Türk. The number of women in the painting results in a 

composition where over half of the painting is covered with naked bodies. This display of 

nakedness turns into an overwhelming skin-coloured mass. It is true that Wortley Montagu 

depicts naked women in the �Turkish Bath Letter�. She remarks on the women�s nakedness on 

several occasions: the women were all �in the state of nature, that is in plain English, stark 
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naked, without any beauty or defect concealed� (p.105). However, she does not describe their 

nakedness in detail or simply subject it to the pleasure of the reader/viewer. 

Lowenthal names Wortley Montagu�s description of the hammam as a �stopped-action� 

scene.206 Thus she equates the �Turkish Bath Letter� with the erotic ennui of Le Bain Türk. In 

the painting the women engage in no particular action - only eroticised dancing, playing and 

touching of each other. To be more precise, the women do act but they do not interact with each 

other and they have a general air of indifference. However, in my opinion in the �Turkish Bath 

Letter� the women are active and, most of all, interact with each other and with the narrator 

(spectator). In the description of the women�s actions they are �some in conversation, some 

working, others drinking coffee or sherbet�� and the slaves of the ladies were �employed in 

braiding their hair in several pritty fancies� (p.106). This action is not subjected to the viewer�s 

pleasure, but enunciates from the women�s own needs. Admittedly, Wortley Montagu does say 

that �many [of the ladies were] negligently lying on their cushions� (p.106). However, the 

strong erotic tension, which is present in Ingres�s women, who touch themselves and each 

other, is not as clearly present in Wortley Montagu�s description: �there was not the least 

wanton smile or immodest gesture amongst them� (p.105), or at least it is not communicated to 

the reader as straightforwardly. 

The women communicate with Wortley Montagu both verbally and through action: �They 

repeated over and over to me, �Uzelle, pék uzelle�, which is nothing but Charming, very 

charming� (p.105). Action and interaction seem to emphasise the agency of the Turkish 

women, as in this passage: �The lady that seemed the most considerable among them, entreated 

me to sit by her� (p.106 italics mine). In this short passage the Turkish lady actively 

communicates an invitation to Wortley Montagu, which judging from what happens next, she 
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accepts. In what follows Wortley Montagu is not an observer but becomes herself observed and 

revealed to the gazes of the Turkish women but also to the readers of her letters.  

Wortley Montagu continues that the Turkish lady �would fain have undressed me for the 

bath� (p.106). Evidently, because they lack a common language, the Turkish lady actively 

pursues to undress Wortley Montagu - this may appear a somewhat comic scene. Even the 

other women �are so earnest� in persuading Wortley Montagu to undress that she cannot 

simply refuse without an explanation. She cannot simply refuse by saying so, but has to show 

her corset to convince the Turkish women she cannot undress. Thus, she has to reveal and 

expose herself in a much more concrete way than verbal means. Wortley Montagu excuses 

herself �with some difficulty� by opening her shirt and showing her �stays�. By doing this she 

is able to excuse herself from not undressing. Wortley Montagu becomes the viewed in this 

situation and the Turkish women and the readers are the viewers. Even though, she does not 

undress completely she exposes herself in a way uncommon to British (Western) female 

authors. In Aravamundan�s reading this self-exposure is reminiscent of �a bondage-scene,� but 

he also calls it �an embarrassing reverse fetishization�.207  

Showing her corset �satisfied them very well, for, I saw, they believed I was so locked up 

in that machine, that it was not in my own power to open it, which contrivance they attributed 

to my husband� (p.106). In this case it is significant to note that this is Wortley Montagu�s 

interpretation of the thoughts of the Turkish women, and the choice of words is hers. Kietzman 

points out that the Turkish women �construct Wortley Montagu as an Other who is limited, 

passive (in her refusal to join them), pitifully singular, and oppressed by her husband�.208 It 

seems that this perception of Wortley Montagu is in some aspects correct. In a sense, her 

husband represses her: she is influenced by the ideas of the patriarchal English society, and has 

internalised its oppressive demands for women. After active persuasion from the Turkish 
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women - some of them �would fain have undressed� her - Wortley Montagu is �forced to open 

[her] shirt and shew [her] stays�. She is �so locked up in that machine� that she denies herself 

the right to undress (p.106).  

There is a metaphoric quality to the word machine: it can be read not only concretely as 

her corset, but as the patriarchal English society. Similarly, Orr acknowledges Wortley 

Montagu being suppressed by the British culture, although she claims that she regards the 

Turkish women�s interpretation of her oppression as a misreading. According to Orr, Wortley 

Montagu rejects the suggested �slavish relation to her husband�. However, I would note that it 

is Wortley Montagu herself who thinks that the Turkish women think her husband owns her 

and only he can open the corset. Orr agrees to some extent when she emphasises that although 

Wortley Montagu might be physically free to unlace herself, she is not mentally free to do it: 

�psychologically, she was completely unable to remove herself from the machine which kept 

her trussed up and sweating among the naked women in the bathhouse�.209 She can prove her 

moral superiority by rejecting the appeals to disrobe herself: she does not reveal the hidden 

interior of English femininity. 

Kietzman says that Wortley Montagu�s riding habit does not  �symbolise the authority of 

her national identity,� but �in the context of a hammam it effectively figures the awkwardness 

of her dislocated position. By calling attention to her costume, Wortley Montagu paints an 

ironic self-portrait�� Kietzman continues that Wortley Montagu �openly criticises her own 

culture�.210 Paradoxically, Wortley Montagu criticises English culture, but still follows its 

conventions - most prominently by refusing to undress. She is passive in her criticism of 

English society, since she will not act against its conventions, or at least she cannot write about 

it in her letters: she applies self-censorship at least to her letters, if not to her actions. 
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Wortley Montagu�s refusal to undress herself can be seen as a refusal to position herself in 

an equal or similar disposition with the other women and as a refusal to be observed (naked) by 

others; it is a way of adopting a superior power position compared to the Turkish women. 

However, it should be noted that there might be other reasons for this. Her unwillingness to 

undress can be interpreted as submission to the moral norms the British society imposes on 

women. Wortley Montagu is writing a letter to England, and she is well aware of the fact that 

she is constructing an image of herself to the reader(s). Nudity was not considered acceptable in 

English society; therefore, if she had undressed herself, she would have severely risked her 

reputation. Had she undressed herself completely, she could not have written about it in the 

letters. Revealing her corset is already a significant risk for her reputation in the British context.  

It seems that Wortley Montagu exposes herself consciously to her readers, since she could 

have left this incident unaccounted in her letter. She aestheticises and even fetishises Turkish 

women; however, it seems that she titillates her readers by doing the same to herself (to some 

extent). Therefore, it could be asked whether Wortley Montagu gains pleasure in placing 

herself as the viewed. Could it be that she experiences sexual pleasure when the Turkish (and 

her readers) look at her? As Kaplan argues, women experience sexual pleasure that �comes 

from identifying with our own objectification as �to-be-looked-at�, as objects of the gaze�.211 

Indeed, Wortley Montagu could titillate her Western readers with the �forbidden� in two ways - 

revealing the Turkish women and revealing herself. It could be argued though that Wortley 

Montagu showing her corset is a larger scandal in the British context than representing naked 

Turkish women. The Turkish women represent the forbidden revealed, but so does Wortley 

Montagu in her corset.  

In my opinion, there is a possible feminist reading of Wortley Montagu�s behaviour at the 

Turkish bath. This reading depends on her self-awareness. It can be questioned whether she is 
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aware of her subordinate position as a Western woman in the bath. This view is supported by 

the fact that Wortley Montagu mentions the way she thinks the Turkish women perceive her; if 

she thinks others perceive her as oppressed, she must have realised such a possibility herself as 

well. Because of the limited means of communication, Wortley Montagu not knowing Turkish 

and the Turkish women English, the perceptions Wortley Montagu ascribes to the Turkish 

women are in fact her own interpretations of their supposed perceptions.  

The Lesbian Gaze?  

It can be questioned whether Wortley Montagu complies with the norms of the masculine gaze 

when she aestheticises the Turkish women. As I proved in my analysis, identifying Wortley 

Montagu�s gaze as the male gaze can be questioned. Seeing spectatorship as homogeneously 

male seems to be an oversimplification, as Kaplan suggests, there are more varied positions for 

both male and female viewers.212  

Critics agree that Wortley Montagu aestheticises Turkish women; however, they do not 

agree on how this aestheticing should be interpreted. Yeğenoğlu identifies Wortley Montagu�s 

description of the hammam as fulfilling not her own scopohilic desire but the voyeuristic desire 

of her Western (male) readers.213  In Yeğenoğlu�s argumentation Wortley Montagu contributes 

to the Orientalist discourse even if she only wants to please her (male) readers. Bohls argues 

that Wortley Montagu deviates from the (masculinist) discourse of aesthetism and because of 

that she simultaneously deviates from the Orientalist discourse. She claims that Wortley 

Montagu�s �aestheticizing rhetoric de-eroticizes and dignifies the Turkish women whom earlier 

travellers had relentlessly objectified�.214 Thus, Bohls argues that Wortley Montagu�s 

representation of the Turkish women is not based on heterosexual nor homosexual desire, but is 

desexualised. 
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It can be argued that Wortley Montagu objectifies and fetishises the Turkish women and 

focuses on their beauty and appearance. Mulvey writes about fetishism that it �builds up the 

physical beauty of the object, turning it into something satisfying in itself�.215 In the fetishistic 

look the erotic instinct is focused on the look and its object. In Mulvey�s point of view 

fetishisation leads to the overvaluation of the female image, and she mentions as an example 

the cult of the female filmstar. In my interpretation of Wortley Montagu�s letters fetishism is 

related to lesbian desire. Teresa de Lauretis uses the concept of fetishism in her construction of 

lesbian desire, which is neither pre-odipal nor masculine, but a moving desire. The lesbian 

fetishist desire replaces the fallos as the primary signifier of desire and focuses on the whole or 

part of the female body.216 It could be argued that Wortley Montagu fetishises the whole or 

parts of Turkish women�s bodies in the depictions where she writes about the Turkish women�s 

majestic grace of movement, exactly proportioned bodies, delicate shapes, fine shiningly white 

skin and their beauty in general. She compares the Turkish women to Eve, goddesses, and the 

Graces � to the tradition of female images in the West (p.105). According to the reading of 

homosexual desire, Wortley Montagu fetishises Turkish women as the objects of her own 

female desire.  

Unlike other critics, Orr acknowledged the possibility of female desire, and argues that 

Wortley Montagu contradicts the Orientalist discourse by aestheticing the Turkish women and 

trying to represent this female desire. She analyses Wortley Montagu�s �desire for and 

identification with Turkish women,�217 and notes that �at first glance her account of the bagnio 

does function as a classic instance of Orientalist description, unveiling and reframing a scene of 

extraordinary and sensuous beauty, as a multitude of undifferentiated female bodies are 
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displayed before the viewer in elaborate nakedness�.218 However, Orr goes on to argue that the 

nakedness of the Turkish women and their attempts to undress Wortley Montagu create a 

context, which is �already inscribed in the European imagination by transgressive forms of 

female desire,� and that �in her intimate intercourse [sic] with Turkish women, Wortley Montagu 

is drawn into an economy of female desire�.219 According to Orr, Wortley Montagu was able to 

represent this kind of �feminocentric female desire� through its �imbrications in the exotic�.220 

As a desiring female viewer, Wortley Montagu experiences pleasure without masochism or 

identification with the masculine position. She identifies herself with the Turkish women and 

experiences pleasure and desire in this identification. 

There is another argument for associating the �Turkish Bath Letter� with female 

homoeroticism. Lowe suggests that in the harem there is a �possibility of an erotic universe in 

which there are no men, a site of social and sexual practices that are not organized around the 

phallus�.221 Lewis supports this by writing that in the cult of the harem there is �the persistent but 

less obviously articulated frission of the women�s sexual (lesbian) activities in the master�s 

absence�.222 She refers to �haremization� as counter knowledge in the cult of the harem, �in 

which the alleged or assumed sexual relations between harem women construct a challenge to 

the patriarchal power around which the harem is understood to be organised�.223 According to 

Lewis, this would even allow a �feminist regrouping of the harem as an antiphallic, gynocentric 

fantasy about the thwarting of colonial mastery�; however, she herself does not fully support this 

reading.224 I see the bathhouse as a more likely place for a gynocentric fantasy, since it is a 

sexually segregated place where the laws of the patriarchy do not apply. Although, the female 
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space it is created through the patriarchal law of segregation, there is the possibility to misuse the 

system and build a feminotopia (or a matriarchy) inside patriarchy. Unlike in the harem, in the 

hammam there is not threat of a patriarchal invasion in the form of the sultan. 

Despite the fact that the bathhouse is a place where men are not allowed, there is a passage 

in Wortley Montagu�s letter which could be interpreted as a patriarchal intervention: �I was 

charmed with their [the Turkish women�s] civility and beauty, and should have been very glad to 

pass more time with them; but Mr. W � [Wortley] resolving to pursue his journey the next 

morning early�� (p.106). This intervention does not affect the space of the bathhouse, but 

Wortley Montagu�s space: she is forced to hurry on. 

Fatima  - Beauty and Art 

I will now look at another letter, which is closely connected with looking, being looked at and 

the ideas about art. Orr has utilised the idea of female desire in her analysis of the letter where 

Wortley Montagu describes her first meeting with Fatima. In a passage of that letter, written to 

her sister, Wortley Montagu says that she feels like she has �been some time in Mahomet�s 

Paradise� and wishes to share the diversion with her sister (p.134). According to Orr, Wortley 

Montagu ambiguously represents herself as �an honorary man� being able to participate in the 

joys of Mahomet�s Paradise, but on the other hand stresses the feminine quality of the 

experience by wanting to share it with her sister.  

 When Wortley Montagu first meets Fatima she describes her as follows:  

� so much her beauty effaced every thing that I have seen, all that has been called 
lovely either in England or Germany, and [I] must own that I never saw any thing so 
gloriously beautiful, nor can I recollect a face that would have taken notice of near 
hers� I was so struck with admiration, that I could not for some time speak to her, 
being wholly taken up in gazing. That surprising harmony of features! That lovely 
bloom of complexion unsullied by art! The unutterable enchantment of her smile! - But 
her eyes! - large and black, with all the soft languishment of the blue! Every turn of her 
face discovering some new charm (p.132). 

 
At this point her gaze on Fatima seems to comply with the aestheticised and eroticised 

conventions of the Orientalist and masculine gaze. Paradoxically, in the following quote she 
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herself explicitly refers to the typical way women speak of beauty, and she defends this point of 

view:  

I am afraid you will accuse me of extravagance in this description. I think I have read 
somewhere that women always speak in rapture when they speak of beauty, but I 
cannot imagine why they should not be allowed to do so. I rather think it [a] virtue to 
be able to admire without any mixture of desire or envy (p.133).  

 
There is controversy in the seeming masculinity of the description and Wortley Montagu�s 

own claim that the description is typically feminine. She claims for herself the position of the 

feminine viewer, and differentiates herself from the male norm of the gaze. The two possible 

reactions depicted at the end of the quote are the mixture of admiration and desire and that of 

admiration and envy. Wortley Montagu does not follow either of these conventions and thus 

claims that she neither feels the culturally constructed (heteronormative) masculine desire or 

feminine envy when looking at the beautiful Fatima. Although at first she seems to adopt the 

position of the female viewer, when the passage is analysed in more detail, she, at least to 

some extent, rejects the female gaze when she rejects the mixture of admiration and envy.  

 Interestingly she almost claims the seemingly neutral position of an objective observer. 

This objectivity nearly diminishes Fatima to a mere object of observation. Orr has analysed 

this same ambiguous passage convincingly. In her opinion, there is a conflict between the 

masculinist manner Wortley Montagu aesthetices and objectifies Fatima, and the way she 

expresses her female admiration for her. Orr continues, �fearing the description will be found 

extravagant, she invokes two negative poles of predictable enthusiasm,� those of women�s 

envious praise and male desire. According to Orr, Wortley Montagu feels anxiety and even 

shame over the pleasure she experiences, and thus cannot express her (female) desire. She is 

literarily entrapped within �Western terms of representation�.225 Similarly, Lowe sees Wortley 

Montagu�s �homoerotic praise� of Fatima�s beauty intervening with �the male discourse of 

heterosexuality,� however; the intervention is not complete since she is capable to articulate 
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her admiration �only by means of the established literary tradition that exists for the praise 

and regard of female beauty�. These male conventions still result in �an aestheticizing and 

anatomising gaze�.226 

The ideas of art, nature and artifice are strongly related to this letter in which Wortley 

Montagu describes her first encounter with Fatima. Wortley Montagu writes that other [male] 

writers �have spoken with great warmth of some celebrated pictures and statues� (p.133) She 

takes a different position from the male writers by saying that �I am not ashamed to own I took 

more pleasure in looking on the beauteous Fatima, than the finest of sculpture could have given 

me� (p.133).  In this passage she claims that looking at �a God�s creation� with admiration is 

nobler than admiring artefacts created by people. Here Wortley Montagu admits the 

scopophilic pleasure she experiences when looking at Fatima. Although she admires Fatima�s 

beauty � �I never saw anything so gloriously beautiful� (p.132) - she also appreciates her 

intelligence and finds �her wit as engaging as her beauty� (p.158). 

Furthermore, art is an important concept when Wortley Montagu describes the artful dance 

of Fatima�s slaves and associates it with images from Greek mythology: �Her fair maids were 

ranged below the sofa, to the number of twenty, and put me in mind of the pictures of the 

ancient nymphs� The maids start to dance at Fatima�s orders:  

This dance was very different from what I had seen before. Nothing could be more 
artful, or more proper to raise certain ideas. The tunes so soft! - the motions so 
languishing! - accompanied with pauses and dying eyes! half-falling back, and then 
recovering themselves in so artful a manner, that I am very positive the coldest and 
most rigid prude upon earth could not have looked upon them without thinking of 
something not to be spoken of  (pp.133-134 italics mine). 
 

Here Wortley Montagu titillates the readers by giving them certain ideas about (Turkish) 

female sexuality. This seems an Orientalist passage since dancing girls and slaves are a part of 

the images Said associates with Orientalism. Similarly, Lewis notes that the theme of dancing 

girls gave an opportunity for painters and writers to depict �Oriental beauties in poses of 
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abandon and sensual movement�.227 One of the most obvious reasons for perceiving the 

movements of the dancers as sensual and artful is their difference from the movement of the 

corseted European women. As Lewis notes, bodily movements �were perceived to be moral, 

not just aesthetic issues�.228  

In the passage �artful� is utilised almost as a synonym with sensual and erotic, but also to 

certain extent with deceit. One of the literal senses of �artful� is, after all, deceitful and even 

artificial. Although the dance of the slaves suggests sex and erotic it is a performance 

conducted after the commands of their lady.  

In addition, the slaves� beauty is artful, whereas Fatima�s �lovely bloom of complexion [is] 

unsullied by art� (p.132). Fatima�s beauty and sensuousness is �real� and �natural� in the sense 

that it is not constructed by means of art, such as make-up. In another passage Wortley 

Montagu refers to the skilled but �unnatural� customs of using make-up:  

Turks have a custom of putting round their eyes (on the inside) a black tincture, that, at 
a distance, or by candle-light, adds very much to the blackness of them. I fancy many 
of our ladies would be overjoyed to know this secret; but 'tis too visible by day. They 
dye their nails rose-colour. I own, I cannot enough custom myself to this fashion to 
find any beauty in it (p.115) 
 

Wortley Montagu considers these methods of beautifying oneself as �unnatural� because they 

do not correspond well enough with the Western concept of beauty. The question of beauty in 

Wortley Montagu�s depictions appears to be connected with social position. The upper-class 

Turkish woman, such as Fatima, is sensual and beautiful, but in a �natural� and �true� way, 

whereas the slaves and other Turkish women are beautiful, but in an artful and deceitful way.  

Conclusions 

I compared Wortley Montagu�s Turkish Letters to Ingres�s Le Bain Türk, and discovered some 

similarities, but a larger number of differences. In conclusion, the most significant differences 

are the following. In Le Bain Türk both the gaze of the artist - the explicit viewer, and the 
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audience - the implicit viewers, are male. In Wortley Montagu�s letter, readings of either a male 

or a female gaze are possible. In addition, the position of the viewing author is significantly 

different. Ingres�s viewer is an invisible voyeuristic viewer who is detached from the scene he 

represents, whereas, Wortley Montagu is visible and she is herself viewed.  

Ingres�s representation of the bathhouse is in accordance with the Orientalist cult of the 

harem. The women in the painting are eroticised according to a heterosexual male fantasy, and 

in that fantasy the suggested lesbianism of the women is subjected to male pleasure.  

 There are three possible interpretations of the way Turkish women are represented in the 

�Turkish Bath Letter�. According to the first interpretation, Wortley Montagu resists the 

eroticisation of the Turkish women and insists on their propriety. The second interpretation sees 

her fulfilling a male fantasy, supplementing the male travel writers� lack. In this interpretation 

she adopts the masculine penetrative gaze. The third possible reading is that Wortley Montagu 

erotises and aesthetises the Turkish women through female homosexual desire. In addition, 

these interpretations reflect the different ways Wortley Montagu�s representations of herself 

can be read. In addition, Wortley Montagu depicts herself both as the object of the Turkish 

women�s gazes and the object of her reader�s gazes especially in the scene in the bath where 

she has to reveal herself physically.  

 Like the cult of the harem, aesthetism is a masculine tradition. This can be perceived in 

Wortley Montagu�s depiction of Fatima. The tradition of aesthetism does not easily 

accommodate a feminine representation of beauty. Wortley Montagu rejects the stereotypical 

male gaze and tries to redefine the position of the female viewer. The letters contrast Fatima�s 

beauty with her slaves� beauty. The different social positions are reflected in the depictions of 

beauty: Fatima is natural and sensual, whereas the slaves are artful and eroticised. Fatima 

evokes (feminine) admiration and perhaps even desire in Wortley Montagu. The slaves� dance 

is described in a way which evokes (masculine) desire in Wortley Montagu�s readers. The 
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slaves� beauty is in their sensually moving bodies, whereas Fatima�s beauty is in her face and 

expressions. Thus, the sexualisation of non-Western women is present in Wortley Montagu�s 

letters, but as I have argued, in a different way than in the conventional Orientalist 

representations. Wortley Montagu has internalised the Western concept of beauty and therefore 

she follows Western (male) conventions of depicting beauty. However, it is possible to detect 

an amount of hesitation and controversy in these passages. 

In this chapter I have argued that the �Turkish Bath Letter� is not only a depiction of a 

Westerner but also that of a woman, who despite the arguments of some critics does remain a 

female viewer, and to some extent, participant throughout her visit. I have argued against the 

tendency to see Wortley Montagu adopting the position of a male viewer. Especially in the 

�Turkish Bath Letter,� she does not remain a mere spectator of inactive objects, since the 

Turkish women almost force her to participate. 

Despite the general view of a female writer�s credulity, Wortley Montagu�s accounts of the 

harem and the Turkish bath have been considered almost factual. As a woman she had actually 

visited these sexually segregated places. However, these accounts have been interpreted 

through Orientalism because of the overriding importance that the cult of the harem has had in 

the Orientalist discourse. Wortley Montagu seems to be aware of the cult of the harem, but does 

not follow it in her actual harem descriptions. In the hammam description Wortley Montagu�s 

relationship with the cult of the harem depends on the interpretation.
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5. Representing Differences  

In relation to the discourse of difference I will look at social and racial/ethnic differences. 

Firstly, I will focus on the ways the Western and Turkish elites and the non-elite are 

represented in the letters. Secondly, I will look at the ways in which non-Western people are 

racialised and how different ethnicities are represented. Thirdly, I will consider the position 

Wortley Montagu constructs for herself as an upper-class Westerner in relation to the social and 

ethnic distinctions she makes in her letters. 

Generally in these subchapters, my aim is to analyse the differences and hierarchies 

created in relation to social position, nationality, ethnicity and gender. The objects of 

representations are gendered, racialised and positioned socially in a hierarchical way; in the 

discourse of Orientalism, Western men (and women) have represented non-Western women in 

a racist and sexist manner. Therefore it is important to keep in mind the effects gender has 

together with other forms of differentiation.  

The differences of social position and ethnicity have not been the general focus of 

analysis on Wortley Montagu�s letters. Critics have almost completely ignored the position and 

representations of the slaves and focused their analysis on the representations of upper-class 

Turks. Lowe suggests in her book that she will look at �the junctures at which narratives of 

gendered, racial, national, and class differences complicate, and interrupt the narrative of 

Orientalism�.229 However, when she analyses Wortley Montagu�s Turkish Letters in comparison 

with the French author Gustave Flaubert�s Lettres persanes (1721), she pays attention to 

racialism and the representations of slaves in Flaubert�s work, but ignores these in Wortley 

Montagu�s. In relation to class distinctions, Lowe notes that Wortley Montagu�s identification 

with Turkish court women differentiates her from �other aspects of Turkish society in general,� 

                                                           
229 Lowe, 1991, 5. 
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and that she acquires this identification and distinction through �the existing discourse of class 

distinction, and an established aristocratic privilege�.230  

In her article �Orientalism, gender and class in Lady Mary Wortley Montagu�s Turkish 

Embassy Letters: to Persons of Distinction, Men of Letters and etc.� Anna Secor has reached 

the conclusion that Wortley Montagu �reproduces dominant discourses which naturalize class 

relations of her times, even and especially in moments when gendered or Orientalist 

expectations are subverted�.231 

In addition to this, there have been relatively few analyses on racial and ethnic 

representations. In her analysis of representations of polygamy and black African women in 

Western literature, Nussbaum briefly comments on Wortley Montagu�s description of the 

Tunisian women. Generally, she sees the female travel writers�, Anna Falconbridge, Mary 

Wollstonecraft and Wortley Montagu, differentiating Western women from African women, 

and thus making the progress of the emerging feminism exclusionary. 232  

 In what follows, I am going to strive for a postcolonial feminist reading of the gendered, 

racialised and socially hierarchically positioned representations in Wortley Montagu�s letters.  

5.1. The Slaves and the Elite: The Social Dichotomy 

It cannot be argued that Wortley Montagu gives an account of all Turkish people. In fact, as she 

herself emphasises, the letters depict the life of upper-class Turkish women. Despite this focus, 

people in a completely different position in the social hierarchy, the slaves of the elite, are at 

least implicitly represented. When Wortley Montagu meets the Turkish elite she meets the 

slaves of the elite, too. In this subchapter, I will look into the differences and hierarchies in the 

representations of these groups, the slaves and the elite. 

                                                           
230 Lowe, 1991, 32. 
231 Anna Secor, �Orientalism, gender and class in Lady Mary Wortley Montagu�s Turkish Embassy Letters: to Persons 
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232 Felicity Nussbaum, �The Other Woman: Polygamy, Pamela and Prerogative of Empire� Women, ‘Race’, and 
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I will employ the idea of the subaltern subject in my reading of the slaves and the 

distinctions represented between the elite and the slaves in the letters. I base my knowledge of 

the subaltern subject on Spivak�s writing, but I will modify her definition of it to suit my 

purposes. In her article �Subaltern Studies: Deconstructing Historiography� Spivak aptly asks 

�Who or what is this subaltern?� and answers that the term is �loosely derived from the 

writings of the Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci� and it �designates non elite of subordinated 

social groups�.233  

  It is difficult to study the subaltern, since there are no actual �subaltern testimonials� - the 

subaltern has to be retrieved from elite historiography.234 The subaltern has to be analysed 

through the representations of those others who are not subaltern. There is thus, as Spivak notes 

in the interview �Subaltern Talk,� �something of a not-speakingness in the very notion of 

subalternity�.235 In the interview Spivak answers to the critique her article �Can the Subaltern 

Speak?� received. According to Spivak, by saying that the subaltern cannot speak, she does not 

mean concretely that the subaltern could not talk, but rather that the subaltern �is not able to be 

heard�.236  

In relation to Spivak�s work, the subaltern subject emerges from the research of the 

Subaltern Studies group. According to the Subaltern Studies group, the idea of the subaltern 

subject is primarily that of an �insurgent� subject, and they have applied the term in a study of 

the peasant insurgency in India.237  Spivak, although having contributed to the work of the 

Subaltern Studies group, criticises them for not taking gender into account and for placing 

women outside the concept of the subaltern subject,238 excluding �the subaltern as female 

                                                           
233 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, �Subaltern Studies: Deconstructing Historiography,� The Spivak Reader: Selected 
Works of Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, ed. Donna Laundry and Gerarld MacLean (New York: Routledge, 1995a) 203. 
234 Spivak, 1995a, 203. 
235 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, �Subaltern Talk: An Interview with the Editors,� The Spivak Reader: Selected Works 
of Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, ed. Donna Laundry and Gerarld MacLean (New York: Routledge, 1995b) 289. 
236 Spivak, 1995b, 291-292. 
237 Spivak, 1995a, 205. 
238 Spivak, 1995a, 226-232 passim. 
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(sexed) subject�.239  In her own work Spivak focuses more on gender and especially on women, 

and emphasises the importance of �the subject-constitution of the subaltern female�.240 This is 

an important aspect for my analysis, too. 

For Spivak the subaltern subject is often female. She argues that �in the case of the 

woman, the idea of subalternity, because of women�s limited permission to narrate, becomes 

contaminated�.241 Spivak takes the case of the sati of an Indian woman as an example of the 

position of the subaltern female. She refers to the convention of widow sacrifice as a 

dialogically paradoxical instance of the Indian nationalist argument �the women wanted to die� 

and the colonial abolition of the sati as �white men saving brown women from brown men�.242 

Spivak claims �the inexorable production of the sexed subject, such a death can be understood 

by the female subject as an exceptional signifier of her desire�.243 According to Spivak, this was 

particularly evident in Bengal where, �unlike elsewhere in India, widows could inherit 

property. Thus what the British see as poor victimized women going to the slaughter is in fact 

an ideological battle-ground�. Spivak continues that especially in the Bengali situation men 

saw the sati as a display of the courage and a woman�s free choice; �they thus accept the 

production of the sexed subaltern subject�.244  

Thus Spivak can place women who are not strictly lower-class into the category of the 

subaltern. This, of course, complicates my reading of the elite and the subaltern. However, the 

distinctions between the elite and slaves Wortley Montagu describes are marked even despite 

gender variables; upper-class women did have a superior position in contrast to lower-class 

women, but an inferior position when compared to men of the same social standing. There are 
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two hierarchies in operation here: social hierarchy in general, and the gender hierarchy between 

men and women. 

Slaves as the Subaltern  

Wortley Montagu does not write much about other lower social classes in her letters besides the 

slaves. When I use the idea of the subaltern in reading her depictions of the slaves I will take 

the subaltern non-elite as my starting point and suppose that the subaltern can be found through 

the representations of the (colonial) elite. One of the most relevant and obvious distinctions that 

can be made when analysing the letters, is the division to �the foreign elite,� �the indigenous 

elite� and �the subaltern�.245 In the context of the letters the foreign elite consists of Western 

European people, such as ambassadors and Wortley Montagu herself, whereas the indigenous 

elite is the Turkish elite. In my analysis I aim to read the slaves (both Turkish and other 

nations) as subaltern subjects. It can be said that Wortley Montagu focuses on portraying the 

subjects of the indigenous elite when she interacts with upper-class Turkish women, although 

the elite (colonial) subject is traditionally not only explicitly upper-class but also implicitly 

male.  

Wortley Montagu herself does not even want to tell about the lives of the truly subaltern 

subjects: �I don't speak of the lowest sort; for as there is great deal of ignorance, there is very 

little virtue amongst them� (p.171). In addition, this sentence implies that the lower classes 

would not be such an exciting and exotic topic as the elite. According to Brant there is an 

ideological reason for this: Wortley Montagu �insists on class since, she argues, national 

characteristics show up better in �better� sorts of people. Distinctions of class brought out 

distinctions of race, but class similarly reassured her against otherwise disturbing 

differences�.246 Despite her insistence not to write about the �lowest sort,� Wortley Montagu 
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does write about a group, which I would define as subaltern � the slaves. I will now look at 

some features that contribute to the reading of the slaves as the subaltern. 

I will firstly consider the position of the slaves through their representations as property. 

Slaves are property and thus have to obey and be submissive to their owners. The owners can 

use (and abuse) the slaves in any way they want. In relation to this I will briefly analyse the 

Turkish sex slaves. Secondly, I will analyse the submission of slaves, and thirdly, the hierarchy 

of the elite and slaves, but moreover, the hierarchy among the slaves.  

Although I stated earlier that Wortley Montagu does not explicitly talk about slaves but 

represents them in relation to the elite, there is one instance where she explicitly writes about 

slaves: �I know you'll expect I should say something particular of the slaves; and you will 

imagine me half a Turk when I don't speak of them with the same horror other Christians have 

done before me� (p.166).  In the Orientalist convention, slavery was generally questioned by 

travel writers and perceived as barbaric custom, but the eroticism of slaves was enforced 

especially in Orientalist paintings. The aspect of barbarity distances the representation from the 

West and the representation can be at the same time titillating and morally judging.  

When travel writers depicted customs related to slavery in other countries, they could 

simultaneously enforce a contrast between slavery and the supposedly humane treatment of the 

lower classes in the Western world. The position of the slave in the Orient was considered even 

worse than the position of the servant (or the slave247) in the Western world. Wortley Montagu 

takes part in this discourse but argues for slavery by saying that the slaves are materially in a 

better position than servants:  

�but I cannot forbear applauding the humanity of the Turks to these creatures; they 
are never ill-used, and their slavery is, in my opinion, no worse than servitude all over 
the world. 'Tis true they have no wages; but they give them yearly clothes to a higher 
value than our salaries to any ordinary servant (p.166).   

 

                                                           
247 The Navigation Act of 1660 made possible the importing of slaves from West Africa to England. 
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She reduces the slaves to �creatures,� thus not granting them full humanity. When Wortley 

Montagu writes that the slaves are never ill-used she applauds the observed humanity of the 

Turks, as if she would perfectly well understand the ill-treatment of slaves as such. Secor 

claims that Wortley Montagu simultaneously contributes to the discourse of Orientalism and 

the �Enlightenment discourses of humanism� and �class discourses which distinguish between 

the negatively �Oriental� lower classes and the positively �Oriental�� when she applauds the 

slave-owners �humanity�.248  

Wortley Montagu�s interaction with the slaves constitutes of the slaves serving her or her 

looking at the slaves. At Fatima�s house, she is lead �through a long gallery between two ranks 

of beautiful young girls, with their hair finely plaited, almost hanging to their feet, all dressed 

in fine light damasks, brocaded with silver. I was sorry that decency did not permit me to stop 

to consider them nearer� (p.132). In this passage, unlike other passages, Wortley Montagu 

expresses some awareness of the humanity of the slaves, since she does not dare to examine the 

slaves nearer. Interestingly, if we analyse other passages it almost seems as if the slaves were 

inhuman objects, which Wortley Montagu could examine like other non-animate objects. 

However, in this passage she does not do that. The following questions could be asked: Why 

does she not observe the slaves? Does she not want to offend the slaves? This would almost 

grant the slaves the position of subjects in their own right. On the other hand, perhaps she 

thinks her hostess, Fatima, would be offended if she observed her possessions too closely. In 

contrast, in another instance, Wortley Montagu looks at Fatima�s slaves almost as if they were 

mere objects: �her fair maids were ranged below the sofa, to the number of twenty, and put me 

in mind of the pictures of the ancient nymphs. I did not think all nature could have furnished 

such a scene of beauty� (p.133).  

One of Wortley Montagu�s friends wishes to get herself a slave. Wortley Montagu answers 

her: �You desire me to buy you a Greek slave, who is to be mistress of a thousand good 
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qualities� (p.145). She laughs at this desire explaining that �The Greeks are subjects, and not 

slaves. Those who are to be bought in that manner, are either such as taken in war, or stolen by 

the Tartars from Russia, Circassia, or Georgia, and are such miserable, awkward, poor 

wretches, you would not think any of them worthy to be your housemaids� (p.145). In this 

passage Wortley Montagu contradicts her own claims of the good position of the slaves by 

emphasising the dichotomy between the slaves and other people, or �subjects� as she calls 

them. The slaves taken in war and who are too miserable to be even housemaids can be read as 

the subaltern of the subaltern. Wortley Montagu defines this hierarchical distinction between 

the slaves who are �not worthy� to be housemaids and the �fine slaves� in the following: 

The fine slaves that wait upon the great ladies, or serve the pleasures of the great men, 
are all bought at the age of eight or nine years old, and educated with great care, to 
accomplish them in singing, dancing, embroidery, &c. They are commonly 
Circassians, and their patron never sells them, except it is a punishment for some great 
fault. If ever they grow weary of them, they either present them to a friend, or give 
them their freedom. Those that are exposed to sale at the markets are always either 
guilty of some crime, or so entirely worthless that they are of no use at all (pp.145-
146).   

 
The difference is marked, the fine slaves are educated and not treated wrongly, their patron 

might even grant them freedom, but only if he grows weary of them, whereas, worthless slaves 

are sold at the market like cattle. 

In this passage, Wortley Montagu refers to the practise of great men keeping sex slaves, 

when she writes that the slaves �serve the pleasures of great men�. Interestingly, the idea of the 

slaves commonly being Circassians was one of the myths cherished in the cult of the harem, 

since they were believed to be a white-skinned nation. As noted before, the sensual Circassian 

slaves in the Orientalist representations (mostly paintings) served as substitutes for Western 

women and fitted the Western concept of beauty. The Circassian slaves were mostly stolen by 

the Turks in wars, but the Circassians were believed to sell their children themselves, too. 

Wortley Montagu does not condemn the use of sex slaves, but takes a stand to comment on the 

practise of prostitution in the Western world. �But you'll object, men buy women with an eye to 
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evil. In my opinion, they are bought and sold as publicly and more infamously in all our 

Christian great cities� (p.166). 

Slaves are represented as property. Having slaves was associated with the highest social 

classes in Turkey, as was having servants in the British and Western contexts. The 

magnificence of a great lady can be observed from �the habits and number of her slaves� 

(p.130). As Wortley Montagu writes, �they [the Turkish ladies] are queens of their slaves, 

whom the husband has no permission so much as to look upon��249 (p.117) and �the 

magnificence and riches that reign in the apartments of the ladies in fashion here, seem to be 

one of their chief pleasures, joined with their retinue of female slaves, whose music, dancing, 

and dress amuse them highly� (p.149). In Sultana Hafitén�s house,  

Slaves were to the number of thirty, besides ten little ones, the eldest not above seven 
years old. These were the most beautiful girls I ever saw, all richly dressed; and I 
observed that the Sultana took a great deal of pleasure in these lovely children, which 
is a vast expense; for there is not a handsome girl that age to be bought under a 
hundred pounds of sterling (p.157).  

 
In this passage Wortley Montagu notes on the (exceptionally) large number of the slaves, as 

sign of the Sultana�s wealth and position. Telling about the young slave girls and naming the 

price at which they can be bought enforces this. The beauty of the slaves is stressed in the 

passage, and slavery is aestheticised. 

There are parts in the Turkish Letters where the hierarchies and submission of the slaves is 

depicted. At the Grand Vizier�s lady�s house, �The treat [dinner] concluded with coffee and 

perfumes, which is a high mark of respect; two slaves kneeling censed my hair, clothes, and 

handkerchief� (p.131 italics orginal). Wortley Montagu depicts this instance as a high mark of 

respect from the Grand Vizier�s lady, but this respect is enforced by the depiction of the slaves� 

behaviour. However, the slaves do not perform this out of respect (at least not for Wortley 

Montagu), but because their lady has ordered them to do so. Wortley Montagu continues, �after 
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this ceremony, she commanded her slaves to play and dance, which they did with their guitars 

in their hands; and she excused to me their want of skill, saying she took no care to accomplish 

them in that art� (p.131). Here the commands to the slaves are still more explicit than in the 

previous quote. Wortley Montagu describes a similar instance that occurred in Fatima�s house: 

�four slaves came into the room with silver censers in their hands, and perfumed the air with 

amber, aloes-wood, and other scents. After this they served me coffee upon their knees in the 

finest japan china� (p.134, italics mine). As the other passages, this can similarly be read as a 

description of submissiveness. 

There seems to be a hierarchy among the fine slaves as well, since the younger, more 

beautiful, and more expensive slaves are served and taught by the older slaves: �It is a great 

business of the older slaves to take care of these girls, to learn them to embroider, and serve 

them as carefully as if they were children of the family� (p.157). In this description Wortley 

Montagu claims that because the Sultan and Sultana do not have children of their own, the girl 

slaves are treated like they were the children of the family. Despite this, she depicts the duties 

of the slave girls; the little slave girls served the Sultana �coffee, kneeling� and �brought her 

water when she washed, &c�(p.157). This description enforces hierarchical class distinctions 

and humble attitude the slaves (are taught to) show in front of their ladies.  

The Turkish Elite and the Foreign Elite 

Wortley Montagu�s attitude towards the upper-class elite naturally differs significantly from 

her attitude towards the slaves. In this section I will look into the representations of the elite, 

both the foreign elite of the Westerners in Turkey and the indigenous Turkish elite. 

In the Turkish bath, where exterior displays of social distinctions are reduced, Wortley 

Montagu enforces them. When Wortley Montagu describes the slaves and the ladies in the bath 

she says that the ladies sat on the first sofas �and on the second, their slaves behind them, but 

without any distinction of rank by their dress, all being in the state of nature, that is in plain 
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English, stark naked� (p.105) How does she then make the distinction between the slaves and 

their ladies? She can make the distinction based on the actions of the women: while the ladies 

are �some in conversation, some working, others drinking coffee or sherbet, and many 

negligently lying on their cushions,� �their slaves (generally pretty girls of seventeen or 

eighteen) were employed in braiding their hair in several pretty fancies� (p.105). Even here, 

when it seems most likely that the social distinctions would be reduced, Wortley Montagu 

underlines the fact that she can still distinguish between the ladies and their slaves and that she 

interacts only with the upper-class women. �The lady that seemed the most considerable among 

them, entreated me to sit by her�� (p.106 italics mine). Paradoxically, in this passage where 

Wortley Montagu writes that the lady she interacted with �seemed the most considerable 

among them,� she cannot be absolutely sure that she indeed was the most considerable among 

all the women in the bath or among the elite ladies either. The importance of rank is evident 

since Wortley Montagu wants to emphasise to her readers that she was noticed by the most 

significant lady present. 

The lady and her slave cannot be distinguished from each other in the bath by their 

(physical) appearance. The ladies and their slaves appear alike also in the public realm, because 

the veil �disguises them [so] that there is no distinguishing the great lady from her slave� (p. 

116). Apparently the ladies� expensive clothes are hidden under their ferigees. Wortley 

Montagu perceives this as a positive aspect in relation to the free mobility of (upper-class) 

women rather than a problem of reducing social distinctions. Otherwise she emphasises a 

hierarchical distinction between different social groups. The expensive clothes of the ladies 

distinguish them from their slaves in the harems, although, paradoxically the rich clothes of the 

slaves distinguish the finest ladies from the less considerable ones. 

In the following passage Wortley Montagu argues that the Turkish elite does not follow 

(some of) the Turkish customs that are seen as negative in the West: �'Tis true their law permits 
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them four wives; but there is no instance of a man of quality that makes use of this liberty, or a 

woman of rank that would suffer it� (p. 117, italics mine). This passage implies that the custom 

perceived as barbaric in the West is common among the Turkish lower classes. Thus, for 

Wortley Montagu�s appreciation of the Turkish culture is significant that the upper classes do 

not follow barbaric customs: she perceives the upper-class Turks civilised like the Westerners.  

There are some customs the Turkish elite women follow, and in which Wortley Montagu 

as well, takes part. At the Turkish baths: �the portress stood at the door. Ladies of quality 

generally give this woman the value of a crown or ten shillings; and I did not forget that 

ceremony� (p. 104). Wortley Montagu identifies herself as a lady of quality by participating in 

this little ceremony. It is not certain if lower-class women could even have entered this 

bathhouse. However, �ladies of quality� does not necessarily refer to the difference between 

upper- and lower-class women but also among upper-class women: only the finest ladies give 

the portress money. In a later letter where Wortley Montagu describes her visit to a bathhouse 

in Constantinople she writes that it was �one of the finest in town,� which could imply not only 

architectural beauty, but social exclusiveness (p. 168).  

Wortley Montagu wants to identify with upper-class Turkish women, such as Fatima. They 

seem to have an active subject position and she considers them her equals. �The lovely Fatima 

entertained me all this time in the most polite agreeable manner, calling me often Guzél 

sultanum, or the beautiful sultana� (p.134 italics original). In this situation Fatima and Wortley 

Montagu seem to be on the same level. In her position Fatima has the power to rename Wortley 

Montagu, but she renames her as the beautiful sultana, thus identifying them on the same social 

level. Fatima is said to desire Wortley Montagu�s friendship and �with the best grace in the 

world, lamenting that she could not entertain me in my own language� (p.134). After Wortley 

Montagu learns Turkish she is able to communicate with the Turkish women in their own 

language and does not need an interpreter.  
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Wortley Montagu associates herself with Turkish women of her class and rank. She does 

not represent ordinary Turkish women at all and represents slaves in a way which does not 

acknowledge their subjectivity and perhaps even humanity, even though she aestheticises them. 

According to Lowe, Montagu identifies with Turkish people �by means of analogy of gender 

and class�.250 This means that Wortley Montagu identifies only with the women of the highest 

social standing. Similarly, Aravamundan acknowledges Wortley Montagu�s �partial 

identification with Turkish aristocratic womanhood�.251 

The upper-class Turks can be read as the colonial elite, but also as colonisers themselves, 

colonising the parts of the world where they have obtained the slaves; the relation of the upper-

class Turks and their slaves is similar to that of coloniser and colonised. The hierarchical 

distinctions between the Turkish elite and the slaves are upheld in the privacy of the elite�s 

houses, as can be seen in the previous chapter and the descriptions Wortley Montagu gives of 

the slaves of great ladies when she visits their houses. She emphasises the presence of slaves in 

the places she visits to draw attention to her own position as an upper-class woman.  

Besides meeting the Turkish elite, Wortley Montagu interacts with the Western elite in 

Turkey. She has her own �court� of Western elite women, as she depicts here: �I am very easy 

here, and not in the solitude you fancy me. The great quantity of Greek, French, English and 

Italians, that are under our protection, make their court to me from morning till night; and, I'll 

assure you, are many of them very fine ladies�� (p.124, italics mine). Wortley Montagu 

upholds social distinctions inside the Western elite: because she considers herself of a higher 

quality than the other Western people, the ladies make their court to her.  

She distinguishes herself from all the other Westerners, and posits herself in a more privileged 

position: �I was invited to dine with the Grand Vizier�s lady, and it was with great deal of 

pleasure I prepared myself for an entertainment which was never given before to any Christian� 
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(p.130). In this passage she gains a position that has never before been granted to another 

Western woman. She represents this visit as the highest honour for a Western woman � an 

honour which would not be granted to a Western man. On the other hand, the Grand Vizier 

himself would not invite Mary Wortley Montagu but her husband (and probably did invite him 

although Wortley Montagu does not tell us this). 

5.2. The Racialised Other 

In this subchapter I will look into the representations of different nationalities and ethnicities, 

and analyse the ways in which Wortley Montagu racialises people. Lewis defines race �as a 

term that signifies a historically variable process of racialization�.252 The processes of 

racialisation are connected to other processes of differentiation, such as gendering. These 

constructed categories used to differentiate between subjects are intertwined and have their 

affects both separately and together. Furthermore, I will consider the idea of �race� or ethnicity 

in a more complex way than the binary opposition of white and black. As Jackson summarises, 

the binary opposition does not apply, �since ethnic, religious, national, and cultural differences 

are themselves so complex and context specific�.253 In addition to this, I will try to find and 

point out instances where the ethnicity of Western people is acknowledged.  

The Turks as Ethnic Others? 

I will firstly analyse how Turkish women are represented and whether they are racialised in the 

Turkish Letters. Turkish women could be seen as ethnic others because of their exterior 

features which differ from the Western, however; their skin colour and features do not differ 

drastically from Western concepts of beauty. In the letters, the Turkish women seem more 

beautiful in comparison to Western women: �every beauty is more common here than with us. 

'Tis surprising to see a young woman that is not very handsome� (p.115).  

                                                           
 252 Lewis, 1996, 2. 
 253 Stevi Jackson, �Feminist Social Theory,� Contemporary Feminist Theory, ed. Stevi Jackson and Jackie Jones. 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1998) 24. 
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Wortley Montagu praises the �large black eyes� (p.115) and thick black hair of the Turkish 

women. About hair she writes that �I never saw in my life so many fine heads of hair. I have 

counted a hundred and ten tresses of one lady�s all natural� (p.115) It seems that black hair and 

dark eyes, although not necessarily fully in accordance with the standards of British (Western) 

ideas of beauty, are not seen as a flaw but as an asset in Wortley Montagu�s description. The 

black hair and dark eyes could be interpreted as a sign of exotic beauty, which, however, is not 

too exotic or different.  

In the �Turkish Bath Letter� Wortley Montagu writes on the skin colour of the Turkish 

ladies saying that �most of their skins [are] shiningly white� (p.105). By writing that most of 

them are white, she implies, however, that not all of their skins are that white. Wortley 

Montagu does not say that any of them would be black though. She depicts the Turkish women 

with admiration: Turkish women �have the loveliest bloom in the world� (p.147) and �they 

have naturally the most beautiful complexion in the world� (p.115). The statement that the 

complexion of the Turkish women is the most beautiful in the world also enforces the 

interpretation that they are white, or at least light skinned: the significance of the lightness of 

the Turkish women�s skin becomes apparent in the text. In the British context white skin was 

associated with the aristocracy, whereas the lower classes were tanned because of the physical 

work done outdoors. The beauty of white skin is thus associated with class hierarchy. The 

emphasis Wortley Montagu lays on the whiteness of the Turkish women�s skin gives rise to the 

question whether she would be willing to interact with them if they had darker skin. It could be 

asked whether her identification with the Turkish women is based on skin colour or on social 

position. 

Wortley Montagu enforces the importance of the skin colour again later when she 

describes the preparations of a bride in the bath and says that the Turkish women �most of them 

being well proportioned and white skinned; all of them perfectly smooth and polished by the 
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frequent use of bathing� (p.169, italics mine). In addition, there are other aspects associated 

with beauty that can be read from this passage. One of those aspects is �being well 

proportioned,� which defines the culturally acceptable and desirable physical dimensions of 

women�s bodies. The other aspect is being �perfectly smooth and polished,� which can be 

interpreted referring to being smooth skinned with no body hair or skin defects.  

However, the word polished associates the women�s bodies with the image of polished 

Greek marble statues and objectifies them as objects of beauty, too. Wortley Montagu often 

refers to Greek nymphs, goddesses and statues when she depicts Turkish women. In the letters 

there is a passage where she compares her own admiration for Fatima�s beauty with the 

admiration men have shown to works of art; �other writers have spoken with great warmth of 

some celebrated pictures and statues� (p.133). Wortley Montagu takes a different position 

saying that �I am not ashamed to own I took more pleasure in looking on the beauteous Fatima, 

than the finest of sculpture could have given me� (p.133). Interestingly, Wortley Montagu does 

not hesitate when she describes the women in the bath as polished and associates them with art, 

but in this passage where she compares Fatima to a fine sculpture, she relates this equation with 

implicit shame.  

Wortley Montagu does not enforce the Orientalist divide between Occidental and Oriental 

people by representing Turkish women as the ethnic other. As Nussbaum notes, although the 

Turkish woman is the other, she is �not racially different, but different in kind�.254 In the letters, 

Turks are not seen as a totally different race from the Europeans or British. However, the 

Turkish women are admired for their (exotic) beauty. Wortley Montagu idealises the beautiful 

Turkish women and considers them generally more beautiful than British and other Western 

women. The most important means of racialisation in Wortley Montagu�s letters are the aspects 

                                                           
254 Nussbaum, 1994, 156. 
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of skin colour and beauty. In all of the analysed passages the emphasis is on whiteness and 

beauty, or more precisely on whiteness being beauty. 

Representations of Other Nationalities and Ethnicities  
 
In the letters, Wortley Montagu describes her impressions of other nationalities and ethnicities 

besides the Turks. According to Wortley Montagu�s description, the Ottoman Empire was a 

multicultural society where different nationalities and ethnicities were intermixed: 

The suburbs of Pera, Tophana, and Galata, are collections of strangers from all 
countries of the universe. They have so often intermarried, that this forms several races 
of people, the oddest imaginable. There is not one single family that can value itself on 
being unmixed. You frequently see a person whose father was born a Grecian, and the 
mother an Italian, the grandfather a Frenchman, the grandmother an Armenian, and the 
ancestors English, Muscovites, Asiatics, &c (p.178). 

 
In this passage Wortley Montagu talks about �races of people,� but actually later on refers to 

different nationalities, such as Armenians and English, and ethnicities, such as Asiatics. 

Wortley Montagu does not seem to appreciate the intermixing of �races� (or nationalities or 

ethnicities), since she calls the results �the oddest imaginable�. She values unmixed decent 

when she says that, �there is not one single family that can value itself on being unmixed�. This 

sentence implies that being of an unmixed �race,� ethnicity or nationality is a positive value. 

The ideology of, for example, a �pure� Aryan race being superior because of its unmixed 

decent, is worth mentioning in this context.  

Being Western and white are commonly regarded as the norm, and other nationalities and 

ethnicities are racialised and represented as others deviating from this norm. If the passage is 

interpreted as actually referring to different races, it is worth noting that Wortley Montagu 

includes the English in her list. This would mean racialising whiteness � acknowledging 

Englishness as ethnicity. This is an interesting point since racialisation of a certain group of 

people generally implies representing them as other. The question of whiteness as �race� can be 

interpreted in more detail with another passage. In this passage Wortley Montagu racialises the 

different �species� of people: 
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This mixture produces creatures more extraordinary than you could imagine; nor could 
I ever doubt but there were several different species of men; since the whites, the 
woolly and the long-haired blacks, the small-eyed tartars and Chinese, the beardless 
Brazilians, and (to name no more) the oily-skinned yellow Nova Zemblians, have as 
specific differences under the same general kind as greyhounds, mastiffs, spaniels, 
bull-dogs or the race of my little Diana, if nobody is offended at the comparison 
(p.178). 

 
In this passage she lists different �species� and includes the black, Asiatic (�yellow�) and 

white, but also Brazilians and even Nova Zemblians. Here it is worth noticing that the whites 

are racialised in the same way as the other groups. She classifies and racialises people 

according to their physical appearance, as was done during her time. Wortley Montagu 

compares the different �species of men� with �races of dogs�. This somewhat comic 

comparison is alleviated with the Wortley Montagu�s wish that �nobody is offended at the 

comparison�.  

Wortley Montagu does not exhibit racist ideas of the Turks and represent them as the 

ethnic other. However, she represents racist ideas in another context, that of dark-skinned 

African peoples. As noted before, the whiteness of the Turkish people is essential in their 

representation: allusions to Greek goddesses and statues emphasise their compliance with the 

Western concept of beauty. Whiteness is constructed as aesthetic and as the norm. This should 

be borne in mind when analysing the representations of black people in the letters. 

In the Turkish Letters Wortley Montagu briefly mentions black people she meets in 

Turkey, but does not pay special attention to them. She writes about the black eunuch: �The 

kyzlár-aga (your ladyship knows this is the chief guardian of the seraglio ladies255) in a deep 

yellow cloth (which suited very well to his black face)� (p.112). Here the most eminent aspect 

is the evaluation of the black man�s appearance; she aestheticises him. However, he is probably 

mentioned because of his exotically intriguing position as the guardian of the sultan�s harem, 

                                                           
255 Generally, white eunuchs guarded the boys and young men who were trained to government duties in the sultan�s 
palace and black eunuchs guarded women in the harem. Both white and black eunuchs could hold politically high 
offices. Peirce, 1993, 11, 12, 100. 
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too. In another passage Wortley Montagu describes how she �was met at the court door by her 

[the Grand Vizier�s lady�s] black eunuch, who helped [her] out of the coach with great respect� 

(130). In this excerpt the humbleness and respect the black eunuch shows towards Wortley 

Montagu is the focus of the description. Rather than depicting the black man the passage 

depicts the social position of Wortley Montagu; even the Grand Vizier�s lady acknowledges her 

by ordering her eunuch to treat her with respect. Similarly, at the kiyaya�s lady�s house she is 

�met at the door by two black eunuchs�� (p.132). It is interesting to note that the only 

representations of black people are of men, or more precisely of eunuchs.  In the West, black 

men were often either represented as threateningly sexualised and bestial or as castrated and 

harmless servants. The respect the black eunuch shows for Wortley Montagu forces the 

interpretation of black men as emasculated and succumbing in relation to whites.   

Not much of Wortley Montagu�s racism can be determined on the basis of these 

abovementioned passages, however; if we analyse one of her later letters, which is not part of 

the Turkish Letters, her racism against black women is revealed. She describes Tunisian 

women:  

�eating, singing, and dancing to their wild music. They are not quite black, but all 
mulattoes, and the most frightful creatures that can appear in a human figure. They are 
almost naked, only wearing a piece of coarse serge wrapped about them. - But the 
women have their arms, to their very shoulders, and their necks and faces adorned 
with flowers, stars, and various sorts of figures impressed by gunpowder; a 
considerable addition to their natural deformity; which is, however, esteemed very 
ornamental among them; and I believe they suffer a good deal of pain by it (p.186).   

 
The depiction of the dancing Tunisian women is in sharp contrast with the depiction of 

Fatima�s slave girls dancing which I analysed earlier: the white slaves are beautiful and 

sensual, whereas, the Tunisians are ugly and vulgar. This passage emphasises the wildness and 

sexuality of the Tunisian women. They are depicted as primitive when they eat, sing and dance 

�to their wild music�. The women are called �frightful creatures� which reduces them to the 

level of animals. Their nakedness most likely adds to Wortley Montagu�s perception of them as 
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wild and sexualised, but in a primitive bestial way rather than in a sensual way. The dark skin 

colour is associated here with ugliness, which implies the Western cultural construction of the 

beauty of white skin. Moreover, the mixing of the races is suggested since the women are not 

quite black but mulattoes. The Tunisian�s own concepts of beauty are criticised when the 

tattoos of the women are said to be considered �very ornamental among them� but said to add 

�to their natural deformity� in the eyes of a Western viewer. Nussbaum notes that Wortley 

Montagu rejects �any gender, class, or racial connection to the near-naked mulatto women� and 

safely distinguishes the Tunisian women from European women through representations of 

ugliness and exotic tattoos.256 Thus, the binary of white and black is strengthened.  

Wortley Montagu continues her description: 

�many of the women flocked in to see me, and we were equally entertained with 
viewing one another. Their posture in sitting, the colour of their skin, their lank black 
hair falling on each side of their faces, their features, and the shape of their limbs, 
differ so little from their own country people the baboons, 'tis hard to fancy them a 
distinct race; I could not help thinking there had been some ancient alliances between 
them (p.187).  

 
This passage continues to enforce the savage characters of the Tunisian women; the women 

move in a �flock� like animals, and they even physically resemble apes to the extent that 

Wortley Montagu is not sure if they are of a different race from the animals. When she refers to 

�ancient alliances between� the Tunisian (women) and the baboons, she implicitly refers to 

sexual relations between the animals and the women. Non-Western sexuality, and especially 

the sexuality of black (African) people, has often been constructed in the West as deviant.  

Conclusions  

In this chapter I have looked at the ways in which Turkish women, both the elite and the slaves, 

are represented, furthermore, I have compared their representations to those of other women, 

like the Tunisians. 

                                                           
256 Nussbaum, 1994, 156, 157. 
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I have read the slaves in the Turkish letters as the subaltern, since they do not have a voice 

of their own; instead they are seen as property, and they are not represented as subjects as such, 

but through someone else. The slaves do not speak in any of the passages where Wortley 

Montagu describes them, or at least she does not report anything they have said. However, it 

should be noted that most likely the slaves were not even permitted to speak to their superiors, 

at least not on their own initiative or for their own behalf. The slaves are the objects of 

someone�s (often Wortley Montagu�s) gaze, interest, observation, or even desire. Even if 

Wortley Montagu does not show desire for the slaves, the English lady who would like to buy a 

slave and the (Turkish) men who buy female slaves for their own pleasure, can be said to desire 

the slaves. If the slaves act, their conduct is most often described as a result of an order or 

command from their lady, and they usually portray submissiveness. The idea of the insurgent 

subaltern is almost completely missing from Wortley Montagu�s representations. There is only 

an implicit reference to any insurgency or rebellion in the sentence �their patron never sells 

them, except it is a punishment for some great fault� (p.146). Wortley Montagu does not 

acknowledge the desires, aspirations or thoughts of the slaves at all, but objectifies them. The 

slaves are represented as beautiful, artful and well trained to perform their duties, but this is 

seen mostly as the accomplishment of their lady and seems to add to the slaves� value, thus 

objectifying them even more. The most important reason for Wortley Montagu seeing the 

female slaves she meets as objects is their social position as slaves. She objectifies them, not 

because they are women, but because they are slaves. The slaves are not invisible to Wortley 

Montagu; she admires their beauty and even aestheticises slavery.  

 In her letters Wortley Montagu represents mostly Turkish elite women and identifies with 

them. She is also willing to emphasise her status and enforces the distinction between the 

different social positions of the people she meets. In particular, she constructs herself as an 

upper-class subject. 
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In addition to defining people in relation to their social position, Wortley Montagu defines 

people in relation to their ethnic origin. Although in the Orientalist tradition Turkish people 

could be seen as ethnic others, Wortley Montagu aestheticises but does not necessarily 

orientalise the Turkish women. She considers them beautiful because their skin colour and 

features are in accordance with Western concepts of beauty (or at least do not differ 

drastically). Racist views are not so eminent in Wortley Montagu�s Turkish Letters, since she 

does not have a negative image of the Turks. Even if Wortley Montagu does not enforce the 

difference of the Oriental divide between the West and the Orient by racialising Turkish 

women, she does make other distinctions. In the actual Turkish Letters, Wortley Montagu even 

seems, to some extent, to acknowledge whiteness as a �race� and Englishness as an ethnicity. 

However, in relation to Turkish people words such as �mongrel� and the comparison to races of 

dogs, do not imply a wholeheartedly positive attitude towards the mixing of people of various 

decent. I suggest that Wortley Montagu sees ethnicity in relation to class: for her the lower-

class, uneducated Turks who intermix with several different ethnicities produce �mongrels�. 

Other ethnicities and nationalities, especially the dark-skinned Tunisians, are represented 

in racist terms. The aspects of appearance and beauty have an important role in the way 

Wortley Montagu represents people; she negatively racialises people who differ from the 

culturally constructed Western concept of beauty because of exterior qualities, such as skin 

colour.  
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6. From a Dislocated Subject to a Nomadic Subject  

In this chapter I am especially interested in analysing Wortley Montagu�s subject position. In 

the Turkish Letters, she represents herself through the ways she represents Turkish women; 

through her reactions and interaction in relation to them. Besides Kietzman other critics have 

not paid particular attention to interpreting Wortley Montagu�s subject position. When critics 

have considered ways in which she represents Turkish women, they have tended to analyse the 

construction of the other rather than the self. 

Kietzman has suggested that Wortley Montagu�s changing subject position could be 

interpreted in relation to the concept of migrant moment of dislocation. In this chapter I will 

firstly analyse the ways in which Turkish women are represented as hybrid or migrant subjects. 

In the last subchapter, I will suggest my own interpretation of Wortley Montagu as a nomadic 

subject. The discourse of nomadism presented in this chapter is one of those readings that most 

clearly challenge the Orientalist reading. 

6.1. A Dislocated Subject - Migrant Moment of Dislocation 

In this subchapter I will look at the concept of the dislocated subject and migrant moment of 

dislocation in particular. Firstly, I will give a brief account of what migrant moment of 

dislocation refers to. Secondly, I will look at instances in the Turkish Letters in which Wortley 

Montagu can be analysed through the idea of migrant moment of dislocation. Here I will use 

Kietzman�s work and concentrate on the different aspects and levels of dislocation.  

In The Rhetoric of English India, Suleri deploys the migrant �as an interpretive figure� and 

claims that it offers alternative interpretations that do not partion the colonised and coloniser 

distinctively as opposites.257 Suleri retorts that the anxiety of empire, which may be manifested, 

for instance, in the Orientalist will to sexualise the East, is signified by the �colonial 

encounter�. This encounter, between the coloniser and colonised on a symbolic or concrete 

                                                           
257 Suleri, 1992, 4-5. 
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level, breaks down the binary of domination and subordination and questions the psychic dis-

empowerment of the migrant in the relationship. The coloniser is not self-evidently in power: 

the coloniser can feel fear and anxiety. The encounter suggests an acknowledgment of each 

other on a certain level. The colonial encounter is negotiated between the hegemonic discourse 

and discourses that challenge it - �the language of the coloniser� and �the discourse of the 

immigrant�. As a concrete example, Suleri perceives the literary texts she analyses from 

Edmund Burke to Salman Rushdie as a continuum of �cultural migrancy� from �the language 

of the coloniser� to �the discourse of the immigrant�.258   

Suleri continues that �the nomadic possibility� of migrant moment of dislocation poses a 

challenge to the �colonial project,� its representations and cultural interpretations.259 In Suleri�s 

opinion migrant moment of dislocation can be used to question Orientalism, but she also warns 

that �contemporary readings of colonial alterity too frequently wrest the rhetoric of otherness 

into a postmodern substitute for the very Orientalism they seek to dismantle, thereby 

replicating on an interpretive level the cultural and critical fallacies that revisionism is designed 

to critique�.260 The exclusivism in which only women can write about women, black people 

about black people and so on leads to misreadings which can enforce alterity, although through 

different means than Orientalism.261 Suleri takes the question of otherness as her focal point in 

the analysis: she regards it as �one of the most culturally vexing idioms to read�. She says that 

�contemporary interpretations of alterity are increasingly victims of their own apprehension of 

such vexation�.262  

Kietzman emphasises the idea of the dislocated subject in her analysis of Wortley 

Montagu�s position: she claims that Wortley Montagu�s letters �might be read much more 
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fruitfully as representing what Suleri calls a �migrant moment of dislocation� rather than 

replicating the Orientalist paradigm of colonising subject and objectified Other�.263 Kietzman 

uses the concept of dislocated subject in a similar way as Suleri, �attempting to redefine 

colonial encounter as an exchange�.264 As pointed out earlier, the idea of an exchange suggests 

participation and negotiation from both parties, in which the binary construction of the 

coloniser and colonised breaks down (at least to some extent). Thus, in Kietzman�s reading 

Wortley Montagu�s interaction with the Turkish women deviates from the fundamental basis of 

Orientalist discourse.  

Kietzman interprets Wortley Montagu as a dislocated subject. In my opinion, she refers to 

the subject�s physical and mental dislocation. Although physical dislocation involves 

geographical dislocation (being in a foreign country), Wortley Montagu�s spatial dislocation is 

more profound than only geographical in the gender segregated Turkish culture. The gender 

segregation of Turkish society is different from the British division to public and private 

spheres and thus displaces Wortley Montagu in a way new to her. According to Kietzman, this 

offers Wortley Montagu unpredicted �possibilities for self-expression and definition within the 

expected oppressions of a gendered society�.265 Kietzman argues that Wortley Montagu is 

dislocated as a British subject in Turkey, but also because of her placement outside the 

boundaries of the male society through the conventions of gender segregation. She bases her 

argument on Julie Marcus�s idea of gender-segregation as a positive alternative to the Western 

masculine rule over both the public and private spheres and consequently over women; in the 

West �there is no female space, but only a female place�.266 Kietzman continues that in a 

gender-segregated space women can be liberated from �the constraints of a �feminine� social 

                                                           
263 Kietzman, 1998, 537. 
264 Kietzman, 1998, footnote 15. 
265 Kietzman, 1998, 539. 
266 Kietzman, 1998, 541 rephrases Marcus. 
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role�.267 In her perception of gender-segregation and feminine social roles Kietzman disregards 

culture and class. As Peirce notes, the division of public and private was not perceived in a 

similar way in Turkey as in the West. The conventions of gender-segregation were in particular 

applied in the higher social classes: �the degree of seclusion from the common gaze served as 

an index of status of the man as well as the woman of means,� whereas, the lower classes could 

not afford to follow these conventions.268 

Mental dislocation refers to dislocation on the level of culture. When Wortley Montagu is 

detached from the British cultural sphere she gains distance from it and sees its lacks better, 

especially as she is open to the cultural influences of the country where she is staying. 

Dislocation is a positive experience, which enables Wortley Montagu to criticise her own 

culture. However, even if she criticises some aspects of the British culture, she still follows 

some British cultural conventions, as can be seen in the analysis of the �Turkish Bath Letter�.  

These different aspects of dislocation presented above are those that make it possible for 

Wortley Montagu to construct her subject position. Writing about Turkish women and the 

cultural conventions that affect them such as gender segregation, Wortley Montagu (implicitly) 

writes about her own experiences of these conventions unfamiliar to her. As Kietzman argues, 

�writing about the Other enabled her to rewrite herself as a dislocated subject�.269 Writing about 

the other is simultaneously writing about the self: in relation to otherness becoming sameness, 

the self can be rewritten. Paradoxically, the self only exists through its relation to the other, 

thus the self cannot became same as the other. Identifying with the other does not dissolve the 

difference. There must be some limit in the �ability to identify with and enter the perspectives 

of others,� otherwise �there would be no difference�.270 
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Kietzman continues that Wortley Montagu uses �the metaphor of hybrid to constructs 

herself as an English-Turkish subject since she has been determined by her location and 

participation in both cultures�.271 The rewritten self is no longer the British upper-class lady, but 

she has become �half a Turk�. Wortley Montagu wants to redefine herself as a person who is 

not biased to her own culture. In addition Kietzman says that by interacting with the Turkish 

women in their own segregated spaces Wortley Montagu �learns to accept her position as a 

dislocated subject, living in margins which are no longer viewed in relation to an illusory centre 

but as thresholds in the passage from one subject position to another�.272 Kietzman continues 

that the reciprocal dialogic relationship Wortley Montagu has with Turkish women enables her 

to see �how subjectivity could be reinvented perpetually through social interaction�.273 

As I see it, with this interpretation of the dislocated subject Kietzman tries to dismantle 

both the binarism between the Occident and the Orient and between the male and the female; 

although perceived as different they are not necessary seen as hierarchically different.  

6.2. Turkishness as Hybridity 

In this subchapter I will analyse Wortley Montagu�s representations of Turkish women as 

hybrid subjects, or perhaps even nomadic subjects. 

Hybridity could be defined as a position inside and outside cultures and in between 

cultures. In Yeğenoğlu�s perception hybridity is particularly common in the colonial context: 

�when colonial cultures are inscribed to colonialized contexts, they are always translated and 

become hybridised�. Thus neither of the two cultures becomes entirely assimilated into the 

other, nor do they remain completely differentiated from each other: �difference and sameness 

exist in an apparently impossible simultaneity�. In the state of hybridity the structures of 

domination can be �reversed,� �translated and displaced� so that difference becomes sameness 
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and sameness becomes differences, but in a way that the same is �no longer the same, the 

different no longer simply different�. 274  

In some aspects hybridity resembles nomadism, since the nomadic subject is in �an 

infinitely shifting scale of degrees of hybridisation�.275 According to Braidotti, nomadism is 

the occurrence of several simultaneous differences of different categories such as �class, race, 

ethnicity, gender, age�.276 The nomadic subject has several histories, memories, and internal 

differences, which together form a unique entity.277 A mingle of these variables could mean a 

sort of nomadic hybridisation, a position inside and outside and between different cultural 

subject positions.  

From Wortley Montagu�s point of view the Turkish culture is a hybrid culture. Wortley 

Montagu writes that the Turkish cities are formed by �collections of strangers from all 

countries of the universe,� and continues that the people are �mongrels� having mixed decent 

and characteristics typical of different cultures (p.178). This does not give the impression that 

Wortley Montagu would appreciate this kind of hybridisation; she refers to people of mixed 

decent by the negatively connoted word �mongrel�. 

Wortley Montagu constructs the Turks as hybrids (or mongrels) based on her perceptions 

of their simultaneously occurring cultural and ethnic variation. This variation is reflected, for 

example, on the different languages the Turks speak. Wortley Montagu writes: �I live in a place 

very well represents the tower of Babel: in Pera they speak Turkish, Greek, Hebrew, Armenian, 

Arabic, Persian, Russian, Sclavonian, Wallachian, German, Dutch, French; English, Italian, 

Hungarian� (p.161). She continues: �the perpetual hearing of this medley of sounds, which 

produces a very extraordinary effect upon the people that are born here; they learn all these 
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languages at the same time, and without knowing any of them well enough to write or read in 

it� (p.161).  

The representation of Turkish people as mongrels is not positive: the representation is in 

stark contrast with the idea of the nomadic subject. Wortley Montagu�s own (changing) subject 

position is represented as positive: the nomadic subject is empowering, whereas the mongrels 

do not have the possibility to become nomads. This is a question of social position: the 

mongrels are not educated, since they do not know how to read or write, and thus cannot be 

worldly enough to become nomads.  

However, not all Turkish people are represented as mongrels in their hybridisation. An 

example of a positive Turkish hybrid subject is Fatima, whose hybridity is revealed when the 

Greek lady who accompanies Wortley Montagu on the visit says, �This is no Turkish lady, she 

is certainly some Christian� (p.158). This incident reveals Fatima�s partly Turkish, partly 

Polish decent. Here is Fatima�s story: �It is not the first time I have heard so: my mother was a 

Poloneze, taken at the siege of Caminiec; and my father used to rally me, saying, He believed 

his Christian wife had found some Christian gallant; for I had not the air of a Turkish girl� 

(p.158-159). 

According to Kietzman, Fatima�s life story offers a way of reading her subject position 

(similarly as Wortley Montagu�s subject position) �as a hybrid construction � a composition of 

apparently incompatible places, peoples, and traditions�.278 Fatima is constructed as a Turkish 

hybrid subject, and it is not only her mixed decent and her life story, but her social standing, 

which make her an example of positive hybridisation. To accommodate the differences 

between Christianity and Islam, Polishness and Turkishness, Occident and Orient, Fatima has 

adopted aspects of all of these to construct her subject position. One interesting point in 

Fatima�s decent is that her mother was captured during a war between Poland and Turkey. 
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Most people captured this way became slaves. Thus there might be even a more contradictory 

relation between Fatima�s mother and father, that of a slave and a soldier � colonised and 

coloniser, which somewhat complicates Fatima�s high social position. However Fatima, as 

Kietzman notes, is a hybrid who can tolerate contradictory elements in the construction of the 

self and �synthesize apparently incompatible traditions�.279  

Although in some of Wortley Montagu�s descriptions Fatima could be read as the image of 

beauty (see chapter 4 on Fatima � Beauty and Art), or as Kietzman notes, even the image of 

Christian beauty, this is not the only possible interpretation. Fatima herself resists this 

categorisation since, as Kietzman claims, Fatima�s story allows her to retain �control of her 

own subjectivity by weaving those other images into her own account of herself�. She fashions 

�herself as a hybrid irreducible to an appearance and inaccessible to a visitor who remains in 

the role of spectator�. Thus, Wortley Montagu has to (and is willing to) see Fatima�s 

�complexity beyond a simplified image or type�. In the situation, the identity of a mere 

spectator is displaced on the accompanying Greek lady.280 Thus, Fatima is not the image of 

(Christian) beauty like Wortley Montagu and the Greek lady have perceived her, but a hybrid 

subject who has her unique history.   

To some extent Wortley Montagu takes Fatima as an example when she tries to construct 

herself as a British-Turkish hybrid subject. In Kietzman�s point of view, hybrid subjectivity is 

constructed through appropriating and assimilating different and even contradictory elements of 

cultures to the �self� at one�s own will. She continues that Wortley Montagu �wants to identify 

with Fatima� not as a representative of exotic eastern Otherness, but as the model of a 

tolerant, infinitely expansive subject who can dispense with self-centeredness to make the 

perceptual and intellectual excursions necessary for entertaining others�.281 Kietzman sees 
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Wortley Montagu identifying with Fatima�s hybridity, whereas Aravamundan goes even 

farther. He claims that Fatima is an invented character: Fatima �may well be a composite 

fiction idealizing Turkish femininity, created with the explicit purpose of seducing the reader 

with levantinized accounts of Turkish womanhood��282 As I see it, Fatima would thus be a 

reflection of all that Wortley Montagu considers good in Turkish women � a collection of 

ideals. Another possible interpretation is to consider Fatima a sort of self-image of Wortley 

Montagu, her idealised �Turkish� self. 

Kietzman argues that it is not only Wortley Montagu�s subject position which is 

constructed and reconstructed. In the letters, the subject positions of both Wortley Montagu 

herself and the Turkish women are not presented as predetermined and unchangeable, but 

rather interacting, changing and adapting; adopting aspects of possible female subjectivities 

across cultural barriers. As Kietzman writes, �cultural dislocation enables the emergence of 

female subjectivities constructed collaboratively across cultural lines�.283 However, I do not 

think that this suggests that the Turkish women change in relation to Wortley Montagu, but 

rather that Wortley Montagu changes, and that her perceptions of Turkish women change. Of 

course Turkish women could adopt different cultural features to their subject position, but 

Wortley Montagu�s influence is not powerful enough that the Turkish women would adopt 

features of British culture from her. 

6.3. �Turning Turk� - Wortley Montagu as a Nomadic Subject  

In this subchapter I will present the possibility of analysing Wortley Montagu as a nomadic 

subject. I will examine different nomadic aspects in the letters, and analyse Wortley Montagu�s 

change from the first letters to the last ones through the nomadic continuum. The postmodern 

interpretation of Wortley Montagu as a nomadic subject position focuses more on her subject 

position and its representations than on those of the Oriental women. Wortley Montagu�s 
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subject position or her identity is formed through her interaction with the Turkish women. It 

could be argued that Wortley Montagu changes because she begins to admire the Turkish 

hybrid culture. If interpreted as a nomadic subject, Wortley Montagu would not construct 

Turkish women as the Orientalist representation of the other, but rather as admirable targets of 

her own self identification. 

Aspects of Nomadism 

According to Braidotti, the nomad is �a situated, postmodern, culturally differentiated 

understanding of the subject in general and of the feminist subject in particular�.284 I am not 

going to insist in this thesis that Wortley Montagu is (necessarily) a feminist subject, although, 

because of the emerging feminism in Britain at that time, some critics have termed her as a 

proto-feminist and some of her other writing suggest an identification with the very early 

women�s rights movement.285 Naturally, Wortley Montagu did not define herself as a feminist 

nor a nomadic subject, although some aspects of her letters can be examined as representations 

of a nomadic female feminist subject.  

The simultaneous occurrence of differences is one of the aspects of nomadic subjectivity, 

which is problematical to define. Braidotti argues that the multifaceted changing subject 

consists of the complex, interdependent representations of gender, race and class, which 

involve different languages and cultures. Braidotti continues that these �axes of differentiation 

such as class, race, ethnicity, gender, age, and others intersect and interact with each other in 

the constitution of subjectivity, the notion of nomad refers to the simultaneous occurrence of 

many of these at once�.286  Braidotti refers here to simultaneously occurring differences of the 
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same kind, such as several different ethnicities. However, it is questionable to what extent such 

differences as being male and female or upper- and lower-class can occur simultaneously.  

This definition does not apply particularly well to Wortley Montagu, since she emphasises 

distinctions within the classifications of gender, race and class. Although, some critics claim 

that Wortley Montagu posits herself as the male viewer in relation to Turkish women, this 

appropriation of gender could only be interpreted as enforcing her Orientalist position. To 

distinguish herself from other travel writers Wortley Montagu rather stresses the importance of 

her gender. In relation to the differences of race and class, Wortley Montagu forcefully 

differentiates herself and the Turkish elite women from lower social classes and other races, 

such as the black Tunisians. 

 In addition to the simultaneous occurrence of differences, Braidotti sees the adoption of 

features from others across these abovementioned differences as a nomadic activity. Thus to be 

more specific, the nomadic subject has constructed her287 identity by consciously adopting 

aspects of different cultures, learning languages; by constructing herself as an adopting and 

adapting subject. This definition is more applicable to Wortley Montagu than the simultaneous 

occurrence of differences. Her own comments of �turning Turk� and �becoming half a Turk� 

suggest willingness and consciousness of adopting a position across the differences of 

Englishness and Turkishness. The nomadic aspects I am especially interested in Wortley 

Montagu�s letters are related to the critical awareness of culture and subversion and resistance 

of conventions of the nomadic subject; the ability to adapt features of different cultures into 

one�s own subject position; and multilingualism and writing.288   
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Vol. 16 (1), 66, 74. Available on the Internet: http://www.nyu.edu/classes/bkg/tourist/pels1.pdf. (Printed 31.10.2003). 
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Wortley Montagu displays critical awareness of English culture in some instances. This 

can be best claimed if her representation of herself at the Turkish bath is seen as ironically 

voicing her subordinate position. This reading supports the view of Wortley Montagu as a 

nomadic subject, standing outside, criticising her white European subjectivity, and showing 

how she herself is objectified and restricted by the norms of eighteenth-century Western culture 

and the discourse of femininity.  

Wortley Montagu subverts and resists cultural conventions mostly through relatively small 

but concrete actions. She subverts conventions of the British culture when she dresses up as a 

Turk, especially because she wears the veil. Most other Western women refused to veil 

themselves and adhered to Western clothes to emphasise their difference and superiority. 

Wortley Montagu resists the Western convention of representing the veil as an emblem of the 

repression of Islamic women, and defends it as a liberating custom for women. Another way in 

which Wortley Montagu subverts conventions is her preference to socialise with the Turkish 

elite women rather than with other Western women of high social standing.   

As a woman travel writer Wortley Montagu subverts conventions of eighteenth-century 

womanhood; travelling or writing were not considered appropriate for a British lady. In 

addition in her travelogue Wortley Montagu broke the conventions of the discourse of travel 

writing, not complying with the representations of her male predecessors. I have even argued in 

this thesis that Wortley Montagu breaks the conventions of the discourse of Orientalism. 

Wortley Montagu exhibits the ability to adapt features of different cultures into one�s own 

subject position: she sees positive qualities in Turkish culture and adopts these. She resists a 

superior Western position by adopting features of (elite) Turkishness - adopting indigenous 

dress and adapting to local customs. Wortley Montagu experiences the freedom of movement 

and cultural assimilation when she rambles in Constantinople wrapped up in her ferigée and 

asmáck. Wortley Montagu integrates herself into Turkish culture to be able to truly interact 
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with Turkish women and participate in their life. Wortley Montagu explains her adoption of 

Turkish customs as follows: �I am not so fond of any of our customs to retain them when they 

are not necessary� (p.153). She is willing to resist, for example, the �forms and ceremonies that 

make life formal and tiresome� and which ambassadresses follow (p.113). On the other hand, 

as I have shown, Wortley Montagu wants to show through the interaction that the Turks treat 

her like a lady of quality.  

However, Wortley Montagu still retains a critical awareness not only of the British culture 

but also of the Turkish culture. There is important Turkish custom she follows, that of bearing 

children: she gives birth to a girl while in Turkey. Wortley Montagu writes that in Turkey �it is 

more despicable to be married and not fruitful, than it is with us [in England] to be fruitful 

before marriage� (p.151). She continues, � without any exaggeration, all the [Turkish] women 

of my acquaintance that have been married ten years, have twelve or thirteen children; and the 

old ones boast of having had five-and-twenty or thirty a-piece, and are respected according to 

the number they have produced� (p.151).   

However, it appears that Wortley Montagu does not particularly favour this custom: she 

writes that Turkish women often kill themselves by bearing so many children. Kietzman notes 

that even though, Wortley Montagu considers Turkish women free, she acknowledges the way 

they �are subject to a range of social pressures, including enforced motherhood�.289 Wortley 

Montagu criticises the Turkish perception of womanhood, which is essentialised to 

motherhood, and sees the cultural convention of glorifying reproduction as restricting women: 

�the end of the creation of woman is to increase and multiply; and she is only 
properly employed in the works of her calling when she is bringing [forth] children, or 
taking care of them, which are all the virtues god expects from her. And, indeed, their 
way of life, which shuts them out of all public commerce, does not permit them any 
other (p.142).  
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Although Wortley Montagu herself follows the custom of bearing children, she does not do it 

willingly: �the French ambassadress is forced to comply with this fashion as well as myself� 

(p.151). On enforced motherhood Kietzman writes that although Wortley Montagu �claims to 

have become pregnant as a means of accommodating to the culture, she actively resists being 

determined by the role of mother�.290 In a letter to Mrs. Thistlethwayte on January 4th 1718, 

Wortley Montagu has to end short her argument for the good aspects of the Turkish law: �I 

should go on to tell you many other parts of justice, but I must send for my midwife� (p.152).  

Braidotti sees writing and multilingualism as means of power.291 According to Braidotti, 

�being between languages constitutes a vantage point in deconstructing identity�.292 The 

nomadic subject is �in a permanent state of translation� and finds herself �in permanent transit 

between languages� thus she �is capable of �some healthy scepticism about steady identities 

and mother tongues��.293 I believe that with multilingualism Braidotti refers both to symbolic 

and concrete multilingualism.  

Brant notes on Wortley Montagu�s multilingualism: �as she moves around she practises 

cultural assimilation through learning languages�.294 Wortley Montagu has a week schedule 

where Tuesdays are for studying English, Wednesdays are for studying the Turkish language, 

and Fridays are spent in writing (p.145). She says, �I am pretty far gone in Oriental learning, 

and, to say truth, I study very hard� (p.123); about the Turkish language in particular she says 

that she is �already very well learned� (p.145). She is interested in Turkish poets like Ibrahim 

Pasha and cites his poetry (pp.120-121). In general, languages played an important part for 

Wortley Montagu; she knew several languages, and wanted to learn more to be able to 

communicate with the people she met. According to Braidotti, the construction of a nomadic 
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subject requires constant interaction with others. Wortley Montagu searches interaction 

especially with Turkish women. Knowledge of the Turkish language is an asset especially 

when she has conversations with Fatima. Wortley Montagu admired Fatima�s beauty, but 

knowing Turkish makes true interaction between the women possible, �now I understand her 

language, I find her wit as engaging as her beauty� (p.158).  

In addition to learning Turkish, Wortley Montagu already knew Latin, Italian and French. 

However, she is not multilingual in the sense that she has a mother tongue. Nomadic 

multilingualism in the sense Braidotti employs it is a state of knowing different languages but 

not having a mother tongue.295 Wortley Montagu perceives English as her primary language: �I 

am in great danger of losing my English. I find it is not half so easy for me to write in it as it 

was a twelvemonth ago. I am forced to study for expressions, and must leave of all other 

languages, and try to learn my mother tongue� (p.161). It seems that Wortley Montagu herself 

does not even believe true multilingualism to be possible when she writes that �'tis as 

impossible for one human creature to be perfect master of ten different languages, as to have in 

perfect subjection ten different kingdoms, or to fight ten men at a time� (p.161). Although she 

does not necessarily prefer British customs and willingly adopts parts of the Turkish culture, 

she does prefer the English language above all other languages: �As I prefer English to all the 

rest, I am extremely mortified at the daily decay of it in my head� (p.162).  

Several important nomadic aspects apply to Wortley Montagu, as I argued above. 

However, these nomadic aspects are not yet present in the first letters: Wortley Montagu�s 

becoming a nomadic subject is a continuum from the first to the last letters. Her perception of 

Turkey changes during her stay. She realises more clearly the positive aspects of the Oriental 

culture and adapts herself accordingly.  
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In the first letters, before Wortley Montagu has actually met Turkish women, she has a 

somewhat negative view of the position of the Turkish women, which is formed on the basis of 

male travel writers� accounts. Towards the end of her stay in Turkey Wortley Montagu�s 

attitude changes. Although she is fascinated by the Turkish women already from the first 

encounter, she only gradually learns more about them, their customs, tradition, language and so 

on, and adopts these aspects to her own benefit. 

At the end of her stay, Wortley Montagu�s integration into Turkish culture appears 

profound: �I am now preparing to leave Constantinople, and perhaps you will accuse me of 

hypocrisy when I tell you 'tis with regret; but I am used to the air, and have learnt the language. 

I am easy here (p.167). In another passage, at the end of her stay she seems adapted and 

integrated into the culture: �I ramble every day, wrapped up in my ferigée and asmáck, about 

Constantinople, and amuse myself with seeing all that is curious in it� (p.167). If analysed in 

more detail, this excerpt is somewhat paradoxical, since the words �amuse� and �curious� 

suggest a slightly detached perception of Turkey. Wortley Montagu presumably walks around 

Constantinople incognito (dressed in a ferigée and an asmáck). This description does not 

suggest any interaction with local people, or with anyone else, for that matter. It almost seems 

as if she were masquerading as a Turk (dressed up like one) to see Constantinople before she 

leaves. Because she knows she is leaving, her perceptions of the city are already those of a 

detached person: at this point she seems almost like a tourist or an outsider. 

 Wortley Montagu continues about her emotions upon leaving Turkey: �However, I 

endeavour upon this occasion to do as I have hitherto done in all the odd turns in my life; turn 

them, if I can, to my diversion� (p.167). Thus Wortley Montagu turns this new situation into an 

interesting possibility of travelling and diversion - perhaps even a possibility to experience 
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nomadism again. Nomadism is, after all, about being �in transit, moving on, passing through, 

creating connections,� �without predetermined destinations or lost homelands�.296  

Questioning the Nomadic Reading 

Wortley Montagu�s position as a nomadic subject seems to be a positive and culturally 

appreciative way of interacting with different cultures. However, a contradictory interpretation 

of her nomadic position is possible. There are some questions in the nomadic reading that have 

not been addressed, which I will now critically examine. 

Orr has suggested that �Wortley Montagu�s cultural mimicry, her adoption of the Turkish 

dress, her acquisition of the language, her friendship with various individuals and her 

�admiration� for their �right notion� of life suggests she becomes a kind or �renegada� or a 

European gone native�. This renegado/renegada is a well-known figure in travel literature, and 

generally �uniformly excoriated by other voyage writers�.297 Aravamundan explains this 

phenomenon as a transformation of identity where �an individual from one culture is 

psychically and physiologically absorbed into another�. He sees this as a fantasy of assimilation 

to the other. In Aravamundan�s perception Wortley Montagu undergoes �a postliminal mode of 

reaggregation� and thus does not became a renegada (or a nomadic subject, as I would 

suggest).298 In addition, contemporaries might not have considered Wortley Montagu�s �turning 

Turk� a positive phenomenon, and she is herself aware of this. She anticipates these 

accusations when she writes, for example, in a positive way about the veil and slavery by 

saying already at the beginning of her argument that �you�ll imagine me half a Turk� or 

something similar. She partly dismisses her going native by saying it herself, but also by 

arguing for her opinions in a way that is supposed to convince her readers so that they change 

their minds. There is a boundary of identification, which if it is crossed is perceived as 
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unacceptable: the Westerner looses the superior position ascribed to him in the Orientalist 

discourse.  

Nomadism can be perceived as an Orientalist masquerade, since the adoption of Turkish 

features does not necessarily lead to resisting or abandoning a Western superior position: it can 

be seen as typically Orientalist behaviour. Connected with the Orientalist ideas of exoticism 

being in fashion, adopting features, and especially clothing, from other cultures can become a 

masquerade. As Lemaires notes, in addition to the popularity of Oriental themes in art, 

literature and poetry, Oriental clothes were in fashion in the West in the eighteenth century. 

Upper-class Westerners, like Wortley Montagu, dressed up in Oriental clothes and had their 

portraits painted and decorated their homes with Oriental artefacts.299 Similarly, adopting 

aspects of the Oriental culture may be a way of superficially taking on fashionable ideas and 

customs. 

Nomadism is for the upper classes: generally, the concept of the nomadic subject supposes 

a privileged upper-class position. Nomadism has been accused of individualism, elitism and 

fashionability. The metaphors of �travel, migration and movement� are crucial to the idea of 

nomadism, and ambivalence, hybridity and �combining unfitting disparate identities� is 

celebrated.300 Although Braidotti claims that �not all nomads are world travellers; some of the 

greatest trips can take place without physically moving from one�s habitat. It is the subversion 

of set conventions that defines the nomadic state, not the literal act of travelling�.301 It could be 

questioned whether nomadism is available for lower-class people even if it does not require 

travelling. As I see it, nomadism necessarily presupposes knowledge of other cultures and 

education, which are not equally available for all people.  
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In her article �Feminism, Postmodernism, and Gender-Scepticism,� Susan Bordo criticises 

the nomadic subject on the �dream of being everywhere�. According to her, when nomadism 

claims to adopt �endlessly shifting, seemingly inexhaustible vantage points� it is only replacing 

the Cartesian seemingly objective view from nowhere by �a new postmodern configuration of 

detachment, a new imagination of disembodiment: a dream of being everywhere�.302 Bordo 

claims that in postmodern feminism the unity of the body �has been shattered by the 

choreography of multiplicity� and the body is invented and reinvented across time and place. 

This kind of subjectivity seems to �celebrate a �feminine� ability to identify with and enter into 

the perspectives of others, to accept change and fluidity,� however; this �obscures the located, 

limited, inescapably partial, and always personally invested nature� of the subject�s position.303 

When Wortley Montagu is analysed as a nomadic subject her limited and situated position is 

evident despite the nomadic qualities she exhibits. In addition to this, as noted before, the 

appreciation of difference requires the acknowledgement of some limit which demarcates 

difference or otherwise there would not be any difference.     

Nomadism has been accused of essentialism. The perception of the nomadic female 

feminist as subject has lead to criticism of essentialising certain characteristics as pertaining not 

only to the nomadic subject, but to women. Pels writes that �the female world and female 

bodily experience are conceived as essentially shifting, uncertain, ambivalent and hence 

postmodern and nomadic almost by definition�. If the attributes generally associated with 

women in Western thought and philosophy, such as bodily and ambivalent are employed to 

define the nomadic subject, these characteristics are reaffirmed as feminine qualities. He 

continues that the emphasis on sexual difference and women �tends to absorb and override 

alternative, potentially cross-cutting axes of social stratification�.304 Braidotti herself has 
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answered the essentialism claims: nomadic becoming is radically anti-essentialist, since the 

nomad is on the move and cannot thus be defined into a fixed meaning: nomadism is a quality 

not essence.305 Braidotti�s basis is on a radical feminist politics of sexual difference, the 

asymmetric relation between men and women, and she questions all knowledge in which 

gender is not problematised.306 This could be rather referred to as strategic essentialism. 

Conclusions 

The readings of migrant moment of dislocation and the nomadic subject both challenge the 

Orientalist interpretation. 

In her reading of Wortley Montagu�s subject position Kietzman emphasises the different 

levels of dislocation as prerequisites of the subject�s reconstruction. In Wortley Montagu�s self-

reconstruction Fatima can be perceived as a positively hybrid subject and a target for 

identification, or as I suggested, even an image of idealised self. Wortley Montagu becomes 

integrated into Turkish culture and constantly interacts with Turkish women. As I see it, 

Wortley Montagu constructs Turkey as a feminotopia where the dislocated female subject can 

be constructed through interaction with other women in gender-segregated female spaces. This 

kind of reconstruction of identities and subject positions rejects the reading of a dichotomous 

opposition between the self and the other. However, the inherent difference between the self 

and the other cannot be entirely dissolved. 

When interpreted as a nomadic subject, Wortley Montagu does not enforce differences but 

emphasises similarity between the Occidental and the Oriental, herself and (upper-class) 

Turkish women. Wortley Montagu consciously and willingly strives for similarity through 

adaptation and adaptation � the difference between the self and the other is alleviated.  

However, there are some aspects of nomadism that do not apply to Wortley Montagu.  

Firstly, the nomad does not remain fixed to any national identity, whereas Wortley Montagu 
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keeps her English identity, to some extent. She wants to maintain her mother�s tongue and 

prefers it to all other languages. In addition, her criticism towards British culture is not severe 

and it often depends on the interpretation of the passage. 

Secondly, Adopting features from different cultures according to one�s preferences does 

not automatically suppose equality between the ones who adopt cultural features and those 

from whom they are adopted from. As an example of unequal relation in adopting cultural 

features, I would add the situation where immigrants and refugees are almost forced to adopt 

features of the culture of the country they have moved to. Braidotti does not refer to equality 

between the ones who adopt and those that are adopted from, but in her formulation all 

(subjects) have the possibility of becoming nomads and to adopt features. 

Thirdly, the positive representation is limited only to certain others. Wortley Montagu 

depicts the upper-class Turkish women as hybrids or nomadic subjects, whereas the other Turks 

are represented as mongrels. This negative depiction of lower-class Turks does enforce a 

division between social classes. Thus, if Wortley Montagu escapes the Orientalist paradigm of 

the Occident/Orient divide she enforces another divide.  
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7. Conclusion  

My aim in this thesis was to discover feminist approaches that challenge the Orientalist 

reading of Wortley Montagu�s Turkish Letters. Although several critics have defined the 

letters Orientalist in Said�s terms, it was possible to discover gaps and inconsistencies - 

examples of counter-hegemonic voices - that were in conflict with Orientalism.  

The shortcomings of the Orientalist reading I pointed out are related to the tendency to 

look for certain Orientalist words and topics, and not to take their context into consideration. 

Several such topics, like Oriental women, harems, slaves and veils, are present in the Turkish 

Letters. On the other hand, some essential aspects that Said has defined as Orientalist are not 

present in the letters I analysed - such as barbarity, Islam as a negative phenomenon or the 

Orient as backward and inferior in comparison with the West.  

I considered Turkish women the main object where Wortley Montagu�s relation to the 

Orient and Orientalism could be analysed. Wortley Montagu�s interaction with the Turkish 

women, and her adapting to their culture, can be seen as instances where she defies the 

Orientalist discourse. The eroticisation and exoticisation of the Turkish women can be read 

either contributing to the Orientalist discourse or questioning it as I showed in the analysis. In 

addition, Wortley Montagu participates in the discourse of emphasising social class 

distinctions and the discourse of racialising non-white nations. 

When I analysed the Turkish Letters I set for myself the following concrete study 

questions: How do Wortley Montagu and the Turkish women interact? How are the Turkish 

women represented? How is Wortley Montagu herself represented? These study questions are 

related to each other and the answers are intertwined. With the help of these study questions, I 

discovered following four discourses related to the Orientalist discourse: the discourse of 

constructing the self and the other, the discourse of the Oriental woman, the discourse of 

differences, and the discourse of nomadism.  
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In the discourse of the self and the other, the Western self and the Turkish other are 

constructed through comparisons. Wortley Montagu lists differences between Western/British 

women and Turkish women, and thus constructs the Turkish women as other. However, the 

alterity of the Turkish women is represented in a positive way: Wortley Montagu admires the 

Turkish women and wants to identify with them, especially with the upper-class women. 

In Turkey, unlike in Britain, there is (a segregated) female community in which the 

interaction between women enables the construction of identities. Wortley Montagu represents 

sexual segregation as the cause for the unrivalled freedom of Turkish women - their sexual 

freedom, mobility, anonymity, sense of female space and community. Because Wortley 

Montagu identifies herself with the Turkish (elite) women, the difference is constructed 

between other British (upper-class) women and Turkish women. When the position of the 

Turkish women is appraised, the position of Western women is implicitly criticised.  

In depicting the other, Wortley Montagu is depicting herself. She is aware of the fact that 

she is continuously observed, not only by Turkish people, but through her letters by the upper-

class English society as well. All the time, while constructing a picture of Turkish culture, she 

is constructing an image of herself through her perceptions of this foreign country. In 

describing the Turkish women in a respecting way Wortley Montagu is exhibiting her tolerance 

of otherness. 

Wortley Montagu depicts herself as learned and learning: knowing more about Turkey 

than other Westerners. She emphasises the signs of her high social status; differentiates herself 

from other, predominantly male travel writers, other Westerners who are in Turkey, and from 

the lower classes in general. In addition, she constructs herself as a letter writer, a travel writer 

and a woman writer. These positions are ambiguous and conflicting: Wortley Montagu has to 

balance between the masculine tradition of travel writing, the more feminine genre of letter 
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writing and the discourse of femininity � the restrictions and expectations placed on women 

writers.  

The discourse of the Oriental woman focused on two key aspects of the masculinist 

discourse of Orientalism � the eroticisation of the Oriental women and the cult of the harem � 

which were dealt through the gaze, art and aesthetism. Because the Turkish women are mostly 

situated in the bathhouse and harems in Wortley Montagu�s depictions, they have been seen as 

contributing to the discourse of Orientalism. However, she approaches the Orientalist topic of 

the cult of the harem in an unconventional way. Instead of representing these sexually 

segregated places according to the treasured myth of the masculine erotic dream, she constructs 

them as feminotopic spaces. 

I compared Wortley Montagu�s �Turkish Bath Letter� to one of the most manifest 

representations of Orientalism, Ingres�s Le Bain Türk. I showed in the analysis that the viewer 

in Ingres�s painting exerts the Orientalist masculine gaze on the Oriental women. Whereas, 

Wortley Montagu�s gaze on the Turkish women in the �Turkish Bath Letter� can be interpreted 

in a more multifaceted way: critics have interpreted her relation to Turkish women in three 

different ways. According to the first interpretation, Wortley Montagu fulfils the male fantasy 

and adopts the penetrative male gaze. In the second interpretation, she takes a non-erotic 

position, resists eroticisation and insists on the Turkish women�s propriety. In the third 

interpretation, that of female homosexual desire, Wortley Montagu adopts the lesbian gaze.  

In my opinion, Wortley Montagu�s position differs significantly from the position of the 

invisible voyeur in Ingres�s painting. She does not represent the Turkish women as passive 

objects of male desire, but as active subjects. She is herself visible to the Turkish women and 

her readers, and subjected to their gazes. Thus it is reasonable to argue that she defies the 

voyeuristic male gaze. I am inclined to emphasise Wortley Montagu�s feminine or even 

feminist position as a viewer who is present and visible in the scene, however; I do not perceive 
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her gaze as desexualising the Turkish women. Wortley Montagu aestheticises and even 

fetishises Turkish women according to a homosexual desire and thus produces a gynocentric 

fantasy, which is in contrast with the Orientalist cult of the harem.  

Wortley Montagu pays attention to the Turkish women�s appearance, and she represents 

them as beautiful and admirable. Their beauty complies with the Western conventions of 

beauty, only deviating from it in some aspects that are constructed as positively exotic, such as 

dark eyes and thick black hair. The individual elite women whom Wortley Montagu learns to 

know in person, especially Fatima, are depicted as beautiful, but also intelligent, polite, and in 

several aspects more admirable than Western women in general. The depiction of Fatima is, 

however, contradictory; the tradition of aesthetism does not easily accommodate an admiring 

and wondering, perhaps even desiring feminine gaze. Wortley Montagu rejects the hegemonic 

male gaze and tries to redefine the position of the female gaze in relation to the masculine 

traditions of Orientalism and aesthetism. She breaks the conventions of these discourses and 

produces a counter-hegemonic representation of Turkish women.  

Furthermore, the aspect of beauty is important in Wortley Montagu�s depictions of herself: 

she represents herself as beautiful. According to Wortley Montagu�s depiction Fatima renames 

her as �guzél sultanum,� the beautiful sultana. In addition, she tells in great detail about her 

Turkish habit and how she looks in it, and in the �Turkish Bath Letter� she reveals herself to 

her readers and the Turkish women, and posits herself as the object of their gazes. 

In the discourse of difference I discussed differences such as ethnicity and race and social 

position. I analysed the representations of three different groups in the letters: the Turkish elite 

women, the slaves, and the Tunisian women, and discovered similarities and differences in the 

representations of these groups.  

Generally, most critics have ignored issues like social position and slavery: they have 

noted that Wortley Montagu interacts with the elite, but have not paid attention to the way she 
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represents the non-elite, especially the slaves. For example, Kietzman emphasises the positive 

identification and interaction between Wortley Montagu and the Turkish elite women, and 

ignores the representations of women of other social standings. Postcolonial feminism 

provides means to bring into attention these �other� women. In this thesis I analysed the 

representations of slaves and slavery in relation to the idea of the Spivakian subaltern subject. 

There are some aspects that do not affirm the reading of the slaves as the subaltern, especially 

the fact that the insurgent subaltern is missing from the letters. However, the objectification, 

aesthetisation, and silencing of the slaves support the subaltern reading.  

White-skinned upper-class Turkish women, but also the white-skinned slaves are 

represented as (exotically) beautiful according to Western standards. Wortley Montagu 

aestheticises the Turkish women in a somewhat Orientalist way, however; the way in which 

she describes the subjectivity of the elite women is in conflict with Orientalism. The slaves are 

represented according to the Orientalist conventions of portraying Oriental women as aesthetic 

artefacts. The (Turkish) slaves� beauty is in accordance with the Western concept of beauty 

and they are perceived as property, thus they are eroticised and objectified. Even though 

Wortley Montagu does not contribute to the discourse of Orientalism by representing slavery 

as an example of Oriental barbarism like most other Western travel writers, her depictions 

dehumanise the slaves and reduce them to objects.  

Critics have not dealt with the representations of ethnicity and racialisation in detail: only a 

few critics mention Wortley Montagu�s racist representations of the African people. While 

Wortley Montagu does not perceive Turkish people as the racial other, she has racist ideas of 

African peoples in particular. The Tunisian women are represented as racialised and 

unaesthetic. They are objectified and racialised because they differ from the Western norm. In 

my opinion, race and different social positions are reflected in the depictions of beauty and 

aesthetism in the Turkish Letters.  
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In the discourse of nomadism, the study question of the interaction between Wortley 

Montagu and the Turkish women has to do with the relationship between the self and the 

other. I applied the concepts of migrant moment of dislocation, hybridity and nomadism in 

analysing primarily Wortley Montagu�s subject position, but in addition, the subject positions 

of Turkish women.  

In the discourse of nomadism, the self and other are not represented as completely 

different, and the dichotomy is alleviated. Wortley Montagu defies one of the most eminent 

features of Orientalism, the hierarchical distinction between self and other, West and East, by 

adopting the position of a nomadic subject and perceiving similar qualities in others. However, 

there is always a constructed difference: the self cannot be defined without some distinction 

from the other. 

Wortley Montagu is dislocated in the gender-segregated Turkish culture, and thus realises 

her constructed British subjectivity � the self-evident becomes visible and can be criticised 

and changed. Migrant moment of dislocation and adopting the nomadic position can be seen 

as prerequisites for the subject�s reconstruction. The subject is not stable and unaltered, but 

changes in relation to others. In the nomadic condition one can adopt different features from 

others into one�s own subjectivity and become a hybrid. Through interaction and learning 

Wortley Montagu is able to accustom herself to Turkey, identify with and adopt features from 

the women�s culture she admires. Wortley Montagu only adopts features to her subjectivity 

from the Turkish elite women: the social position of the other is significant. Fatima, the 

upper-class Turkish other is a positive target for identification for the self or even an image of 

the idealised self. 

Even the Turkish culture is seen as a hybrid, consisting of different cultural, ethnic and 

religious aspects. In Wortley Montagu�s opinion, the ordinary Turks who have mixed decent 

are mongrels, whereas, upper-class Turkish women like Fatima are hybrids in a positive sense. 
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Her depictions differ according to the social class of the women represented. The upper-class 

Turkish women are free, naturally beautiful, hybrid subjects, whereas the lower-class people, 

the slaves, the blacks, the subaltern are obedient, artfully beautiful or ugly, mongrel objects. 

However, if we look at the letters that were written on the journey to Turkey, whose analysing 

was beyond the scope of this thesis, the equation of whiteness with beauty and the preference 

for upper classes are somewhat complicated, since Wortley Montagu depicts aristocratic 

women in Vienna and Prague as ugly and artificial.   

My study questions and feminist interests lead me to focus on analysing passages where 

Wortley Montagu writes about Turkish women. Analysing different parts of the Turkish Letters 

could have rendered alternate results of Wortley Montagu�s relation to the discourse of 

Orientalism. For instance, there are some passages where she discusses the Ottoman army and 

warfare; these passages could render another kind of view on Wortley Montagu�s 

representation of the Turks� barbarity. In addition to this, analysing Wortley Montagu�s 

representations of men, although more scarce than those of women, could have produced 

different results. 

I suggested that the analysis of the letters should focus more on social positions than it thus 

far has. Especially the representations of slaves in travel writing could be looked at more 

closely. Other travel writers wrote about the barbarity of slavery in general, not about the slaves 

in particular. Some travel writers depicted the street life of ordinary people who could be 

defined as subaltern subjects. Reading the slaves as the subaltern subject brought up the 

question whether other travel writers wrote about the subaltern.  

In this thesis I have positioned myself in relation to the work of other Wortley Montagu 

critics. I agree to some extent with the feminist Orientalist critics: there are Orientalist aspects 

in Wortley Montagu�s writing. These critics do not consider the contradictions and deviations 

in Wortley Montagu�s letters a challenge to the hegemonic discourse of Orientalism, but rather 
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see them as variation and change within the discourse. Even though there are instances where 

Wortley Montagu complies with the discourse of Orientalism, in my opinion, to interpret her as 

an Orientalist is too simplistic a reading. In my analysis I have showed how certain passages of 

the letters, where she has been said to display masculine Orientalist views, can be read 

differently. It must be admitted that some Orientalist, racist and class conscious features are 

explicitly present in her description of the Orient and its inhabitants.  

The representations of the aristocratic Turkish women usually defy the conventions of 

Orientalism, but Orientalist features are generally present when Wortley Montagu writes about 

others. These affirmations and contradictions of the Orientalist representations can even appear 

simultaneously, that is to say a passage can be interpreted either way. Wortley Montagu gives 

us a contradictory image of the Orient: she both maintains certain stereotypical images of the 

Orient and undermines them. Even if she escapes the Orientalist paradigm of the 

Occident/Orient divide she enforces the divide between upper and lower classes and white and 

black people. Wortley Montagu upholds Orientalism because she is an upper-class Briton, and 

deconstructs it because she is a woman. Despite the dominant position of hegemonic 

discourses, several different and even conflicting discourses can be present in one text. My 

finding is that the Orientalist discourse is in conflict with the discourse of femininity, the 

expectations affecting women�s writing, and this can be seen in the Turkish Letters. The 

relation between the letters and the discourse of femininity, in addition to the socio-historical 

emergence of early feminism in the eighteenth-century, could be analysed in more detail than 

was possible in the scope of this thesis. 

The re-reading of Wortley Montagu�s Turkish Letters opens up the possibility to re-

interpret texts on the Orient by subsequent eighteenth- and nineteenth-century female travel 

writers, such as Lady Craven or Julia Pardoe, and to read anew Wortley Montagu�s position in 

relation to the discourse of Orientalism particularly as a woman writer.  
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